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ABSTRACT 
Sequential Thrusting Beneat h the Wi llard Thrust 
Mcjor Professo r: 
DEpartment: 
Fault, Wasatch Moun t a i ns , Ogden, Utah 
hy 
Ta d Wil li am Schi r me r , Master of Sc i ence 
Utah State Cniversity, 1935 
~r. Robert Q. Oaks. Jr . 
Geology 
The downstructure method of viewing eeologic maps, balanced cross 
s ections, and hanging-wa l l-sequence diagrams are applied to produce the 
ix 
first comprehensive s yn t hesis of the structures below t he Willar~ thr ust 
sheet. 
Development of the duplex beneath the Willard thrust may be 
explained with a "piggyback" thrust model where younger thrust slices 
f orm below and fold an older, overlying thrust sheet. Piogressive 
f ailure of the footwall ramp of the Willard thrust sheet extended the 
s cle thrust enstwarrt and produced a duplex consisting of thrust slices 
(horses) «h ich adhered to the overriding thrust sheet «here it ,·amped 
fro m a lower sole t h r ust t o an upper decol l ement horiz on. Th e resulting 
structural culmination produced a distinct antiform in the \'11i lla:-d thrw; t 
sheet. The duplex is here named the Ogden duplex. 
Frontal fo l ds (formed at ramps perpendicular to transport) and 
lateral folds (formed at ramps parallel to :rnnsport) mar~.: the ffi(\r~ins o f 
individual horses within the duplex. Folded thrusts, thrust-spl ay 
r~latio n ships, and lateral overlap of horsPs help determi ne the sequence 
of thrusting . 
The involvement of cratonic foreland busement rocks (Farmington 
Canyon Complex) in thrust slices within the Ogden duplex is similar to 
the Moine thrust bnlt in northern Scotland and pinpoints this area within 
zone III of Boyer and Elliott's (1982) model of a thrust system dominated 
by a major thrust sheet. 
The basement rocks form the core of several horses whi ch moved a 
minimum of 9.6 km. Total shortening within the Ogden duplex is estimated 
at 3 to 12 km . 
The seqllCnce of thrusting is proposed from higher to lower: the 
Wi llard thrust fault moved first, then the Ogde n thrust fault and, 
finally , the Taylor and lveber thrust system (here named). Striking 
similarities between the Ogden thrust fault , the Webe r-Taylor thrust 
sys t em, and the Durst thrust fault geometrie s suggest that they are all 
part of the same system . 
(199 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
Ge neral Statement 
This report summariz es an investigation of the structural geology 
be neath the Willard thrust fault in the Wasatch Range east of Ogden. Utah 
(Fig. 1). ExposP.d is a thrust zone (d up lex) consistine of folds with 
anowalous east-west trends, basement-cored horses, complex tl1rust splays , 
and tear faults. This duple x is he re named the Ogden duplex. The duplex 
i s deve loped within Precambrian basemen t rocks and ear ly to middle 
Paleozoic sediments deposited on t he craton. The roof thrust of this 
duplex zone Is the Willard thrust fault, a long whi ch miogeosync l lnal 
sed jments of Precambrian age moved a conside rab le distanc~ eastward. 
The area of stud y was selected because it is the only place along 
the Wasatch f ront where rocks be low the Will a rd thrust are expos~d. None 
of the numerous previous studies of this area have anal yzed t he Wil lard 
thrust structures wi t h a comprehensive overvi ew or structural model. 
Rec•nt workers (Elliott and Johnson , 1980; Dahlstrom, 1969, 1977) have 
synthesized much information about recurring patterns in thrust be1ts 
at·omd the world and ha ve codified analytic techniques for studying 
thrust systems. These analytic techniques i nclude construction of 
seqcential longitudinal diagrams , called hanging-wal l-sequence diagrams. 
a nd balanced cross sections I n the di rec tion of thrusting that can ba 
----~------------~--
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~pulled apart to reconstruct the original stratigraphy. Application of 
tthese analytic techniques provides new insight into the development of 
tthe structures beneath the Willard thrust. 
Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of the study was to: (I) compile a structural geologic 
rrmap of the area exposed below (west of) the Willard thrust fault and east 
oof the Wasatch normal fault, between Willard, Utah , and Mt. Ogden; (2) 
rrmap and obtain structural details along east-west traverses to produce 
ddetailed cross sections through this part of the Wasatch Range; (3) 
pproduce restored, balanced cross sections based on the detailed cross 
•sec t ions; (4) from the detailed cross sections, determine any gross 
sstructural and lithologic differences among individual thrust slices; (5) 
rproduce north-south hanging-wall-sequence diagrams (Elliott and Johnson, 
11980, pp. 80-81, Fig . 14; Harris, 1970 , p . 167, Fig. 4) that show the 
cdevelopment of the structures beneath the Willard thrust; (6) establish 
tthe sequence of formation of thrust faults beneath the Willard thrust 
!faul t; and (7) establish relations of the thrust faults to the structural 
ggeo l ogy of northern Utah. 
Field and Laboratory Methods 
Preliminary reconnaissance work was done during the summers of 1982 
Eand 1983. During the summer of 1984, a total of 83 days were spent in 
l the field mapping and collecting structural data for laboratory analysis . 
A topographic base map of the study area was compiled from pa r ts of 
<eign t U. s. Geological Survey quadrangle maps (Willard, Mantua, Plain 
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City, Ogden, North Ogden, Hun tsville, and Snow Basin 7.5-minute 
quadrangles and ~!organ 15- minute quadrangle). This map was reduced to 
1:31 , 680 and the study area was isolated. A geologic map was constructed 
on the topographic base by transfer from aerial photographs (scale: 
1 :31 ,680) and from published geologic maps of the study area. 
Four detailed traverses (Plate 3, cross sectlor1s A, B, C, and F) and 
two reconnaissance traverses (cross sections 0 and E) were made through 
the Wasatch Range and Durst Mountain area for geologic sections. 
In the field the following structural data were recorded: 
orientations of folds, faults, bedding, uni t contacts, cleavage, 
boudinage, and foliation. Lithologic data recorded included: rock type; 
range in grain or crystal size; sedimentary structures; and weathered and 
fres h co lors. Thicknesses of decollement units were not measured due to 
the great amount of structural thickening and thinning of the rocks. 
Instruments used included a Brunton Pocket Transit (compass), a Jacob 
staff and an Abney level. 
In the lab the structural data were analyzed with an equal - area 
net. Pi and beta diagrams (Billings, 1972) were constructed from 
structures within the duplex to show the spatial relationships of various 
deformation fabrics. 
Cross sections A, B, C, 0, E. and F were drafted from structural 
data obtained on the traverses, topographic data, and the geologic map. 
Two additional cross sections (G and H) were constructed to relnter.pret 
previously published cross sections. Cross section G is a 
reinterpretation of Cross section 0-0' of Eardley (1944, Plate 2) . Cross 
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section H is a reinterpretation of Cross section 8-B' of Sorensen and 
Crittenden (1972;. 
Five cross sections (A, B, C, E, and H) were then reduced 
approximately 60 percent. These cross sections were restored to 
pre-erosional, pre-Wasatch faulting geometry and balanced 
palinspastically to the original stratigraphic position (see Dahlstrom, 
1969; Elliott and Johnson, 1980). This technique reproduces the original 
fault trajectories and ramp positions. Hanging-wall-sequence diagrams 
(see Elliott and Johnson, 1980, pp. 80-81, Fig. 14) were constructed from 
the reduced, balanced cross sections. These diagrams show the 
development of the hanging-wall structures as subsequent thrust slices 
(horses) moved over the footwall ramp. Detailed explanations of how the 
subsurface parts of cross sections were determined and of how the 
analytical methods were used to determine the sequence of thrusting are 
included in the Analysis of Structures section of this report. 
Location and Accessibility 
The main region of study covers two areas (see Fig . 1 and Plate 1): 
(1) approximately 113 square km in the Wasatch Range between Willard, 
Utah, and Mt. Ogden, beneath (west of) the Willard thrust trace and (2) 
approximately 13.5 square km in the Cottonwood Creek-Durst Mountain area 
east of Peterson, Utah. The area included in the regional synthesis 
(Plate 7) covers about 290 square km between Ogden and Huntsville to the 
north and between Bountiful and Coalvi lle to the south. This regional 
map was modified from Eardley (1944, Plate 1, p. 819). 
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This study covers the entire exposed duplex beneath the Willard 
thrust fault as well as additional exposures of similar structures in the 
Durst Mountain area . The regional synthesis covers the basement uplifts 
east of the Wasatch Fault as well as surrounding features. This allows 
corre lation of regional structures and an interpretation of the 
subsurface geometries beneath north-central Utah. 
Most of the mountain front i n the Wasatch Range east of Ogden is 
public land and accessible by either maintained trails or well-worn game 
trails. Although these mountains are rugged, there are very few areas 
that cannot be reached in a day ' s climb . The Cottonwood Creek-Durst 
Mountain area is mostly private land and permission must be obtained from 
several land owners to gain access . This area is more brushy than the 
Wasatch Front, but jeep trails follow most of the main canyons. 
Snow cover from early fall to late spring limits accessibility to 
the high parts of the Wasatch Mountains to the s ummer months . Heat and 
scarcity of water in the summer, combined with steep, exposed slopes, 
makes field work in this area challenging . 
Geomorphic Features 
The Wasa tch Mountains are bordered on the west by benches of 
lake deposits of Pleistocene Lake .'Bonneville. Several scarps of the 
Wasatch fault zone displace alluvial fans and sediments of Lake 
Bonneville along the mountain front . The Ogden and Weber rivers have cut 
deep canyons through the range. Ogden Valley and Morgan Valley are two 
grabenlike va lleys east of the main range of Wasatch Mountains (Plate 
7). They are filled with Tertiary and Quaternary sediments . A low, 
- ------------------------------------~--------------~---
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east-trending ridge of Tertiary rocks separates these two valleys . Durst 
Mountain for ms the east side of Morgan Valley . 
The thrust structures have strongly influenced the geomorphic 
features of the Wasatch Mountains in this region. The Wasatch fault zone 
is distinctly sinuous between Willard, Utah, and the campus of Weber 
State College. These curves may be localized by pre-existing structures 
related to duplexing, such as frontal and lateral or oblique ramps . 
Many canyons in the study area are controlled by structural 
features: Taylor Canyon and Cold Water Canyon, south of the Ogden River ; 
Dry Canyon and Johnson Draw, both north of the Ogden River; and Shanghai 
Creek, north of Pineview Dam, all follow the trace of thrust faults. 
Many other unnamed canyons and draws are located along contacts between 
competent rocks and incompetent units containing decollements. 
The area studied exhibits classic examples of the effects of 
pre-existing structures on the geomorphology of a region. Although the 
wri ter noted these phenomena, a complete study was beyond the scope of 
this report . 
PREVIOUS WORK 
A considerable amount of work has been done by various geologists in 
and around the study area. Published geologic maps used in this study 
inc l ude: Sorensen and Crittenden (1976) in the Mantua and Willard 
quadrangles: Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) in the Wasatch Range near 
Nor t h Ogden; Crittenden (1979) in the Huntsville quadrangle; and Bryant 
(1979) in the Wasatch Mountains between Ogden and Bountiful. Eardley 
(1944) included regional maps and cross sections of north-central Utah in 
his study of t he region. The Durst Mountain area was mapped by Coody 
(1957). A study of the Wasatch fault zone was done by Cluff and others 
(1970) through the length of the study area. Their locations of fault 
scarps are plotted on Plate 1. 
Blackwelder (1910, p . 534) descr ibed the structures between Willard , 
Utah, and the Weber River as , " .. . a shingled structu re with overthrust 
slabs or wedges dipping eastward." This description is similar to the 
present-day concept of duplex geometry . Blackwelder (1910) gave the 
name, Willard thrust, to the major thrust fault exposed along the crest 
of the Wasatch Range. He also recognized the offset of basement rocks 
above the Ogden thrust fault west of Mount Ogden, the complex zone of 
thrust faults near North Ogden , and the repetition of strata on the 
Pleasant View Salient (Blackwelder, 1910, pp. 537, 539.) 
Eardley (1939) named a large Precambrian basement uplift between 
Willard, and Salt Lake City, Utah, the northern Utah highland . Eardley 
bel i eved this feature formed by vertical uplift. Eardley (1944) further 
studied the stratigraphy and structure of the north-central Wasatch 
Mountains. He favored westward transport on the Willard, Ogden, and 
T2y lor thrust faults. 
Crittenden (1961) believed that the Willard thrust is part of a 
d ' scontinuously exposed belt of overthrusts that extends from Montana and 
I daho to southeastern Nevada . Crittenden (196~. p. D-129) postulated 
tla t the Willard thrust fault connects eastward with the Bannock and 
WJodruff thrust faults, and presented stratigraphic evidence favoring 
e1s tward transport. For example , there are 1,200 to 1,500 m of 
Mississippian strata in the overridi ng block opposite 300 m of strata of 
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the same age in the lower block. This juxtaposition probably required 
movement of at least 65 km eastward (Crittenden , 1961, p. D-129). 
Cr i ttenden (1961, p. D-128) believed that the Willard thrust fault 
connects with the Charleston-Nebo thrust system to the south. He 
pos tulated that the t~ace of the downfaulted Willard thrust fault lies 
west of Antelope Island. from where it trends eastward to the Salt Lake 
City, Utah, area (Fig. 1). Fremont Island and Little Mountain contain 
allochthonous rocks of the overriding block (Crittenden, 1961, 
p. D-129). Crittenden (1972b) agreed with Eardley (1969a) that the 
northern Utah highland is due to a vertical uplift of autochthonous 
basement rocks. 
Armstrong (1968b) presented the first comprehensive study of 
the Sevier orogenic belt. A portion of his analysis included structures 
beneath the Willard thrust fault near Ogden . Armstrong (1968b, p. 440) 
di sputed Eardley's (1944) interpretation of the Ogden and Taylor thrusts 
and contended that movement on the thrusts was eastward because the Ogden 
and Taylor thrusts cut upsection toward the east. He described the Ogden 
and Taylor thrust faults as peel thrusts in essentially autochthonous 
rocks overriden by the Willard thrust sheet . Armstrong (1968b , p . 441 ) 
es t imated a minimum shortening of 65 km and a maximum shortening of 90 km 
across the entire width of the Sevier orogenic belt. Offset of the 
basement rocks by the Taylor and Ogden thrust faults was discussed by 
Armstrong (1968b, p . 442), who believed that these basement rocks are 
botnded by minor , secondary thrusts which cut upsection eastward . He 
al so recognized that a major thrus t may be present within the crys t al line 
basement rocks near Santaquin, Utah (Armstrong , 1968b , p . 442) . He 
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theocized that tectonic thickening of the oveclying covec presumably 
caused a cise in tempecature of the basement, which may have caused the 
basement to become mob ile. Armstrong (1968b) also documented major 
decollement horizons within Middle Cambrian shales, Mississippian shales, 
and Middle Jurassic shales and evaporites throughout the Sevier orogenic 
belt. 
Despite abundant field evidence to the contrary, Eardley (1969a) 
proposed that the Willard thrust sheet was a gravity slide that moved 
westward off the Cache uplift, which was formed by vertical uplift. 
Crittenden (1972b, p. 2871) mapped and described a recumbent syncline, 
overturned to the east, in Cambrian to Mississippian rocks beneath at 
least 26 squace km of the Willard thrust fault. This major syncline is 
consistent with drag due to eastward movement of the upper plate . 
Crittenden (1972b, p. 2873) agreed wi th Armstrong's (1968b) conclusion 
that eastward movement took place on the Ogden and Taylor thrust faults. 
He also postulated that these thrusts probably rejoin the 
Willard-Bannock-Woodruff thrust system to the east. 
Royse and othecs (1975) provided a pivotal study of the Overthrust 
belt of Wyoming, Idaho, and northern Utah (part of the Sevier orogenic 
belt) by interpceting the structures according to the model of 
thin-skinned tectonics used by Bally and others (1966), Dahlstrom (1977), 
and Price and Mountjoy (1970) in the southern Canadian thrust province . 
Royse and others (1975, p. 44) pointed out that thrust faults below the 
Willard thrust fault must climb from a postulated sole thrust within the 
basement rocks to decollement horizons within Cambrian shales and 
carbonates in this area. Other detachments are present within basal 
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Mississippian rocks. Other pertinent dis cussions included in Royse and 
others (1975) are timing of major thrus ts by interpretation of the 
synorogenic clastics and a summary of thrust theories related to their 
interpretation. Their Cross section, Y-Y' (see Royse and others, 1975 , 
Plate II), traverses part of the p~esent study area. They show the 
Ogden and Taylor thrust sheets as thin slices, thrust over the Cambrian 
Tintic Quartzite, that overlie a slice of basement rocks about 9 km 
thick . This study was the first attempt to integrate the uplift of the 
northern Utah highland with the thin-skinned thrusting to the east . 
Uplift of the basement predates the Evanston Formation according to 
Mullens and Laraway (1964) . Royse and others (1975) showed a generalized 
subsurface geometry in which the basement rocks ride on the Absaroka 
thrust system . The western part of Cross section Y-Y ' of Royse and 
others (1975) is reinterpreted in Plate 7, Cross section X-X' of this 
report. 
Blackstone (1977) considered the Ogden- Taylor thrust faults to be 
part of the Absaroka-Medicine Butte thrus t system . He also postulated 
that a decollement in the basement rocks, which ramped up to a 
decollement in the overlying sedimentary rocks to the east, carried 
basement rocks (Farmington Canyon Complex) as the rear portion of a 
thrust sheet. 
Allmendinger and Jordan (1981) depicted the basement thrusting in 
the Wasatch Range as occurrine at the hinterland-to-foreland transition 
of the Sevier orogenic belt. This zone marks the beginning of 
thin-skinned deformation to the east . 
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R. L. Bruhn and his students at the University of Utah have done 
several detailed studies on some of the structures included in this 
report. Hansen and Bruhn (1979, p. 274) apparentl y were the first to 
note southward-directed displace~ent on the Willard thrust fault. Their 
work near Ogden Canyon shows the southward displacement on the Willard 
thrust fRult as a local. late- phase motion which deformed the earlier 
eastward-directed structures. 
Bruhn and Beck (1981) studied the deformation in two domains 
in the basement rocks in the hanging wall of the Ogden thrust sheet. 
They concluded that eastward-directed overthrusting dominated in the 
Ogden thrust sheet and that the resulting structures were deformed by a 
contemporaneous buckling phase in response to a three-dimensional, 
laterally varying strain field. They theorized that the Taylor and Ogden 
thrusts probably connect eastward with a major thrust fault at depth and 
that the entire Farmington Canyon Complex of the Wasatch Range may be 
allochthonous. 
Bruhn, Picard, and Griffey (1983) discussed the possible influences 
of the pre-existing configuration of the crystalline basement on later 
structural development. They concluded that the geometry of major thrust 
sheets and large, basement-cored ramp anticlines in the Sevier-Laramide 
orogenic belt of Utah was strongly influenced by changes in thickness of 
the basement (very thin in the hinterland to the west, with abrupt 
t hj ckness variations along strike). 
Bruhn, Picard, and Beck (1983) summarized Mesozoic and early 
Tertiary structure and sedimentology of most of north- central Utah. They 
considered the Wasatch Mountains to be part of a l arge ramp anticline 
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that is cored by allochthonous basement rocks (Bruhn , Picard, and Beck , 
1983, p . 63). Beck and Bruhn (1983), Bruhn and Kligfield (1983), and 
Hopkins and Bruhn (1983) cover other aspects of structure in this area 
and the northern flank of the Uinta Mountains. 
Bally (1984) modified Cross section Y-Y' of Royse and others 
(1975, Plate II) and depicted a more complex subsurface geometry for the 
basement uplift. He inferred two basement thrusts: an upper thrust 
labeled as the basement thrust of the Absaroka-Tunp thrust system and a 
lower thrust labeled as the basement thrust of the Hogsback thrust. 
Schirmer (1982) apparently was the first to discuss structures below 
the Willard thrust sheet in the Wasatch Range near Ogden, Utah, as a 
•duplex. The duplex formed at a ramp of the Willard thrust fault from a 
<decollement in the Cambrian shales to a decollement in Mississippian 
rocks. Rocks formed horses that were folded and tilted eastward during 
failure of the footwall as the duplex formed. Schirmer (1984) postulated 
<correlation of the Ogden thrust fault with the Durst thrust fault and 
• determined a minimum of 19 km of thrust displacement of the basement 
J rocks (Farmington Canyon Compl ex) eastward. He suggested that the 
Jnorthern Utah highland proposed by Eardley (1939) for the high-standing 
!basement rocks is the result of eastward translation and repetition by 
1thrusting, rather than a vertical uplift of basement. 
Although there have been subsurface interpretations on cross 
' sections through the northern margin of the basement uplift (Royse and 
<others, 1975; Bally , 1984), greater insight is gained by drawing cross 
• sections through the center of the northern Utah highland, tied to wells 
J in the Henefer-Coalville area (Plate 7, Cross section Z-Z'). An upper 
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basement-cored thrust sheet, which rides on the Ogden-Durst thrust fault, 
plunges out of the line of section of Royse and others (1975) and of 
Bally (19B4). This may have caused a fundamental error in their 
subsurface geometry and, thus, yields too low an estimate of bas ement 
shortening. 
The stratigraphy of the study area is well documented in several 
published geologic maps (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972, 1976; Bryant, 
1979; Crittenden, 1979). This report follows the stratigraphy of those 
authors . A comprehensive summary of the stratigraphy in and around the 
study area, by Hintze (1973), is excellent for understanding regional 
relationships. Rigo (1968) studied the Middle and Late Cambrian 
formations in both the autochthon and allochthon of northern Utah. Rigo 
(1968 , pp. 62-64) concluded that: . (1) the root zone of the allochthon 
is near the Promontory Range of northern Utah ; (2) juxtaposition of 
sequences with different thicknesses in the allochthon and autochthon 
indicates eastward displacement of the allochthon; and (3) the amount of 
displacement was between 68 and 95 km. However, Rigo (1968) measured the 
Perry Camp section through a complexly deformed , recumbently folded 
sequence below the Taylor thrust. Rigo (1968, p. 34) believed that 
section represents autochthon , however, this report shows that structural 
relationships indicate the section is allochthonous, although the s mall 
amount of displacement may justify the conclusion that the section is 
representative of underlying autochthonous rocks. 
The stratigraphy within the study area is also discussed by 
Blackwelder (1910) and Eardley (1944) . 
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GEOLOGIC SETTING 
In general, the tectonic history of the study area consists of four 
najor phases: (1) a Precambrian rifting phase; (2) a passive 
continental-margin phase lasting from the late Precambrian th r ough the 
Iarly Triassic; (3) a compressional phase from Late Jurassic to early 
1ertiary characterized by eastward-directed overthrusts; and (4) an 
extensi onal phase ' of basin-and-range faulting during the Tertiary that 
continues to the present . 
A comprehensive discussion of the geology and evolution of the 
~estern Cordilleran system is given by King ( 1959). In light of the "new 
global tectonics" (Dewey and Bird, 1970), Roberts (1972) discussed the 
evolution of the Cordilleran fold belt in terms of a geosynclinal 
plate-tectonic model. A plate-tectonic model was also used by Burchfiel 
and Davis (1972) and Coney (1972, 1973) to explain t he Cordilleran 
t ectonics. Monger and others (1972) provided a plate-tectonic 
explanation for the Canadian Cordillera and showed a similar evolution 
for the U. S . Cordillera . 
Stokes (1976, p . 13) defined the "Wasatch Line" as the eastern 
boundary of the Cordilleran geosyncline and noted the strong influence of 
t his feature on tectonics and stratigraphy . The Wasatch Line trends 
through the study area . 
Stewart (1972) believed that a rift for med along the length of 
present western North America about 850 m.y . ago. The former "western" 
part of North America moved away from the main part of the continent and 
an ocean occupied the downfaulted rift zone . This episode produced a 
rather straight, slightly sinuous cratonic margin a l ong the Wa satch 
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i L.ne. The basin bordering the new cratonic mnrgin became the site of the 
! Cordilleran geosyncline (Stewart, 1972, p. 1357). Diamictites of the 
! Pocatello Formation (Precambrian Z) are considered to be deposited on the 
<eastern margin of the rift (Stewart, 1972; Stokes, 197G: Hedge, 1979; and 
IC:ittenden and others, 1983). These diamictites unconformably overlie 
<o :der rocks of the Facer Formation, Uinta Mountain Group, and the Big 
! Cottonwood Formation which were deposited in fault-block basins along the 
1r.fted margin . The Uinta Mountain Group is interpreted as a deposit 
i n an eastward-trending rift (aulacoge n) in the continental margin (Bruhn 
; and Kligfield, 1983; Bruhn, Picard, and Griffey, 1983). The eastward 
<occurrences of diamictites roughly follow the length of the Wasatch Line 
(Stokes, 1976, p. 17) . 
The passive Precambrian continental margin of the westP.rn United 
: s:ates then became the site of one of the great repositories of late 
J P~ecambrian and Paleozoic sediments of the world , the Cordilleran 
! geosyncline. During this time, accordi ng to Stokes (1976, p. 17): 
. there was a rather abrupt shoaling along the \;asatch 
Line from deeper water on the west to shallower on the 
east. West of the Line, submergence was almost toto] and 
uninterrupted - east of the Line, there were frequent 
emergences with consequent un conformities and lapses in 
the record. 
The reader is referred to Hintze (1973) for a review of the 
tectonics of Utah. Changes in the tectonics of the western United States 
! :s tarted with the Antler orogeny (middle Paleozoic) \..,.hich affected westP.rn 
1and central Nevada and California. This event corresponds to collapse of 
· the Cordilleran eugeosyncline (Roberts, 1972) and may be related to 
changes in plate motion (Co ney, 1972) or to evolution of subduction zone s 
in the California area (Lipman and others, 1971) . Intraplate warps, 
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such as the Tooele Arch and Oquirrh Basin, may be due to the evolving 
orogenies along the California-Nevada border during the middle Paleozoic 
and Early Triassic (Antler and Sonoma orogenies, respectively). The 
Earl y Triassic Thaynes Limestone represents the last marine deposit in 
the oiogeosyncline of western Utah (Hintze, 1973, p. 54). This unit 
represents the end of the passive-continental-margin phase of the 
region . Later Mesozoic deposits are restricted to central and eastern 
Utah because orogenic activity was occurring in eastern Nevada and in the 
western par t of Utah (the Nevadan orogeny of Jurassic age) during 
the beginning of the compressional phase of the region. Compression 
cont i nued at the western continental margin and thrust faults propagated 
eastward. 
The compressional phase of the study area is called the Sevier 
orogeny (Harris, 1959) and the resulting structures form part of the 
Sevier orogenic belt (Armstrong, 1968b) which consisted of 
eastward-directed overthrusts (dated as Late Cretaceous) in the study 
area. The Wasatch Line has a distinct effect on the eastward propagation 
of the thrust faults. The pre-existing basement rift-margin caused the 
fault planes to deflect upward in the vicinity of the line (Stokes, 1976, 
p. 18; Bruhn and Kligfield, 1983). This localized steepening of the 
thrust trajectory may be the reason for duplexing in the Ogden area 
(Schirmer, 1982) and the reason for basement-involved thrusting in the 
rOgden area (Schirmer. 1984). Thin-skinned tectonics formed in the 
o,erthrust belt only east of the Wasatch Line (Royse and others, 1975), 
as the thrusts propagated eastward in the thinner shelf sequences. 
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The mechanisms involved in compress ion of a continental margin have 
rreceived a great deal of discussion and speculation since the advent of 
pplate tectonics. Many geologists, including Burchfiel and Davis (1972), 
CConey (1973), Dickinson (1976), and Lowell (1977) have advocated 
uunder t hrusting for the origin of thin-skinned thrust belts. Lowell 
((1977 , p. 454) concluded that underthrusting of th~ Idaho-Wyoming belt 
Whad an intracontinental or intraplate setting while major subduction took 
pplace at the western margin of the continent. Jordan, !sacks, 
AAllmendinger, Brewer, Ramos, and Ando (1983) compared the Sevier orogenic 
bbelt and the Canadian Rockies to present structures in the Andes of 
nnorthern Argentina believed to be caused by subduction at the Chilean 
ddeep-sea trench. The thrusting in the Sevier orogenic belt and the 
CCanadian Rockies is similar to that along the continental margin of 
wwestern South America and suggests that a similar plate-tectonic setting 
mmay have occurred in western North America during the late Mesozoic . 
A distinction has not been made between the Sevier and Laramide 
oorogenies in this discussion. It is the opinion of this author that the 
cclose timing of the orogenies and the overlap of deformation (see 
AArmstrong, 1968b, Fig. 7 , p . 452) does not require two separate events. 
UUsage of "Sevier-Laramide" follows that of Bruhn, Picard and Beck 
( ( 1983 1. 
After the Sevier-Laramide orogeny a remarkable reversal of tectonic 
eevents took place. Where there had been compression, extension began 
~~hich has continued through the Tertiary to the present. The genesis of 
tthis extens ional phase may be due to a change in plate motion from 
ccompressional to strike- slip in the Tertiary along the western 
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continental margin (Stokes, 1976, p. 25; see also Coney, 1972 ; Scholz and 
others, 1971; Atwater, 1970) . The Basin and Range Province cons ists of a 
comp lex system of north-trending horsts and grabens bounded on the west 
by the east- facing scarp of the Sierra Nevada and on the east by the 
•west-facing scarp of the Wasatch Range. According to Stokes (1976, 
Jp. 19) the Wasatch Front and the Wasatch fault zone are localized along 
the Wasatch Line . 
A detailed study of the structure and Cenozoic tectonism along the 
\ Wasatch fault zone (Zoback, 1983b) further documents the Influence of 
j pre-existing structures in the study area. Transverse zones identified 
! from the gravity map (see Zoback, 1983b , p . 9) consists of 
<east-west- trending bedrock highs. Regional stress-strain analysis by 
i Zoback (1983b, p. 22) shows the regional extension axis oriented 
<approximately N. 75' E. This direction is nearly perpendicular to the 
<average trend of the basin-and- range blocks, so that the region probably 
i ls undergoing simple extension (Zoback , 1983b , p. 22 ). 
The presence of scarps, which cut alluvial fans younger than 
LLake Bonneville, in the Wasatch fault zone and historic seismic evidence 
((Cluf f and others, 1970) Indicate that the study area is still 
eexper iencing an extensional phase of deformation (Stokes, 1976, p. 19). 
The view that the present extension of the Basin- and-Range Province 
lis the result of an ongoing episode of continental rifting seems 
rreasonable in light of the tectonic history of the western United States 
((see Scholz and others, 1971; Atwater , 1970). 
STRATIGRAPHY 
General Statement 
The geologic maps of the Browns Hole quadrangle (Crittenden, 
la972a), the Willard, Mantua and North Ogden quadrangles (Sorensen 
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annd Crittenden, 1972, 1976), and the Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden. 
la979) determined the stratigraphic units present in the study area. 
BBryant (1979) linked the stratigraphy north of the Ogden River with the 
s~tratigraphy in the Wasatch Range south of the Ogden River and also 
p~resented a detailed map showing units within the basement rocks 
(l(Farmington Canyon Complex) which was not available previously. 
Eardley (1944) discussed the stratigraphy throughout the study area , 
i Jincluding regional correlations. Perhaps the most thorough compilation 
oof the stratigraphy of north-central Utah, in and around the study area, 
w~as given by Hintze (1973). His stratigraphic charts provide clear 
ccomparisons of the different rock units in the hanging wall of the 
WWil l ard thrust fault east of Huntsville and in t he footwall of the 
WWil ard thrust fault in Ogden Canyon (Hintze, 1973, Charts Sa and 8b, 
pp . 125). The stratigraphir. section in upper Weber Canyon (Hintze, 1973, 
CC ha r t 9, p. 126) near Devils Slide is a cratonic shelf sequence of 
CCambr : ah through Cretaceous rocks, the base of which is correlative with 
tthe Ogden Canyon section exposed below the Willard thrust fault. The 
sstratigraphic sections of the central Wasatch Mountains near Salt Lake 
CCitv and the western Uinta Mountains near Coalville (Hintze, 1973, Charts 
1 13a and 13b , p. 130) show the stratigraphy of the southern margin of the 
n nor thern Utah highland of Eardley (1939) . The charts also show the 
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distinct reversal of sedimentation during the Triassic (westward 
thickening earlier and eastward thickening later) across the Wasatch Line 
noted by Stokes (1976). 
This report will describe the stratigraphy of the Ogden area 
below the Willard thrust fault (Fig . 13). The Durst Mountain area 
contains rock units very similar to those in the Ogden area (see 
Description of Structures section of this report). 
Stratigraphic Sequence in Ogden Area 
In the Wasatch Range east of Ogden are exposures of cratonic 
foreland basement rocks, the Farmington Canyon Complex (Eardley and 
Hatch, 1940a; Bell, 1952: Bryant, 1979; Bruhn and Beck, 1981 ; Hedge and 
others, 1983). In the study area the Farmington Canyon Complex is 
predominantly a quartz monzonite gneiss, with some amphibolite, 
pegmatite , and a distinct mica schist east of Weber State College below 
the Ogden thrust fault (Bryant, 1979). 
The quartz monzonite gneiss is white to light gray, pinkish gray or 
yellowish gray. It is medium crystalline and has minor biotite and 
hornblende (Bryant, 1979). Locally this unit contains pods and lenses of 
amphibolite and minor ptygmatic quartz veins . Veinlets and stringers of 
pegmatite are abundant locally. Large pods of pegmatite with fist-sized 
crystals of hornblende are present in lower Ogden Canyon. The mica 
schist east of Weber State College is medium gray 
muscovite-biotite-plagioclase-quartz schist with micas up to 5 mm 
in diameter (Bryant, 1979). 
------------ --
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The Early to Middle Cambrian Tintic Quartzite overlies the 
Farmington Canyon Complex nonconformably in the study area below the 
Willard thrust fault. To the south, late Precambrian Z strata overlie 
the Farmington Canyon Complex (Eardley and Hatch, 1940a ; Eardley, 1944; 
Crittenden, 1964; Crittenden and Christie-Slick, 1980). In Big 
Cottonwood Canyon, near Salt Lake City, the Tin tic Quartzite overlies 
these Precambrian strata at an angular unconformity . In the study area 
these Precambr ian sediments are not present between the basement and 
Tintic Quartzite below the Willard thrust fault. 
Within the study area the Tintic Quartzite is very pale orange to 
yellowish gray and weathers pale pink to white. It is a medium- to 
coarse-grained, thin- to thick-bedded orthoquartzite (Sorensen and 
Crittenden, 1972, 1976; Bryant, 1979) . Beds and sequences of beds of 
quartz-pebble orthoconglomerate decrease in abundance upward. Thickness 
of the unit is approximately 300 to 370 meters. Cross laminae are 
abundant. Locally, a thin interval of interbedded green and purple 
orthoquartzite and orthoconglomerate, with angular clasts of quartzite, 
forms the base of the unit . The quartzite beds at the top of the Tintic 
Quartzite become thinner and more shaley as the unit grades into the 
Ophir Formation through an interval of 10 to 20 meters . 
The Ophir Formation (see Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972, ' 1976 ; 
Bryant, 1979) previously was called the Ophir Shale (Eardley, 1944, 
p. 828; Riga, 1968, p. 35). Throughout the study area the Ophir 
Formation has undergone extensive tectonic thinning and thickening. 
Therefore, measured and estimated thicknesses rarely represent the actual 
stratigraphic thickness of the unit. Thicknesses of 30 to 40 m (Sorensen 
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and Crittenden, 1976), 198 m (Riga, 1968), 135 to 185 m (Sorensen and 
Crittenden , 1972), and 150 to 200m (Bryant, 1979) are reported 
thicknesses, bu t may not be representative of the Ophir Formation 
throughout the study area. 
Within the study area the Ophir Formation (Middle Cambrian) 
generally cons ists of a lower shale member. a middle limestone me mber, 
and an upper shale member (Riga, 1968 , p. 35; Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972; Bryant, 1979). 
The lower shale member consists of light-brown to olive-green 
micaceous shale and phyllite (Bryant, 1979) . It is predominantly silty, 
fine- to medium-grained sandstone and ferruginous dolostone (Sorensen and 
Crittenden, 1972). The middle limestone member consists of 
fine-crystalline, medium bluish-gray, light-gray-weathering, 
cliff-forming limestone, commonl y with thin intercalated lenses of tan to 
orange-brown silty limestone . Orange- brown oolites are present locally 
near the top (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972) . The upper shale member 
consists of thin-bedded, light-bluish-gray to medium-gray limestone and 
shaley limestone and light-greenish-gray to olive-gray micaceous shale. 
Overlying the Ophir Formation is the Middle Cambrian Maxfield 
Limestone, which underlies the Middle Cambrian Bloomington Formation. 
The Maxfield Limestone and the Bloomington Formation were mapped as a 
single unit (see Plate 1. Geologic Map) due to t he overall thinness of 
the Bloomington Formation in the study area, the rather small scale of 
the map , and the closer affinity of the Bloomington Formation to the 
underlying Maxfield Limestone than· to the overlying Nounan Dolomite. 
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Eardley (1944, p . 828) characterized t he units overlying the 
Ophir Forma tion as Ca mbrian limestone and dolostone . Riga (1968, 
p. 38) first used the terms, Maxfield Limestone, Calls Fort Shale 
Member of the Bloomington Formation, Nounan Dolomite, and St. Charles 
Formation in his measured sections in Ogden Canyon . Subsequent worker s 
in the area (i .e. Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972, 1976; Crittenden, 1979; 
Bryant, 1979) followed Riga's terminology. 
The Maxfield Limestone in the study area conformably overlies the 
Ophir Formation and has undergone considerable tectonic thinning and 
thickening. Bryant (1979) recorded a total thickness of about 240 meters 
near Ogden Canyon; Sorensen and Crittenden (1972, 1976) and Crittenden 
(1979) recorded thicknesses of 260 to 275 m and 290 m, respectively, on 
the i r maps; and Riga (1968, pp. 35, 40) recorded thicknesses of 269 m 
and 188 m in two measured sections in Ogden Canyon. This consistency of 
pub ished thicknesses is misleading . In many parts of this study area 
the Maxfield Limestone contains isoclinal recumbent folds and exhibits 
thickening and thinning along strike (see sections on Effects of 
Deformation and Description of Structures in this report). 
In general, the Maxfield Limestone consists of three parts in the 
study area: (1) a lower part of dark-bluish-gray, light-gray-weathering 
limesto ne a nd dolomite, with lenses and t hin interbeds of distinctive 
reddish-gray to light-grayish-orange silty limestone; (2) a middl e part 
of olive-~reen mi caceous shale with interbedded medium- to dark-gray 
limestone, overlain by medium- to dark-gray, cliff-forming platy 
limestone; and (3) an upper part of thin-bedded, fine-grained , medium- to 
dark-gray dolomite with intercalated light-gray silty limestone (Bryant , 
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1979: So~ensen and C~ittenden , 1972 , 1976: C~ittenden , 1979). Nea~ the 
top of this uppe~ unit is a distinctive light-gray to white, lami nated 
dolostone unde~lain by light-g~ay a nd da~k-gray mottled limestone 
(Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972 , 1976; Crittenden, 1979). 
The Bloomington Formation (Middle Camb~ian) confo~mably overlies the 
Maxfield Limestone, but its occurrence in the study area is sporadic: 
tectonic thinning may have removed this unit in several places. Sorensen 
and Crittenden (1972) and Bryant (1979) mapped this unit together with 
the Maxfield Limestone. In contrast, Riga (1968) and Crittenden (1979) 
designated it as the Calls Fort Shale Member of the Bloomington 
Formation. Riga (1968, p. 39) recorded a thickness of 27 m fa~ the 
Bloomington Formation in Ogden Canyon, whereas Bryant (1979) recorded a 
thickness of 50 m fo~ this unit near Ogden Canyon. Sorensen and 
Crittenden (1972) recorded a thickness of 12 to 30 m in the North 
Ogden quad~angle, whereas C~ittenden (1979) reco~ded a thickness of 73 to 
90 m in the Huntsville quadrangle. 
In the study area the Bloomington Formation consists of olive-green 
to l ight-brown shale and light- to dark-bluish-gray limestone, with 
intercalated pale-yellowish-orange silty limestone. Intraformational 
conglomerate is common throughout this unit (Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972; Crittenden, 1979; Bryant, 1979). Excellent exposures of this unit 
are present south of Ogden Canyon in the core of a large east-trending, 
nor th-vergent S-fold on the mountain front above 22nd Street in Ogden. 
Overlying the Bloomington Formation at a sharp contact are the 
Middle and Late Cambr ian Nounan Dolomite and the Late Cambrian 
St . Charles Formation (or Limestone) . The Nounan Dolomite consists of 
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thin- to thick-bedded, fine-crystalline, medium-gray , light- to 
med i um-gray-weathering , cliff-forming dolostone. Sorensen and Crittenden 
(1972) and Crittenden (1979) described white twiggy st ructures common 
throughout the Nounan . Wakeley (1975) found that similar structures in 
the Nounan Dolomite graded into fossil hash in sections she measured in 
sou t heastern Idaho. Published thicknesses of the Nounan Dolomite 
are 215 m in the North Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972), 211m in Ogden Canyon (Riga, 1968, p . 39), 150 to 230m in 
the Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden, 1979 ) , and 100m south of Ogden 
Canion (Bryant. 1979). 
The St. Charles Formation (Late Cambrian) overlies the Nounan 
Dolomite. This unit includes two members: (1) the Worm Creek Quartzite 
Member and (2) an upper dolomite member (see Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972; Crittenden, 1979; Bryant, 1979; Riga, 1968, p. 39). 
The Worm Creek Quartzite Member consists of thin-bedded, fine- to 
medium-grained , medium- to dark-gray , tan- to brown-weathering , 
calcareous quartzite (Crittenden , 1979). Bryant (1979) considered this a 
sandy dolostone with shale partings . Riga (1968, p . 39) recorded 1.5 m 
of tan shale and 5.5 m of fine-grained , thin-bedded, medium- to dark-gray 
dol omitic quartzite in Ogden Canyon. Other thicknesses given for this 
member are: 6 m in ·the North Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972); 2m south of Ogden Canyon (Bryant, 1979); and 6 min the 
Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden, 1979). 
The upper dolomite member consists of thin- to thick-bedded, 
fine- to medium-grained, white to light-gray dolostone (Bryant, 1979). 
Critt enden (1979) reported linguloid brachiopods common in the basal 15 m 
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of this member . Thicknesses of the upper dolomite member are: 195m 
(R iga, 1968, p. 39) in Ogden Canyon: 120 to 185 m (Sorensen and 
Cr i ttenden , 1972) in the North Ogden quadrangle : 150 to 245m 
(Crittenden, 1979) in the Huntsville quadrangle: and 200 m (Bryant, 1979) 
near Ogden Canyon . 
The St. Charles Formation and the Nounan Dolomite were mapped as one 
un it in this study. The only entire section in the study area is exposed 
in Ogden Canyon in the upper plate of the Ogden thrust fault , east of the 
Hermitage. 
The upper dolomite member of the St . Charles Formation is the 
youngest of the Cambrian rocks in the study area. The overlying units in 
the Ogden area are only exposed in Ogden Canyon and southward. 
The Garden City Formation (or Limestone : Early and Middle 
Ordovician) disconformably overlies the St. Charles Formation. This 
for~ation consists of thin- to medium-bedded , medium- to pale-gray and 
very pale- orange, grayish-orange-weathering dolostone, commonly with 
sandy streaks and lenses, and interbedded with thinly lamina ted, 
med ium-gray to yellowish-gray , grayish-orange-weathering siltstone 
(Bryant , 1979: Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972: Crittenden, 1979) . 
Thi cknesses of this unit are: 60 to 75 m i n the North Ogden quadrangle 
(So rensen and Cr"ittenden, 1972) : 100 m south of Ogden Canyon (Bryant, 
1979): and 60 to 75 min the Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden, 1979) . 
Unconformably overlying the Garden City Formation is the Fish Haven 
Dol omite (Upper Ordovician) . This unit consists of medium- to 
thick-bedded , fine- to medium-grained, medium- to pale-gray dolostone 
(Brl·ant , 1979) . Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) and Crittenden (1979) 
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recorded small white twiggy structures and remnants of corals and crinoid 
columnals common throughout the unit. Part of the upper 3 m of this uni t 
wea thers very pale gray to silver. Thickness values for this unit are: 
60 to 70 min the North Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972): 
50 m south of Ogden Canyon (B.ryant, 1979); and 60 to 69 m in the 
Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden, 1979) . In this study the Garden City 
For~ation and the Fish Haven Dolomite were mapped as one unit. 
Overlying the Fish Haven Dolomite are the Early Devonian Water 
Canyon Formation, the Middle and Late Devonian Hyrum Dolomite , and the 
Late Devonian Beirdneau Sandstone. The Water Canyon Formation 
disconformably overlies the Fish Haven Dolomite. It consists of thin- to 
very thin-bedded, fine-grained, medium- to pale-gray, pale- to 
yellowish-gray-weathering dolostone , silty dolostone, and sandy dolostone 
(Crittenden, 1979). Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) mapped the Water 
Canyon Formation and the overlying Hyrum Dolomite together. They 
recorded a combined thickness of 27 m in the North Ogden quadrangle. 
Bryant (1979) also mapped the Water Canyon Formation with the Hyrum 
Dolomite and recorded 10 m of section. Crittenden (1979) recorded 27 m 
of Water Canyon Formation as a separate unit below the Hyrum Dolomite in 
the Huntsville quadrangle. 
The Hyrum Dolomite conformably overlies the Water Canyon Formation. 
The dolomite consists of thin- to thick- bedded, fine- to 
medium-crystalline, dark-gray to black, dark- to light-gray-weathering 
dolostone (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972; Crittenden, 1979; Bryant, 
1979). Bryant (1979) recorded some beds of 
lignt-grayish-orange-weathering silty dolostone and dolomitic siltstone 
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in the upper par t of the unit south of Ogden Canyon. Thicknesses for the 
Hyrum Dolomi te include 107 m in the Huntsville quadrangle (Crittenden , 
1979) and 107 m in the North Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972). In this study the Water Canyon Formation and the Hyrum Dolomite 
were mapped as one unit. 
The Beirdneau Sandstone overlies the Hyrum Dolomite along a sharp 
contact . This unit is distinctive and forms a good marker in Ogden 
Canyon. Complex, disharmonic folding is seen within the unit where it 
crosses the north side of Ogden Canyon, west of the filtration plant. 
The Beirdneau Sandstone is a medium- to very thin-bedded, fine- to 
med i um-grained sandstone, dolomitic sandstone , and dolostone with minor 
limestone, mudstone, shale. orthoquartzite, and intraformational 
conglomerate (Crittenden, 1979). The unit weathers grayish-orange to 
brown. Bryant (1979) observed tectonic thickening near Sardine Canyon 
sou:h of Ogden Canyon. Thicknesses for this unit are: 75 to 90 m in the 
Hun:sville quadrangle (Crittenden, 1979}: 76 to 91 min the North 
Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972); and 75 m south of Ogden 
Canyon (Bryant, 1979}. 
There are three successive Mississippian units above the Beirdneau 
Sandstone: (I) the Early Mississippian Gardison Limestone; (2) the 
Ear cy to Late Mississippian Deseret Limestone; and (3) the Late 
Mississippian Humbug Formation. 
The Gardison Limestone has two members . The lower member i s 
a f 1ne- to medium-crystalline, thin- to medium-bedded , platy weathering, 
dark-gray to black, light-gray- to bluish-gray-weathering, fossilif e rous 
dolcstone (Sorensen and Crittenden , 1972; Crittenden , 1979). The upper 
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m•mber is fine- to coarse-crystalline, thick- to very thick-bedded, 
m•d i um- to dark-gray, dark-gray- to pale-brown-weathering, fossiliferous 
dclostone with thin beds and lenses of ligh t - to dark-gray chert 
(~orensen and Crittenden, 1972; Crittenden, 1979) . Thicknesses of the 
Gcrdison Limestone are: 90 to 260 m in the Huntsville quadrangle 
(Crittenden, 1979) and 152 m in the North Ogden quadrangle (Sorensen and 
Crittenden, 1972) . 
The Deseret Limestone confo rmably overlies the Gardison Limestone. 
Tte Deseret Limestone consists of medium- to pale-brown-weathering, dark-
tc light-gray dolostone and limestone, with thin beds and lenses of 
dErk-gray to black chert (Sorensen and Crittenden , 1972; Crittenden, 
1 ~7 9 ). A distinctive sequence of dark-gray to black mudstone, shale, and 
a 3- to 6-m-thick oolitic phosphatic shale unit is present at the base 
of this unit . Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) recorded 75 m of Deseret 
Limestone in the North Ogden quadrangle and 60 to 75 m in the Huntsville 
qtarirangle (Crittenden, 1979). Bryant (1979) mapped the Deseret and 
Gcrcison limestones as one unit and recorded 200 m of total section. 
The Humbug Formation conformably overlies the Deseret Limestone. 
Tte Humbug Formation is the youngest formation exposed beneath the 
Wi l l ard thrust fault in Ogden Canyon. This unit consists of 
med ium-bedded, medium- to fine-grained, gray- to tan-weathering 
orthoquartzite, commonly with thin beds and lenses of dark-gray to black 
chert (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972; Crittenden, 1979; Bryant, 1979). 
Tte Humbug Formation also contains interbeds of dark- to light-gray, 
med um-bedded dolostone. The quartzites are commonly cross-bedded. 
Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) recorded 215 m of Humbug Formation in the 
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North Ogden quadrangle; Crittenden (1979) recorded 90 m in the Huntsville 
quadrangle; and Bryant (1979) recorded 240 m south of Ogden Canyon. 
This study was concerned with the rocks in the footwall of the 
Willard thrust fault. The rocks of the Willard thrust sheets were not 
mapped as separate units. The Willard thrust sheet carried 
miogeosynclinal rocks from the west (Crittenden, 1961, 1972a , 1972b). 
The basal units in the Willard thrust sheet are the metaquartzite and 
sch i st of the Formation of Facer Creek of Precambrian X age and the 
Foroation of Perry Canyon of Precambrian Z age (Sorensen and Crittenden, 
1972, 1976; Crittenden, 1979; Crittenden and others, 1983). Figure 13 
sho~s the stratigraphy of the Willard thrust sheet. 
Tertiary and Quaternary Units 
Within the study area are several Tertiary and Quaternary units that 
form valley fills and surficial deposits that postdate thrusting. 
The Tertiary Norwood Tuff (late Eocene and early Oligocene) is a 
fine- to medium-bedded, fine-grained, friable, white- to buff-weathering 
tuff and sandy tuff (Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972; Crittenden, 1979). 
Bryant (1979) described the unit as white , light-gray, and pale-green 
tuff . altered tuff, tuffaceous sandstone and conglomerate, and gray to 
redd i sh-brown claystone. Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) and Crittenden 
(1979) indicated a probable fluvial or lacustrine origin for this uni t. 
A mo re detailed discussion of the Norwood Tuff is given by Eardley 
(1944, p. 845). 
Deposits of Lake Bonneville (late Pleis t ocene) and Holocene deposits 
are napped as a single unit in this study (Qu symbol on Plate 1 , geologi c 
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map). The deposits of Lake Bonneville fill the lower parts of the 
valleys and consist of gravel, sand, silt, clay, and marl . Coarse 
gravels are concentrated at shoreline levels along the western flank of 
t he Wasatch Mountains and around Ogden Valley. The younger surficial 
deposits consists of unconsolidated gravel. sand, and silt in stream 
courses, and colluvium, talus and landslide deposits. 
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURES 
General Statement 
The .structures within the study area are described in six geographic 
blocks, from north to south: (1) Willard Canyon to Ben Lomond Peak; (2) 
Pleasant View Salient; (3) Ben Lomond Peak to North Ogden Canyon; (4) 
North Ogden Canyon to Ogden Canyon; (5) Ogden Canyon to Beus Canyon; (6) 
the Cottonwood Creek-Durst Mountain area (see Plates 1, 2). 
The relationships of the Willard, Ogden, and Taylor thrusts and the 
effects of the deformation on the rock units are described for each 
block. The blocks roughly correspond to distinct structural units within 
the thrust zone east of Ogden (here named the Ogden duplex). 
Geographic names used are those on published U. S . Geological Survey 
topographic quadrangles of the study area (see Plate 6). 
The orientations of structural fabrics and features are described 
with reference to three mutually perpendicular axes (see Fig. 2; 
Billings, 1972, p. 418): (1) an "a" axis is parallel to the transport 
direction; (2) a "b" axis in the same horizontal plane, but perpendicular 
to "a"; and (3 ) a "c" axis is perpendicular to the pl ane of "ab". 
----------------------------~·--------------------------
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Summary of Major Structures 
The Willard thrust fault forms the major structural element of the 
study area. It places the thick Willard thrust sheet over the thin 
cratonic sequence of the Ogden duplex. The Willard thrust fault dips 
eastward at various angles along strike and has gentle, open folds 
throughout the area. The thrust fault overlies the Maxfield Limestone 
from Willard Canyon to north of North Ogden Canyon . The Pleasant View 
Sa:ient exposes the trace of the Willard thrust, in a block downthrown 
along the Wasatch fault zone. 
Just north of North Ogden Canyon, the Willard thrust fault ramps 
la:erally upsection to the south into the Nounan-St. Charles unit. 
To the south the Willard thrust fault ramps upsection eastward and is 
underlain by a large recumbent syncline (Crittenden, 1972b} in the 
footwall ramp. This ramping of the Willard thrust fault upsection occurs 
bo:h toward the east and the south. Between North Ogden Canyon and Ogden 
Canyon the Willard thrust fault ramps upsection laterally from the Nounan 
Do:omite to the Humbug Formation. The recumbent syncline changes 
from an isoclinal fold in the Nounan Dolomite in the north to a tight 
fo :d higher in the section in the south . The fold opens southward as the 
thrust climbs upsection. Along the north wall of Ogden Canyon the 
Wi : lard thrust fault ramps upsection eastward, from the Nounan Dolomite 
at the west end to the Humbug Formation at the east end. Westward 
projection of the thrust surface indicates that the Willard thrust fault 
truncates the Tintic Quartzite of the Ogden thrust sheet. 
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The Ogden thrust fault is a generally eastward-dipping, folded 
thrust which lies stratigraphically near the base of the Tintic Quartzite 
north of Ogden Canyon. Blackwelder (1910) correlated the Ogden thrust 
fault with a thrust trace trending southwestward. Subsequent workers 
(Eardley, 1944; Bryant. 1979; and Bruhn and Beck , 1981) have continued to 
correlate the latter thrust fault, which includes basement rocks in the 
hanging wall in the southwest, with the Ogden thrust fault. On the west 
wall of Cold Water Canyon, south of Ogden Canyon, the Tintic Quartzite is 
repeated by a thrust fault which lies stratigraphically near the base of 
the Tintic Quartzite and trends south-southeas t (Bryant , 1979). This 
thrust fault. in the Ogden Canyon-Beus Canyon block. appears to merge 
southward with bedding-plane thrusts in the Ophir Formation and Maxfield 
Lioestone . This thrust fault truncates the thrust fault previously 
correlated with the Ogden thrust fault. The geometry suggests that the 
Ogden thrust fault continues to the south at the base of the Tintic 
Quartzite and then ramps upsection southward into bedding-plane thrusts 
in the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone along the thrust recently 
documented by Bryant (1979). It seems likely that the thrust fault, 
wh ich carries basement and is truncated at the mouth of Cold Water Canyon 
by the south-southeast-trending thrust trace at the base of the Tintic 
Quartzite, is a separate and younger thrust fault, here named the Weber 
thrust fault. 
The geology above the Weber thrust fault is a mirror image of the 
geology of a thrust fault on the north side of Ogden Canyon and these two 
basement-cored thrusts splay into the Ogden thrust fault within 0.8 km of 
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each othec on the south side of Ogden Canyon, neac the mouth of Cold 
Water Canyon. 
The nocthecn basement-cored thcust is hece coccelated with and 
cenamed the Webec thcust fault. The usage of Tayloe thcust fault is 
ces t cicted to the thrust exposed along Tayloe Canyon, at its type acea 
where it was first named by Eacdley (1944). The name, Ogden thcust 
fau l t, is cestricted to the thcust fault at the base of the Tintic 
Quartzite . 
The trace of the Ogden thcust fault may be offset westward just 
south of North Ogden Canyon, pechaps by a latecal ramp. 
Noeth of North Ogden Canyon, the Ogden thrust fault lies near the 
base of the Tintic Quactzite. Neac Bailey Cabin Spcing, on the cidge 
east of Ben Lomond Peak, the Ogden t hcust fault splays into the Willard 
thc"st fault. Noeth of Ben Lomond Peak sevecal bedding-plane thcusts in 
the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone may represent the continuation 
of the Ogden thcust fault farthec west and nocth . This is similac to the 
georretcy on the west wall of Cold Water Canyon whece the Ogden thcust 
fault climbs upsection southwacd into bedding-plane thcusts in the Ophic 
Forrration and Maxfi eld Limestone. 
The Tayloe thcust fault is stcuctucally the lowest thcust fault 
exposed in the study area . Eacdley (1944) first defined the Tayloe 
thcust fault as the thcust in Tayloe Canyon and coccelated it with the 
thrust on the nocth wall of Ogden Canyon above Faicmont (hece cenamed the 
Webec thcust). Both thrust faults caccy basement cock, in the hanging 
wall, avec Cambrian shales and limestones in t he footwall. Near t he 
mou th of Ogden Canyon, on the nocth side, the thcust fault camps 
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upsec tion eastward in the hanging wall from a decollement in the basemen t 
to one near the base of the Tinti c Quartzite. In the footwall the thrust 
fault ramps upsection eastward from basement at the mountain front to 
Nounan Dolomite east of Fairmont. In both localities the thrust faults 
are folded and truncated eastward by the Ogden thrust. The geometry 
suggests a rejoining splay. 
The presence of Farmington Canyon Complex in the hanging wall of 
both the Weber and Taylor thrust faults suggests that the basement rocks 
to the north between Willard Canyon and Barrett Canyon, northeast of 
North Ogden and west of Malans Peak, may overlie the Weber-Taylor thrust 
fault system . 
The thrust faults and tear fault south of Ogden Canyon show 
right - lateral offsets of structures and contacts. These offsets may be 
due to eastward movement over a ramp surface oriented oblique to 
transport direction (see Analysis of Structures section in this report) . 
The Weber - Taylor thrust fault system is best characterized as a 
f olded splay of the sole, or floor, thrust , with a basement core that 
ramps through the Tintic Quartzite into decollements in the Ophir 
Formation , Maxfield Limestone, and Nounan Dolomite . 
The Durst thrust fault is very similar to the Ogden, Weber, and 
Taylor thrust faults. The sense of motion, the evidence of folding that 
followed thrusting, and the units in the hanging wall and footwall are 
the same. In the Durst thrust sheet, Tintic Quartzite is steepened by 
drag near the fault plane in Cottonwood Creek and shows eastward 
vergence. Tintic Quartzite below the Durst thrust fault is intensely 
fractured and folded and has eas t ward vergence. 
-.;.__ _______________ _ 
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Willard Canyon-Ben Lomond Block 
The Precambrian Farmington Canyon Complex forms the core of this 
block. It forms an exposure 8.5 km long southeast of Willard Canyon. In 
tte central portion, near Pearsons Canyon, at least 760 m of basement 
reeks are exposed between the Quaternary cover along the mountain front 
ar.d the base of the Tintic Quartzite . To the north , thickness of the 
erposed basement rocks remains constant to Cook Canyon, from where they 
ttin gradually to Willard Canyon . To the south the exposed thickness 
remains constant to Pine Canyon, from where the basement rocks begin to 
t hin rapidly just north of Long Bench . 
Just north of Willard Canyon the Tintic Quartzite forms a 
low-amplitude fold around the north margin of the basement. At the 
lowest exposure of the Tintic Quartzite along the mountain front, the 
beds dip north at a moderate angle and enclose the north flank of the 
basement . The strike of the Tintic Quartzite is parallel to "a " (see 
F:g. 2). On the north wall of Willard Canyon the Tintic Quartzi te 
c1anges gradual ly to a northeast dip. On the southeast wall of Willard 
C1nyon the unit dips east-northeast and its strike is parallel to "b" . 
Tle change in orientation of the Tintic Quartzite around the northern 
m>rgin of the basement is marked by a series of discrete conjugate faults 
a1d tears , best observed on the north wall of Willard Canyon above the 
gcavel pit. Thus, the folding was accompanied by brittle failure of the 
Tlntlc Quartzite. 
South of Wil l ard Canyon the Tintic Quartzite has a consistent 
north-northwest strike to Pine Canyon, west of Ben Lomond Peak. Along 
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t>e central part of the block , the dip of the Tintic Quartzite steepens 
eastward (Crittenden , 1972, p. 2876). On east-west ridges that expose 
tne basement contact, both the contact and the dip of the Tintic 
Quartzite steepen from 30• to 35• to 65° to 70• eastward. From Pine 
Canyon south, the dip of the Tintic Quartzite steepens rapidly, to a 
s : ightly overturned attitude southeast of Ridge Canyon. These beds fold 
a~ound the southern margin of the basement in a high-amplitude fold that 
is more asymmetric than the fold at the northern margin. The Tintic 
Quartzite bends around the basement core of this block and outlines the 
geometry of the lateral and frontal margins. 
Overlying the Tintic Quartzite, and similarly folded over the 
b<sement core, is a complex decollement zone that averages 150 m thick 
northwest of Willard Peak. The Ophir Formation has been removed 
tectonically from north of Willard Canyon to east of Holmes Canyon. 
A:ong this zone the Maxfield Limestone is in thrust contact with the top 
of the Tintic Quartzite. The Maxfield Limestone in this area is 
ctaracterized by a penetrative , spaced cleavage which strikes parallel . to 
"t" and compl ex disharmonic and recumbent folds (fold axes trend parallel 
tc "b"). From the head of Holmes Canyon southward to Willard Peak the 
Opnir Formation is present as thin stringers between the top of the 
TJntic Quartzite and a decollement at the base of the Maxfield 
Limestone. From Willard Peak southward to Barrett Canyon , the Ophir 
Fcrmation thickens eradually. In Barrett Canyon the Ophir Formation 
thickens far beyond normal, probably due to flowage and, perhaps, 
r epetition as thrust slivers (thin horses). 
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On the west side of the ridge, between Willard Mountain and an area 
just south of Willard, Peak , is a particularly complex zone of thrust 
fau l ts just below the Willard thrust fault, characterized by rejoining 
splays and isolated , thin horses of Tintic Quartzite (see Figs. 5 through 
8). This zone can be traced to the north as a detached section of 
Maxfield Limestone thrust over Maxfield Limestone (a doubled tectonic 
section) exposed on the ridge south oi Willard City Spring in Willard 
Canyon . 
North of Willard Canyon the trace of the Willard thrust fault trends 
east across the north wall of Willard Canyon and then must turn south up 
West Fork Canyon under Quaternary landslide deposits. At the head of 
West Fork Canyon the Willard thrust can be traced south around the west 
side of Willard Mountain. On the ridge 1.6 km northwest of Willard 
Moun tain. above Holmes Canyon, is a klippe of the Willard thrust plate. 
On the ridge spur 0.8 km northwest of Willard Mountain a horse of rocks 
of the Willard thrust sheet and a horse of Maxfield Limestone are 
imbr icated beneath the main Willard thrust fault. Through this area the 
Wil lard thrust is riding on a decollement surface in the Maxfield 
Limestone . South of Willard Mountain the trace of the Willard thrust 
faul t trends southeast along the west side of the ridge line. Just 1 . 6 
km south of Wiliard Peak an isolated klippe of the Willard thrust sheet 
occupies the ridge crest above a small horse of Tintic Quartzite. From 
here the trace of the Willard thrust fault trends northeast and then east 
through 2.4 km, down the east side of the mountains , and disappears under 
a cover of Quaternary alluvial deposits. When the trace reappears , it 
bends south up Cutler Creek, still with a horse of Tintic Quartzite jus t 
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a long with the underlying units in the area between the offset blocks of 
b<sement rocks in the area of Ben Lomond Peak. 
In the area around Ben Lomond Peak a distinct thickening occurs 
b•tween the top of the Tintic Quartzite and the trace of the Willard 
tt.rust fault, caused by considerable thickening of the Ophir 
Fcrmation-Maxfield Limestone units. The geometries shown on the geologic 
m<p (Plate 1) do not do justice to the complex repetitions due to 
mtltiple thrust slices (horses) which formed within the Ophir Formation 
and the Maxfield Limestone in this area. Thin horses of Tintic 
Quartzite, in complex thrust contact with limestones and shales, are 
present at several places within this zone. Eardley (1944, p. 851) 
described the rocks below Ben Lomond Peak as branches of the Ogden thrust 
fault. The presence of a klippe of Tintic Quartzite at the crest of Ben 
Lomond Peak indicates a similar relationship to that just below the 
W llard thrust sheet along the same ridge near Willard Peak. Thus , it is 
l tkely that rocks just south of Ben Lomond Peak are part of a small 
d1plex just below the Willard thrust fault and are not part of the Ogden 
t]rust sheet. The high degree of fracturing and folding of the Tintic 
Q1artzite at Ben Lomond Peak suggests that the Willard thrust fault was 
j1st above the present crest prior to erosion. The east slope of Ben 
L>mond Peak is a dip slope that must be very close to the former plane of 
t .1e Willard thrust fault, which reappears downslope along Cutler Creek. 
Pleasant View Salient 
This block consists of two areas of bedrock outcrops , one southwest 
of the Willard Canyon-Ben Lomond block east of Utah Hot Springs and 
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northwest of the town of Pleasant View, and a small area northeast of 
North Ogden, southwest of Long Bench (Plates 1, 2, and 6). 
Blackwelder (1910, p . 539) recognized the rocks east of Utah 
Hot Springs as possible overthrusts. Eardley (1944, p . 851) recognized 
repetitions of the Cambrian formations on the Pleasant View salient and 
suggested that the irregular contact between the sections indicates a 
fault plane gently dipping eastward. Much of the bed rock is concealed 
by deposits of Lake Bonneville and the top of the area east of Utah Hot 
Springs appears planed off at the Bonneville Level. The rocks in this 
block are deformed. Many outcrops show the following stages of 
deformation (see Fig. 3): (1) an early stage resulting in a penetrative, 
spaced cleavage and recumbent isoclinal folding (eastward-vergent), 
locally with slatey fabric; (2) a second stage resulting in distinct kink 
bands (axial traces parallel to "b") that folded the earlier cleavage; 
and (3) a third stage consisting of tension fractures (parallel to "be"). 
Rocks of "the Willard thrust sheet (Formation of Facer Creek) 
are exposed in a new clay pit at the top of the salient east of Utah Hot 
Springs. These rocks were not recognized previously in this area and the 
find is significant. Structurally above these rocks is a thin slice of 
highly fractured Tintic Quartzite which may be a horse just below the 
main trace of the Willard thrust fault, but thrust over the Formation of 
Facer Creek in the clay pit . Crittenden (1972b, p . 2876) speculated that 
the trace of the Willard thrust fault near Willard Canyon should be 
offset along the Wasatch fault zone to a position somewhere near the 
Pleasant View salient . 
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Below t he Formation of Facer Creek is a thin sequence of Maxfield 
Limestone with a penetrative, spaced cleavage folded by kink bands . 
Underlying the Maxfield is a section of Tinti c Quartzite. The thrust 
fault plane beneath the Tintic Quartzi te dips gently eastward . Steep 
eastward dips of bedding in the Tintic Quartzite indicate that it is 
truncated by the thrust fault at its base. Beneath this central section 
of Tintic Quartzite is complexly deformed Maxfield Limestone. This unit 
shows drastic tectonic thinning and thickening along strike. The 
contact of the Maxfield Limestone with t he Tintic Quartzite is a thrust 
paral lel to bedding in the limestone. The Ophir Formation has been 
removed tectonically between the Tinti c Quartzite and the Maxfie ld 
Limestone throughout this block. The lowest exposures of Tintic 
Quartzite are scattered along the western base of the salient. This 
lowest Tintic exposure is folded and highly fractured, evidence that it 
may be a small horse above a decollement (see Cross section A- A', Plate 
3). 
The small area of outcrops nort hwest of North Ogden consists 
of an upper sequence of Maxfield Limestone containing a s paced c leavage, 
kink bands , a nd tension fractures. This uni t may correlate, along strike 
to the northwest, with the thin Maxf ield Limestone sequence beneath the 
Formation of Facer Creek. The Maxfield Limestone overlies a thin 
sequence of Tintic Quartzite. The Ophir Formation is missing. The 
Tintic Quartzite overlies the Maxfield Limestone a long a thrust fault . 
The quartzite is penetratively fractured and has broad , open folds. This 
Tintic Quartzite may correlate, along strike to the northwest, with the 
middle sequence of Tintic Quartzite on the salient. If so, this sequence 
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may be the thin leading edge of a horse of Tintic Quartz i te. Tnis 
sequence in the east has about the same t hickness as the thin horses of 
Tintic Quartzite exposed benea th the Willard thrust fault nor t hward, near 
Willard Peak. The lower sequence of Maxfi e ld Limestone in eastern 
exposures of the Pleasan t View salient has spaced cleavage, kink band s, 
and tension fractures. This unit may correlate, along strike to the 
northwest , with the lower slice of Maxfield Limestone. 
The Pleasant View salient is bounded by normal faults of the 
Wasatch fault zone. It is likely that a major normal fault trends 
through Utah Ho t Springs on the west side of the salient. The eastern 
sp lay bends east and south along the moun tain fro nt north and east of 
Nor t h Ogden. This sharp divergence of faults in the Wasatch fault zone 
is di sc ussed later in this report. 
Ben Lomond-North Ogden Canyon Block 
This block is characterized by repetitions of the Tinti c Quartzite 
associated with the Ogden thrust fault. The Ogden thrust fault splays 
off the · Willard t hrust fault near Bailey Cabin Spring on the ridge east 
of Ben Lomond Peak. Blackwelder (1910, p . 539) briefly described this as 
an area of highl y complex structure with overthrusts and recumben t 
folds . He recognized several subordinate thrust faults beneath the 
Willard thrust fault and believed that they were significant to 
understanding t he structure of the region (Blackwelder, 1910, p. 539). 
Ea rdley (1944 , p. 851) recognized the "truncation" of the Ogden 
thrust fault by the Willard thrust fault near Bailey Cabi n Spring . The 
Precambrian Farming ton Canyon Complex forms the core of the structures 
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along the west side of the block. The western edge of the basement, 
exposed on the east side of Barrett Canyon , is a normal fault wh ich cuts 
the basement rocks and Tintic Quartzite , but dies out in the Ophir 
Fornation and does not cut overlying un its or thrust faults. This may be 
a failed ramp surface (see Analysis of Structures section of this 
report). A large knob of basement rocks and Tintic Quartzite is exposed 
on t he west side of the mouth of Barrett Canyon. This appears to 
be a large landslide dislodged from the south face of Ben Lomond Peak. 
The basement rocks and overlying Tintic Quartzite along the mountain 
front southeast of Barrett Canyon are cut by a number of normal faults, 
possibly originally formed during eastward ramping, but reactivated by 
later normal faulting with an opposed sense of movement. The exposed 
basement rocks thin southeastward to the northeast quarter of Sec. 22, 
T. 7 N., R. W., where they are truncated abruptly by the Ogden thrust 
fau l t along a lateral ramp that climbs upsection to the north. The 
Tintic Quartzite dips roughly north, at a low angle, just south of Ben 
Lomond Peak . Eastward, the Tintic Quartzite is displaced by fractures 
and tear faults as the attitude changes to an east-northeast dip along 
the mountain front in the southwest quarter of Sec . 10, T. 7 N., R. 1 W. 
Thi s bend in the Tintic Quartzite, north-northeast of North Ogden, 
resembles the low-amplitude fold in the Tintic Quartzite on the north 
wal l of Willard Canyon at the northern margin of the Willard Canyon-Ben 
Lomond block. Such fol ds at margins of blocks may represent transitions 
fran frontal to lateral folding at the margins of separate thrust slices, 
megahorses, below the Willard thrust sheet . 
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The Ophir Formation, overlying the Tintic Quartzite, is complexly 
deformed a nd contains at least one bedding-parallel fault plane 
(decollement). In this block the Ophir Formation underlies the Ogden 
thrust fault. It is characterized by eastward-vergent disharmonic folds 
and a penetrative slatey cleavage. In the southeast quarter of Sec. 15, 
T. 7 N., R. 1 W., the Ophir Formation thins rapidly. so that the Ogden 
thrust fault lies on the Tintic Quartzite in the northeast quarter of 
Sec. 22, T. 7 N., R. W. The bedding in the Tintic Quartzite, under the 
Olden thrust fault, is steeper than the plane of the thrust so the unit 
appears to be truncated along the exposed ramp surface of the. Ogden 
tnrust fault. Just to the south the Ogden thrust fault overlies a thin 
horse of Ophir Formation overlying basal Tintic Quartzite and basement 
rocks. 
In the area just east of Rice Creek Spring, Sorensen and Crittenden 
(1972) showed three small windows through Tintic Quartzite that expose 
Maxfield Limestone. Mapping for this report has shown that the windows 
reported by Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) are actually one large window 
and that the upper part of the Tintic Quartzite, exposed in the western 
part of the window, dips steeply east-northeast. This Tintic Quartzite 
is truncated by a thrust fault that dips slightly westward, probably the 
ramp of the Ogden thrust fault. To the east, structurally above this 
Tintic Quartzite and below the thrust fault, is a complex zone of 
dolostone (Nounan Dolomite?) and compl exly folded Maxfield Limestone (see 
Fig . 3b), both of which dip steeply to the east-northeast. Tintic 
Q1artzite also overlies the thrust fault, with a similar westward 
d ip . and outlines the window just described. 
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The Tintic Quartzite is the lowest unit in the Ogden thrust sheet 
throughout the Ben Lomond-North Ogden Canyon block. It appears that the 
geometry of thin horses of Tintic exposed just below the trace of the 
Wi l lard thrust fault in the Willard Canyon-Ben Lomond Peak block changes 
gradually southward to a thick and repeated section of Tintic Quartzite 
above the Ogden thrust fault as it cuts downsection southward . North of 
Ch i l l y Peak the structure is particularly complex and consists of 
imbr i cate slices of Tintic Quartzite, Ophir Formation and Maxfield· 
Linestone just below the Willard thrust fault and, on the eastern dip 
slope, several isolated horses of Tintic Quartzite. 
Just 1.6 km south of Chilly Peak the Ogden thrust carries two 
sequences of Tintic Quartzite, thrust on top of each other in a laterally 
re joining-splay relation. In the northwest quarter of Sec. 23, T . 7 N., 
R. 1 W., a sequ~nce of Tintic Quartzite with the basal purple 
cong omerate is thrust over beds typical of the upper Tintic Quartzite. 
Th1s thrust stops at a tear fault to the north , but continues along 
strike to the south about 1.2 km. This fault is obscure through 0.4 km, 
but i t may merge with another thrust fault which emerges from under talus 
deposits in the southwest quarter of Sec . 23 , T. 7 N. , R. 1 W. 
Chilly Peak is underlain by Maxfield Limestone overlying Ophir 
Formation. The limestone is penetratively deformed, with recumbent, 
eastward-vergent isoclinal folds and spaced cleavage . The underlying 
Ophir Formation is also deformed , with slatey cleavage and recumbent, 
eastward-verging folds throughout. The Maxfield Limestone in thls area 
appears to be detached from the Ophir Formation along a bedding-plane 
decol lement . Beginning about 0.8 km south, in the west half of the 
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northeast quarter of Sec. 23, T. 7 N., R. 1 W., the Maxfield Limestone 
overlies the Ophir Formation with the same tectonic fabrics as at Chilly 
Peak, but here a small klippe of the Willard thrust sheet overlies the 
Maxfield Limestone. This klippe shows that the base of the Willard 
thrust sheet was close to the present ridge line prior to erosion. A 
large klippe of the Willard thrust sheet occurs on the ridge to the east, 
in the west half of Sec. 24, T. 7 N., R. 1 W. The northernmost exposures 
of Nounan Dolomite in this region occur below the Ogden thrust fault in 
the Rice Creek Spring window. The Nounan Dolomite is exposed in a 
recumbent syncline beneath the Willard thrust sheet about 2.4 km to the 
east-northeast. This point seems to be where southward lateral ramping 
upsect ion commences in both the Ogden and Willard thrust faults (see 
Analysis of Structures section of this report). 
At the northern end of this block, at the head of Cutler Creek, the 
Willard thrust sheet overlies the Maxfield Limestone, although locally 
thin horses of Tintic Quartzite lie just below the thrust fault. In the 
southeast quarter of Sec. 4, T. 7 N., R. 1 W., a window through the 
Willard thrust sheet shows complexly deformed Tintic Quartzite. Fracture 
cleavage (parallel to "be ") is well developed in this window and 
impressive slickensides in the Tintic Quartzite (parallel to "a") trend 
N. 65' E. The trace of the Willard thrust fault extends south along the 
west side of the ridge to a knob just south of Bailey Cabin Spring. A 
complex thrust zone formed here beneath the Willard thrust shP-et. The 
Ogden thrust fault, which carried Tintic Quartzite in the hanging wall 
over Ophir Formation in the footwall, developed as a splay in this zone. 
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From Ba i ley Cabin Spring , the trace of the Willard thrust fault 
swings north and east approximately 1 to 2 km, to the northeast half of 
Sec . 3, T . 7 N., R. 1 W. Here, the Willard thrus t sheet again overlies 
the Maxfield Limestone and small scattered horses of Tintic Quartzite 
just below the fault plane. Several relict horses of Tintic Quartzite 
south of this trace overlie Maxfield Limestone in places where the 
Willard thrust plate has been eroded from these horses . From the 
nor t heast half of Sec. 3, T. 7 N., R. 1 W., the trace of the Willard 
thrust fault trends southeast along the hillside . It overlies Maxfield 
Limestone through 0.8 km, but then cuts downsection into the Ophir 
Fornation for another 0.8 km . The Willard thrust fault continues 
sou t heast under surficial deposits for about 2.4 km, from near Cobble 
Creek to the northwest quarter of Sec. 13, T. 7 N., R. 1 W., where the 
trace of the thrust bends sharply to the southwest about 0.4 km. The 
Willard th rust sheet probably overlies the Ophir Formation beneath the 
surface cover . For another 1 . 2 km to the southeast the Willard thrust 
sheet overlies the Ophir Formation. In the north half of Sec. 24, T. 7 
N. , R. 1 W., the Willard thrust fault is offset by a normal fault; 
to t he south it overlies a tight, eastward-verging recumbent syncline 
cored by Nounan Dolomite . The trace of the Willard thrust fault, covered 
by valley fill, then turns east along Chicken Creek. The trace emerges 
aga i n approximately 3.2 km south in t he southeast quarter of Sec. 30, 
T . 7 N., R. 1 E. The recumbent syncline continues south across North 
Ogden Canyon, where the Fish Haven Dolomite and Garden City Formation 
occupy the axis of the syncline . 
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The exposures of Tintic Quartzite in the southwest quarter of 
Sec. 13, T. 7 N. , R. 1 W. and to the north-northwest are below the 
Willard thrust fault and the slice of thrusted Ophir Formation that 
forms the mountain crest . These exposures of Tintic Quartzite appear to 
connect, under t he Ophir Formation, with the highest sequence of Tintic 
Quartzite exposed on the mountain front to the west. 
The complex structure in the northeast quarter of Sec. 24, T. 7 N., 
R. 1 W. , appears to be a horse above the Maxfield Limestone-Nounan 
Dolomite recumbent syncline and below the Willard thrust fault. Exposed 
here are imbricate slices of Tintic Quartzite overlain by thin Ophir 
Formation. 
The Tintic Quartzite exposed near the head of North Ogden Canyon 
(northwest quarter of Sec. 25, T. 7 N. , R. W. ) is structurally below 
the Maxfield Limestone. The Ophir Formation has been removed 
tectonically here . 
At the mouth of North Ogden Canyon the great width of mapped 
outcrops of Tintic Quartzite results partially from structural thickening 
and partially from the effects of topography . The Tintic Quartzite beds 
turn to an east-west strike along the canyon. Exposures at the mountain 
front in the Rice Creek Spring window indicate that the section of Tintic 
overlies a decollement with in the Maxfield Limestone-Nounan Dolomite 
section . The structure at the mouth of North Ogden Canyon may be a large 
lateral fold which formed at the southern margin of the basement core in 
this block. This overall geometry indicates uplift and folding of the 
Ben Lomond-North Ogden block relative to the rocks south of North Ogden 
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Canyon, with a large lateral (transverse) fold which plunges toward the 
south side of the canyon at the south end of the block. 
North Ogden Canyon-Ogden Canyon Block 
Exposed on the south wall of North Ogden Canyon is a recumbent, 
eastward-vergent isoclinal syncline beneath the Willard thrust fault. 
This syncline is confined to the Maxfield Limestone-Bloomington Formation 
and Nounan Dolomite-St. Charles Formation units in this area . In the 
very northeast corner of the block (southwest quarter of Sec. 30, T . 7 
N., R. 1 E) the base of the Ordovician Garden City Formation-Fish Haven 
Dolomite map unit is exposed below the Willard thrust. A considerable 
amount of faulting has offset the syncline on the south wall of North 
Ogden Canyon, which made the structure difficult to map. The contorted 
axial trace of the syncline follows the conto rted trace of the Willard 
thrust fault along the south wall of North Ogden Canyon, into Cold Water 
Canyon, and around the mountain front west of Lewis Peak. This 
parallelism of outcrop patterns indicates that the plane of the Willard 
thrust and the axial plane of the recumbent syncline were originally 
parallel. Later folding and faulting have disrupted the original 
structures. 
A thin remnant of the Willard thrust sheet extends northwest 
along the ridge crest between North Ogden Canyon and Cold Water Canyon. 
The plane of the Willard thrust fault assumes a eentle dip to the 
northwest as it approaches a remnant downfaulted to an altitude of 1,950 
m in the westernmost exposure. This area is a low point between the 
uplift in the Ben Lomond-North Ogden Canyon block on the north and the 
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main uplift in this block. These uplifts are probably related to 
eastward movement which passively folded the overlying Willard thrust 
sheet on the Ogden and Taylor thrust faults. 
Along the trace of the Willard thrust fault, from Bridge Canyon to 
Lewis Peak, there are several small, thin horses of Tintic Quartzite and 
a more continuous, but still thin, horse of Tintic Quartzite along the 
mountain face west of Lewis Peak . Bedding in the latter horse strikes 
north-northwest and dips westward at a high angle to the Willard thrust 
fault. The penetrative fracturing in this horse makes facing direction 
difficult to determine, but the beds may be overturned. 
South of One Horse Canyon the thrust faults and rocks develop an 
eastward dip. The geometry here is very similar to that discussed in the 
Willard Canyon-Ben Lomond block and Ben Lomond-North Ogden Canyon block, 
where basement rocks form the core of the structures and the overlying 
rock units and thrust faults are folded around the basement . The 
basement rocks end to the north and south, probably due to lateral 
ramping. A lateral fold in the Tintic Quartzite, at the northern margin 
of the basement in this block just north of Jumpoff Canyon, is similar to 
the lateral fold in the Tintic Quartzite on the north wall of Willard 
Canyon. 
The unnamed canyon north of Jumpoff Canyon follows the contact of 
the Tintic Quartzite and Ophir Formation. Bedding in the Tintic 
Quartzite dips north and strikes roughly east~west at the extreme 
.northern exposures at the mouth of the canyon. To the southeast, the 
Tintic Quartzite bends sharply to an east-northeast dip and a 
north-northwest strike. This attitude cont inues along the mountain front 
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into Ogden Canyon above Fairmont . The southern margin of this sequence 
is a thrust fault originally correlated with the Taylor thrust (Eardley , 
1944 , p. 646) , but here renamed the Weber thrust fault. It splays into 
the Ogden thrust fault just south of the Ogden River in the northeas t 
quarter of Sec. 24, T. 6 N., R. 1 W., across fro m the mouth of Johnson 
Draw. The thrust trends northward near the western edges of Sees. 24 and 
13, T. 6 N., R. 1 W. 
The Weber thrust fault at this location is significant for several 
reasons : (1) the thrust cuts upsection eastward in both the hanging-wall 
uni t s and footwall units. In essence, it displays the initial and 
subsequent ramp geo me tries; (2) this thrust is folded by movement from 
below (a piggyback deformation) that indicates subsequent thrusting of 
the sequence below the Weber thrust, now exposed at the mou th of Ogden 
Canyon; and (3) this thrust indicates involvemen t of basement rocks in 
the Weber thrust sheet. 
Overlying the lower sequence of Tintic Quartzite in this 
basement- cored megahorse is a complex dec ollement beneath the Ogden 
thrust fault, within the Ophir Formation . This is characterized by 
spaced cleavage, boudinage, recumbent eastward- vergent isoclinal f o lds, 
and imbricate slices of Maxfield Limestone and Nounan Dolomite. There 
are considerable changes in thicknesses of for ma tions and along-strike 
pinchouts of the more competent limestone and dolostone layers resemble 
large - scale boudinage. 
The Ogden thrust fault emerges from a cover of valley deposits at 
the mouth o f Garner Canyon . The thrust here places a rather thick 
sequence of Tintic Quartz i te over Ophir Format ion , Maxfiel d Limes t one , 
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and Nounan Dolomite . Thin slices of Tintic Quartzite appear to be 
repeated under the main sequence of Tintic Quartzite all along the trace 
of the thrust fault. The plane of the Ogden thrust fault and bedding in 
the Tintic Quartzite dip uniformly east-northeast and strike 
north-northwest. The Tintic above the Ogden thrus t fault, west of Lewis 
Peak, contains recumbent folds and is repeated. This folding and 
repetition probably caused the wide outcrop pattern of the Tintic in the 
hanging wall of the Ogden thrust fault in the upper part of Jumpoff 
Canyon (west half of Sec. 11 , T. 6 N., R. 1 W.), as mapped by Sorensen 
and Crittenden (1972). 
A small tear fault cuts the Ogden thrust fault about 0.8 km north of 
Jumpoff Canyon. This fault displays right-lateral motion, but does not 
offset the upper part of the Tintic Quartzite. A thinner sequence of 
Tintic Quartzite is exposed north of this tear fault. 
The upper contact of the Tintic Quartzite of the Ogden thrust sheet 
is peculiar . The Ophir Formation has been tectonically removed through a 
distance of 2.4 km along the contact. A small exposure of Ophir 
Formation is present on the north side of the mouth of One Horse Canyon. 
All along its extent this contact truncates bedding and tectonic 
structures in the Tintic Quartzite. The contact may be a late-stage, 
westward-directed, forelimb thrust, reactivated along an earlier 
eastward-directed bedding-plane thrust during piggyback motion on 
the underlying Weber thrust fault. Above the Maxfield Limestone is a 
section of Nounan Dolomite along the axis of the recumbent syncline 
discussed above. The axial trace of t he syncline lies within the 
dolomite and is parallel to the trace of t he Willard thrust fault, along 
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the west face of the mountains, southward to the head of Johnson Draw . 
The trace of the Willard thrust fault roughly follows the topography 
southeast of Lewis Peak, then bends southwest around the peak in the 
southwest quarter of Sec. 12, T. 6 N., R. 1 W. Just west of this peak is 
a small klippe of the Willard thrust sheet on Nounan Dolomite. The flat 
to low eastward dip of the Willard thrust fault appears to truncate the 
steeply eastward-dipping rocks of the Ogden thrust sheet exposed a short 
distance to the west. 
A normal fault, down on the west, offsets the Willard thrust 
sheet near the head of Johnson Draw, but terminates at the Ogden thrust 
fault. This normal fault offsets the recuMbent syncline in the Ogden 
thrust sheet. From the head of Johnson Draw, eastward along the north 
wall of Ogden Canyon, the recumbent syncline includes Ordovician, 
Devonian, and Mississippian rocks through the Humbug Formation. The 
overturned limb of the syncline is best developed in the Devonian rocks 
and extends approximately 3.2 to 4.5 km, from the hinge of the fold 
eastward to the footwall cutoff beneath the Willard thrust fault near the 
head of Goodale Creek. The axial plane of the recumbent syncline 
is gently folded into a broad antiform between Dry Canyon and Goodale 
Creek. 
The trace of the Willard thrust fault follows the topography 
across the head of Dry Canyon and around the upper part of Goodale 
Greek. It begins to slope eastward across the east wall of Goodale Creek 
and then drops steeply down the length of Shanghai Creek to Pineview 
Reservoir. Here, the Willard thrust fault overlies the Humbug Formation . 
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The Weber thrust fault above Fairmont. in Ogden Canyon, carries a 
thick sequence of Tintic Quartzite over Maxfield Limestone and Nounan 
Dolomite . The bedding in the Tintic Quartzite strikes north-northwest 
and dips about 50" eastward . Overlying the Tintic Quartzite is a thin 
seccion of Ophir Formation on the west wall of Johnson Draw. The Ogden 
thrust trace is in Johnson Draw. Here, the Ogden thrust fault carries 
complexly fractured Tintic Quartzite over the Ophir Formation. Beds in 
the Tintic Quartzite in the overlying Ogden thrust sheet strike 
nor th-northwest and dip 20" east. 
The decollement near the top of the upper sequence of Tinti c 
Quartzite detached the overlying Paleozoic section from the top of the 
Tintic Quartzite, probably during eastward ramping of the Willard thrust 
fau l t through the section. Above this decollement are large-scale, 
eastward-vergent recumbent folds exposed behind Grey Cliffs Lodge near 
the Hermitage . The most impressive exposure of folding above this 
decollement is a large recumbent anticline in the Ophir Formation on the 
south side of the river 275 m east of the Hermitage . 
Just east of the mouth of Goodale Creek are a number of minor normal 
faults. They appear to be northern extensions of two larger sets of 
faults exposed on the south wall of Ogden Canyon. 
In the east half of Sec. 17, T. 6 N., R. 1 E., on the north side of 
the Ogden River, the Beirdneau Sandstone is exposed in a quarry about 30 
m north of the road. This unit is complexly deformed , with disharmonic, 
asymnetric, eastward-vergent folds common throughout. Above the 
Be i rdneau Sandstone the Gardison Limestone is folded into a large 
recunbent anticline, overturned to the east, in exposures west of the 
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fil t ration plant. A shale unit in the base of the Deseret Limestone is 
disharmonically folded above the Gardison Limestone. Flowage in the 
shale filled the gap between the large recumbent anticline in the 
Gardison Limestone and a large Z-fold in the Deseret Limestone and Humbug 
Formation. The Z-fold exposed above the filtration plant has received 
considerable attention (see Blackwelder, 1910; Eardley, 1944, 1969a; 
Cri t tenden, 1972b). Eardley (1969a) believed that the Z-fold in the 
Ogden thrust sheet was present throughout the Paleozoic section above the 
Ti nt ic Quartzite. He concluded that the axial plane of the fold lies 
c l ose to the present level of the Ogden River. The writer agrees with 
this conclusion (see Cross sections D-D' and H-H', Plate 3, this report). 
In the road cut north and just east of the spillway of Pineview Dam, 
a small thrust fault displaces a light-gray quartzite 1 m thick eastward 
about m and flattens out in a black carbonaceous shale . The black 
shale exhibits disharmonic folds and penetrative cleavage. This minor 
feature is one of a great variety of small folds and faults and local 
flowage which, together, have accommodated the major shortening in this 
area. 
Ogden Canyon-Beus Canyon Block 
This block extends from the south side of the Ogden River to 
Beus Canyon at the south end of the study area. It also includes 
th e rocks exposed on the north side of Ogden Canyon west of Fairmont , 
be l ow the Weber thrust. 
The Weber thrust fault splays into the Ogden thrust fault on 
the south side of Ogden Canyon, about 0 . 4 km east of Fairmont. A 
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thin edge of the Tintic Quartzite, dipping east-northeast, is truncated 
by t he Ogden thrust fault. The Tintic Quartzite above the Ogden thrust 
fault is much thicker and dips southeast . A thin sequence of Ophir 
Fornation overlies the Tintic Quartzite beneath the Ogden thrust fault 
south of the road, across from the mouth of Johnson Draw. The Ophir 
Fornation is penetratively deformed with an intense slatey cleavage at a 
low angle to the bedding . The Ogden thrust sheet is folded around the 
nort heastern edge of the Weber thrust sheet in the northwest quarter of 
Sec . 19, T . 6 N. , R. E. , just west of the Hermitage . This is the cross 
fold Eardley (1944 , p. 849) proposed was present before thrust faulting 
began. This cross fold could also result from later folding around the 
edge of the Weber thrust sheet. 
Above the Tintic Quartzite, in the Ogden thrust sheet, is a 
decol lement zone within the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone . The 
large recumbent anticline in the Ophir Formation, east of the Hermitage 
and south of the river , is formed within this decollement. The south 
side of Ogden Canyon , east of the Hermitage, is heavily vegetated and 
exposures are not as good as those on the north side of the canyon. Just 
east of Wildwood (south half of Sec. 17, T. 6 N., R. E.) several normal 
faults of minor displacement trend northward from near Sardine Peak, 
cross the canyon, and die . out to the north. East and west of Sardine 
Peak , and near the head of Sardine Canyon, three normal faults have 
isolated two thin remnants of the Willard thrust sheet . The trace of the 
Wi l lard thrust fault lies at an altitude of about 2,195 mat Sardine 
Peak on the south s ide of Ogden Canyon. Directly north, on the east 
wa l l of Goodale Creek, the Willard thrust fault lies at an altitude of 
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about 2,075 m. This change in altitude of only 120m in 3.2 km shows 
minimal lateral ramping across Ogden Canyon. 
An interesting feature of the south side of Ogden Canyon is the 
absence of the recumbent syncline which is so well developed on the north 
side beneath the Willard thrust fault. A fairly unfaulted section is 
present from the Heritage to Sardine Peak. with no r~petit1on or 
overturning of the upper units. The well exposed folding in the 
Mississippian units on the north side of the canyon, near the filtration 
plant, can be traced across to the south side. The recumbent, 
eas tward-verging anticline in the Gardison Limestone is represented by 
overturned beds at the river level that bend back to upright on the 
hil l side. The Z-fold is not as dramatically exposed on the south side, 
but the changes in orientation of the limbs can be seen in outcrops on 
the west wall near the mouth of Wheeler Creek. 
The trace of the Willard thrust fault emerges from the south 
side of Pineview Reservoir and runs up the small canyon just west 
of ~ater Canyon (southwest quarter of Sec. 15. T. 6 N., R. E. ). At the 
head of this canyon the trace cuts across the west side of the ridge on 
the east wall of Wheeler Creek. The thrust trace cuts downhill, on the 
west side of the ridge line, to the East Fork of Wheeler Creek, where it 
is covered by the Norwood Tuff. From Pineview Reservoir to the East Fork 
of Wheeler Creek the Willard thrust sheet overlies the Humbug Formation. 
A small klippe of the Willard thrust sheet sits on the Humbug Formation 
at the small peak between Wheeler Creek and the East Fork of Wheeler 
Creek. 
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Cold Water Canyon, which runs southeast from Ogden Canyon, follows 
the trace of a decollement near the Ophir Formation-Tintic Quartzite 
contact. In the south half of Sec. 30, T. 6 N., R. 1 E. this decollemen t 
splays into three: (1) an upper thrust fault which carries the entire 
s t ratigraphic section on the east wall of Cold Water Canyon over the 
Ophir Formation: the Ophir Formation, Maxfield Limestone, and Nounan 
Dolomite are successively truncated to the southeast above the fault 
surface; (2) a middle thrust fault with a thin slice of Tintic Quartzite 
and Ophir Forma tion over Maxfield Limestone and Nounan Dolomite; and (3) 
a lower thrust fault which places Maxfield Limestone over Tintic 
Quartzite until the thrust fault splays into a decollement along the 
Maxfield Limestone-Ophir Formation contact in the northwest quarter of 
Sec. 31, T. 6 N., R. 1 E. 
The trace of the Ogden thrust fault cuts through the spur on 
the east side of the mouth of Cold Water Canyon, then crosses the 
stream and continues to the south-southwest . Here it places Tintic 
Quartzite over Nounan Dolomite. Just inside the canyon mouth the Ogden 
thrust fault splays into a higher thrust fault whose trace follows the 
west wall of Cold Water Canyon and a lower thrust fault whose trace 
trends south and southwest. 
The trace of the higher thrust is marked by a distinct break 
in slope on the west wall of Cold Water Canyon. Beds above the thrust 
faul t dip more steeply eastward than those below it. The trace of the 
thrust fault roughly parallels bedding in the overlying Tintic Quartzite 
for about 2.4 km in a south-southeast direction , along the secondary 
drainage of Cold Water Creek. At the southeastern terminus of the thrust 
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slice, beds in the Tintic Quartzite above the thrust fault bend down into 
the fault plane i n a later fold. The edge of the lateral fold in the 
Tintic Quartzite is thrusted over the Ophir Formation at a splay that 
joins the decollements at the Ophir Formation-Maxfield Limestone contact, 
descri bed above. Another splay of the higher thrust fault follows the 
Tintic Quartzite-Ophir Formation contact to the southeast. Penetrative 
cleavage and folding suggest considerable bedding-plane slip within the 
Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone sequence along strike southeast of 
the lateral fold in the Tintic Quartzite (northwest quarter of Sec. 31, 
T. 6 N., R. 1 E.). 
The lower thrust fault runs roughly south-southwest from the mou th 
of Cold Water Canyon . This fault is here named the Weber thrust fault. 
Southward, this thrust fault cuts downsection through the Tintic 
Quartzite and into the basement in the hanging wall and through the 
Cambr ian sequence in the footwall. This configuration resembles a 
lateral ramp. The Weber thrust fault dips eastward east of Warm Water 
Canyon. Beds in the overlying Tintic Quartzite strike roughly northwest 
and dip steeply to the east. The Ti nt ic Quartzite can be traced 
southeast along strike to the main ridge near Mt . Ogden and, thereafter, 
to the southern edge of the study area. Several Pleistocene cirques are 
cut into the Tintic Quartzite on the east side of the ridge south of 
Mt. Ogden . An east-west tear fault, down on the north, cuts the Tintic 
Quartzite, Ophir Formation and part of the Maxfield Limestone north of 
Mt . Ogden, along the southern edge of Sec. 31, T. 6 N. , R. 1 W. This is 
a late fault which offsets two earlier decollements. Near the middle of 
Sec . 25, T. 6 N. , R. 1 W. the Weber thrust fault cuts downsection into 
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the Farmington Canyon Complex. These basemen t rocks form a thickening 
wedge from the base of the hanging wall to the southwest to just north of 
Beus Canyon, where the Weber thrust fault disappears under Quaternary 
valley fill. The thickness of the Farmington Canyon Complex in the 
hanging wall of the Weber thrust sheet above Strongs Canyon is at least 
1,375 m. 
The rocks and geometry in the hanging wall of the Weber thrust sheet 
south of Ogden Canyon are very similar to the hanging wall geology of the 
Weber thrust sheet north of Ogden Canyon. In both cases the thrusts cut 
upsection in the hanging wall , from a decollement in the basement to a 
position through the Tintic. Both of the thrust faults splay into the 
same, higher thrust on the south s ide of Ogden Ca nyon near the mouth of 
Cold Water Canyon. These two thrust faults are here named the Weber 
thrust fault. The old usage of the name, Taylor thrust fault, is hereby 
restricted to the thrust fault exposed at the type area in Taylor Canyon 
and the old usage of the name, Ogden thrust fault, is hereby restricted 
to the major thrusts that follow the base of the Tintic Quartzite. 
In this interpretation, the Ogden thrust fault splays into the t wo 
decollements in the Ophir Formation-Maxfield Limestone units south of 
Cold Water Canyon . The lower thrust, whose trace trends south -s outhwest 
from the mouth of Cold Water Canyon, is termed the Weber thrust fault 
rather than the Ogden thrust fault. Rocks in the hanging wall form the 
Weber thrust sheet . It should also be noted t hat the footwall geometry 
of the two basement-cored Weber thrust faults (the former Taylor thrust 
north of Ogden Canyon and the former Ogden thrust south of Ogden Canyon) 
both s how ramping upsection from basement rocks to Nounan Dolomite . The 
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Weber thrust fault north of Ogden Canyon has a more eastward-directed 
trajectory indicative of frontal ramping. The Weber thrust fault south 
of Ogden Canyon has a more northward-directed trajectory indicative of 
la t eral ramping. Both thrusts are folded, probably by later thrusts that 
include the Taylor thrust fault and the underlying sole thrust. 
Offset of basement rocks on the Weber thrust fault south of Ogden 
Canyon was first documented by Blackwelder (1910, p . 537). He also noted 
the intense deformation in the Paleozoic strata in the footwall of the 
Taylor thrust fault. Eardley (1944, Plate 1, p. 819) showed basement 
rocks in the Weber thrust sheet on his geologic map. 
Bruhn and Beck (1981) studied deformation fabrics in the basement 
rocks just above the Weber thrust fault in two places; one on Malans 
Peak, the other on the north side of Taylor Canyon. They concluded that 
there was a major eastward-directed component of progressive simple shear 
during thrust faulting (Bruhn and Beck, 1981, p. 204). During 
emplacement of the Weber thrust sheet, strain was taken up in the 
basement rocks by ~imultaneous move ment along multiple sets of faults 
(Bruhn and Beck, 1981, p . 203). Contemporaneous with movement of the 
Weber thrust fault was a buckling of the Weber thrust sheet which 
resulted in a lateral variation of strain along the base of the Weber 
thrust sheet (Bruhn and Beck, 1981, p. 203). Bruhn and Beck (1981, 
p. 200) also concluded that the truncation of the Taylor thrust fault 
aga inst the Weber thrust fault , in Taylor Canyon, suggests that part of 
the movement of the Weber thrust sheet postdates displacement on the 
Tay lor thrust fault. The presen t writer believes that this geometry is 
more like a rejoining splay of the Taylor thrust fault that carried the 
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Weber thrust sheet in a piggyback fashion and, thereby, produced the 
laterally varying strain field discussed by Bruhn and Beck (1981; see 
Ana lysis of Structures section of this report) . 
In the northwest quarter of Sec. 36, T. 6 N. , R. 1 W. and the 
southwest quarter of Sec. 25, T. 6 N., R. w. a small horse of Tintic 
quartzite is exposed just below the Weber thrust fault. Thi s horse 
overlies a small slice of Ophir Formation, which overlies the Maxfield 
Limestone. The Tintic Quartzite in this horse is intensely fractured, 
recumbently folded, and shows northeast vergence wi th bedding truncated 
by thrust faults that bound the horse. 
The structure beneath the Weber thrust sheet along the moun tain 
front is particularly complex. The area consists of three distinct, 
fault-bounded segments cored by basement rocks . The northern segment, 
exposed at the mouth of Ogden Canyon, is bounded on the north by the 
north - dipping ramp of the Weber thrust fault and on the south by an 
eastward-trending right-lateral tear fault. This segment occupies most 
of Sec. 23, T. 6 N. , R. 1 W. and the western part of Sec. 24, T. 6 N. , 
R. W. 
In the footwall of the Weber t hrus t fault the Ophir Formation has a 
pene t rative cleavage and eastward-vergent drag folds; the Maxf ield 
Linestone contains recumbent isoclinal folds, overturned to the east, 
penc i l cleavage, and boudinage; and the Nounan Dolomite is i ntensely 
fractured and brecciated. The Tintic Quartz i te north of the river 
strikes northwest and dips steeply. eastward (60") . On the north wall of 
Ogden Canyon the dip of the Tintic Quartzite flattens slightly westwa rd 
near the mountain front. To the north, whe re the Weber t hrust fault 
~--~-~-----------------------------------·-------------------
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truncates it, the quartzite is folded into an open syncl ine beneath the 
thrust fault. 
South of the Ogden River the Tintic Quartzite is folded into 
a t ight anticline, plunging steeply to the east-southeast , just north 
of the tear fault which forms the southern margin of this segment. 
Relationships of structures in the Ophir Formation along the Indian trnil 
on t he sout h side of the mouth of Ogden Canyon i ndi cate two phases of 
deformation: (1) an early phase characterized by eastward-vergent folds 
with axial planes paralle l to "ab" and (2) a later phase characterized by 
an intense east-west cleavage parallel to "ab" whi ch cuts the earlier 
folds, near the tear fault along the southern margin of this block. The 
tear fault does not offset t he Weber thrust sheet. Based upon altitudes 
of the top of the Tintic Quartzite on opposite sides of the mou t h of 
Ogden Canyon, the tear fault has approx imately 365 m of vertical 
displacement and 1.2 km of right-lateral displacement. 
Between the tear fault and Taylor Canyon is t he middle 
basement-cored segment below the Weber thrust fault. This segment lies 
mostly in Sec. 26, T. 6 N., R. 1 W. and the north half of Sec. 35, T. 6 
N., R. 1 W. and displays complex faulting and folding. Just south of the 
tear fault is a large-scale, asymmetric, east-trending north-vergent 
S-fold in the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone. The Tintic 
Quartzite displays some east-trending north-vergi ng small-scale folds 
bel ow (west of) the S-fold. The lower limb of the S-fold is tightly 
folded, whereas the upper limb is more open . 
Southward from the S-fold, the Ophir Formation thins gradually 
and pinches out on the north wall of Taylor Canyon . The overlying 
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Maxf ield Limestone contains a decollement near its base and is complexly 
deformed, with isoclinal folds, spaced cleavage, and boudinage present . 
The Maxfield Limestone is thinned tectonically beneath the small horse of 
Ophi r Formation and Tintic Quartzite beneath the Weber thrust fault in 
the northwest quarter of Sec . 36, T. 6 N., R. 1 W. The Nounan Dolomite 
is present along the crest of the ridge north of Hidden Valley. It is 
fractured and brecciated, which may be due to proximity to the Weber 
thrust fault . From this point the Weber thrust fault cuts downsection to 
the southwest, from the Nounan Dolomite at the tear fault in the north 
near ly to basement rocks on the north side of Taylor Canyon . 
Along the mountain front the Tintic Quartzite displays a torsional 
deformation, with high-angle reverse faults and right-lateral tear faults 
of small offset that accommodate the twisting change in bedding along 
str ike. On the north wall of Taylor Canyon the Tintic Quartzite is 
folded in an open, northward-plunging anticline cored by Farmington 
Canyon Complex. The anticline is cut by several sets of conjugate normal 
fau l ts, downfaulted in the center, that suggest vertical uplift or 
doming. The trace of the Taylor thrust fau l t runs along the bottom of 
Taylor Canyon. It was first described by Eardley (1944, p. 848) , who 
correlated it with the thrust fault exposed on the north wall of Ogden 
Canyon (the Weber thrust fault). The thrust fault in Taylor Canyon 
appears to be a northward-dipping fault that places Farmington Canyon 
Complex onto Maxfield Limestone. A steep fault on the eastern limb of 
the anticline in the Tintic Quartzite follows the sharp bend of Taylor 
Canyon t o the no r theast . Thi s fault displaces Tint i c Quartz i te down t o 
the east, next to the Weber thrust fault . The Taylor thrust fault in 
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Taylor Canyon ends at the Weber thrust fault ; the Taylor thrust fault 
splays into the Weber thrust fault as a rejoining splay . 
The southernmost basement-cored segment along the mountain front 
extends south from Taylor Canyon and lies below (west of) the Weber 
thrust fault. Exposed on the south wall of Taylor Canyon the Ophir 
~ormation and Maxfield Limestone dip steeply northward. A decollement is 
~resent near the contact of these two units (see Bruhn and Beck, 1981). 
The Maxfield Limestone exhibits a strong tectonite fabric of slatey 
cleavage, spaced cleavage, and isocli nal and disharmonic folds . At least 
t wo phases of deformation took place: (1) an early eastward-directed 
phase that resulted in eastward-vergent folds and (2) a later, 
Lorth-south, compressional phase resulting in east-trending cleavage and 
folds which deform the earlier structures. The entire section of 
~axfield Limestone on the south wall of Taylor Canyon is folded into an 
overturned, north-northeast-vergent anticline. The axial plane of this 
fold appears to line up with an overturned anticline in the upper 
part of the Tintic Quartzite just to the south, on t he north flank of 
Malans Peak (see Bruhn and Beck, 1981, p. 201). 
The Tintic Quartzite, in this segment, is folded into a large 
l ateral and frontal fold around Malans Peak. On the north limb of the 
f old the beds strike east-west and dip steeply northward. The 
westernmost exposures, which are also the lowest structurally, in the 
north limb show a distinct flattening of dip to the north, so that the 
beds appear to dip underneath the middle segment on the north side of 
Tzylor Canyon . This supports t he conclusion that the Taylor thrust fault 
i n Taylor Canyon dips northward. The bedding in the Tintic Quartzite 
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bends around to a north-south strike and eastward dip south of Malans 
Peak. The axis of this fold plunges steeply to the east-northeast (see 
Plate 2; Bruhn and Beck, 1981 , Fig. 1, p. 201). 
The Weber thrust fault cuts downs ection through the southern 
segment from the Maxfield Limestone at Taylor Canyon, t hrough the 
Ophir Formation at Malans Peak , and i nto the Tintic Quartzite just north 
of Waterfall Canyon. On Malans Peak the Ophir Formation is tectonically 
flattened and has a penetrative northward-striking west-dipping slatey 
c leavage that is folded by later east-trending folds. The east-trending 
folds are probably flexural-slip folds near the hinge of the latera ] fold 
on Malans Peak. 
In Waterfall Canyon an east-trending tear fault of small 
displacement cuts the Tintic Quartzite but does not offset the Weber 
thrust fault. The tear fault is well exposed in the gully which cuts 
into the Tintic Quartzite south and east of the waterfall . On the ridge 
south of Wa terfall Canyon, above the Weber thrust fault, are two thin 
thrust slices; one is composed of the basal conglomerates of the Tintic 
Quartzite, whereas the other is Maxfield Limestone. These structures are 
too small to show on the geologic map (Plate 1). These slices overlie 
Farmington Canyon Complex , the basal unit in the \;eber thrust sheet at 
this locality . 
The Tinti c Quartzite on the north side of Strongs Canyon is cut by 
many small tear faults. Along this cliff face there are many minor 
changes of dip in the Tintic Quartzite between individual blocks bounded 
by the tear faults. Just north of Waterfall Canyon the Weber thrust 
fault starts to cut downs ection southward through t he Tintic Quartzite. 
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The Weber thrust fault clearly truncates bedding in the upper Tintic 
Quartzite in exposures on the south side of Waterfall Canyon. Between 
Water fall Canyon and Strongs Canyon the Weber thrust fault stays near the 
top of the Tintic Quartzite and, in several places, truncates bedding. 
However, in other places some thin phyllite of the Ophir Formation is 
smeared between the uppermost outcrops of the Tintic Quartzite and the 
Weber thrust fault. On the south wall of Strongs Canyon the Ogden thrust 
fault has a nearly horizontal trace and follows the topography west to 
the mountain front. Below the trace of the Weber thrust fault the Tintic 
Quartzite is folded into an open, recumbent syncline overturned to the 
east-northeast . Only a thin remnant of the Weber thrust sheet remains on 
the north-trending spur on the south side of Strongs Canyon (southwest 
quarter of Sec. 2, T. 5 N., R. 1 W.). Here, near the southern exposed 
limit of the southern segment, the Weber thrust fault steepens and cuts 
upsection eastward through the Tintic Quartzite. Steepening of the Weber 
thrust fault eastward suggests that folding of the thrust plane occurred 
after movement on the thrust. South of Strongs Canyon, on the mountain 
front , the Weber thrust fault cuts downsection rapidly through the Tintic 
Quartzite , until basement rocks in the Weber thrust sheet overlie 
basement rocks in the Taylor thrust sheet in the northwest quarter of 
Sec. 11, T. 5 N., R. 1 W. The core of the southern segment is the 
Farmington Canyon Complex. 
Bruhn and Beck ( 1981. p . 203) pointed out that the large 
bas ement-cored fold below the Weber thrust sheet in the southern segment 
e ither died out wi th depth or ove r laid a decollement . They sta t ed that 
the fold could be a "step fold " caused by oblique movement acros s an 
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east-west trending tear fault at depth (Bruhn and Beck, 1981, p . 203). 
This writer beli eves that the structure is more likely a basement-cored 
horse overlying a relatively planar decollement. In such a case the fold 
shape is due to a lateral ramp that formed a lateral fold as it moved 
upsection (see Analysis of Structures section of this report). 
Cottonwood Creek-Durst Mountain Block 
This block is included in the study area because the structures and 
rock types exposed here are similar to those at the Wasatch Front south 
of Ogden Canyon. This similarity was briefly mentioned by Eardley (1944, 
p. 832), who suggested that the structures here may have the same nature 
and generation as the Taylor and Ogden thrust faults near Ogden Canyon. 
Eardley (1944) interpreted the movement on these thrusts to be from east 
to west , despite structural evidence to the contrary. This 
interpretation of westward thrusting led to serious flaws in Eardley's 
(1944) interpretation of the geometry and sequence of thrusting in the 
area. Coody (1957) and Hopkins (1982) subsequently worked in the Durst 
Mountain area . 
The present study concentrates on the geometry of the Durst thrust 
fault. Thi s low-angle , eastward-dipping thrust fault puts Farmington 
Canyon Complex over Tintic Quartzite and a small slice of Maxfield 
Limestone. 
The trace of the Durst thrust fault comes out from under surficial 
deposits in the northeast quarter of Sec . 15, T. 5 N., R. 2 E. It cuts 
gently doMlhill eastward along the north side of Cottonwood Canyon. 
Several eastward-vergent folds in the Tintic Quartzite are exposed just 
be ow the Durst thrust faul t at road level on the north side of the 
car.yon. The Tintic Quartzite here also has a penetrative 
north-south-trending fracture cleavage. 
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On the north side of the canyon west of the Durst thrust fault. the 
Tintic Quartzite bends from a north-northeast dip in the west to an 
eastward dip at the canyon. Southward, beds in the Tintic Quartzite turn 
to a southerly dip. The quartzite is highly fractured and covered to 
both the north and south by Tertiary Norwood Tuff. The Farmington Canyon 
Complex Is exposed in the core of this east- plunging anticline below the 
Durst thrust fault . Foliation in the gneisses and schists of the 
Faroington Canyon Complex exhibits later tight, eastward-vergent Z-folds. 
Above the Durst thrust fault the Farmington Canyon Complex is 
exposed for 1 .6 km eastward. The unit is composed of gneisses and 
mi caceous schists with an east-trending foliation that dips gently 
nor thward. Overlying the Farmington Canyon Complex In the Durst thrust 
sheet is a thick section of Tintic Quartzite . The bedding gradually 
changes from a steep westerly dip (overturned) in the lower one-third of 
the unit to a steep easterly dip (so•) at the top. The beds strike 
northwest to Elk Mountain where the bedding starts to flatten to the 
west . It appears that the Tintic Quartzite forms a large, 
eastward-vergent fold cored by Farmington Canyon Complex. The steep 
Tintic Quartzite beds are probably truncated in the subsurface by the 
gently eastward-dipping Durst thrust fault. 
The Ophir Formation overlies the Tintic Quartzite in the Durst 
thrust sheet. The formation consists of brown to olive-green phyll i tic 
shales, medium- gray limestone , and oolitic limestones. The overlying 
Maxfield Limestone consists of interbedded limestone, shale, and 
dolostone. 
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The area south of Cottonwood Creek has a stratigraphic section 
which, when traced laterally southward to Weber Canyon, includes all the 
cratonic shelf units known in this region, from basement rocks to rocks 
of Jurassic age (see Regional Structural Synthesis section of this 
report). 
Contacts of stratigraphic units and the trace of the Durst thrust 
fault show no apparent southward offset across the flood plain of 
Cottonwood Creek. The trace of the Durst thrust fault reappears at the 
mouth of Stoddard Canyon and cuts southwest across the hillside just west 
of a major jeep trail. In the southeast corner of Sec . 15, T. 5 N., R. 2 
E., an outcrop of limestone on the jeep trail underlies the Durst thrust 
fault. This is a thin , intensely fractured, medium-gray limestone which 
resembles the Maxfield Limestone. The trace of the Durst thrust fault 
continues southwest to the ridge line, where it bends southeast and then 
east up Brushy Canyon. The Durst thrust fault is offset at the Spring 
Branch fault (Coody, 1957), which trends roughly east-northeast and 
appears to be vertical. Motion on this probable tear fault appears to be 
right-lateral, identical to offsets of structures along the mountain 
front south of Ogden Canyon. 
From Cottonwood Creek to the Spring Branch fault the Durst thrust 
fault carries Farmington Canyon Complex in the hanging wall. The 
eastward bend of the thrust trace up Brushy Canyon (southwest quarter of 
Sec. 23, T. 5 N., R. 2 E.) indicates that the fault plane is warped into 
a gentle dip to the northeast near the Spring Branch fault. Overlying 
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the Durst thrust fault is the same section as north of Cottonwood Canyon; 
the Tintic Quartzite is overturned near the base and has a steep eastward 
dip near the top. The quartzite and overlying units bend into the Spring 
Branch fault. The sense of drag on the units is consistent with 
right-lateral displacement on the tear fault. 
South of Cottonwood Creek thrust slices (horses) of Tintic Quartzite 
may be present beneath the Durst thrust . fault. The basement rocks and 
Tintic Quartzite below the Durst thrust fault may represent a horse that 
overlies a decollement at depth. The more intense fracturing of the 
rocks below the Durst thrust fault, compared to the rocks below the Weber 
thrust fault, may indicate that a greater amount of displacement has 
occurred on the Durst thrust fault. 
South of the Spring Branch fault the Tintic Quartzite, Ophir 
Formation, and Maxfield Limestone form the bedrock ridge of Big Mahogany 
Mountain . The beds dip eastward at a moderate angle and may bend around 
slightly at the north and south margins . In the north, near Little 
Mahogany Mountain, the Spring Branch fault puts Tintic Quartzite on the 
north side against Maxfield Limestone on the south side. The western 
margin of the block is a normal fault, down on the west , which truncates 
the Spring Branch fault and places the Norwood Tuff against the Maxfield 
Limestone, Ophir Formation, and Tinti c Quartzite successively southward. 
East of The Valleys, the Tintic QnRrtzite is structurally thickened 
by folding and, possibly, thrust fuulting. Overlying the Tintic 
Quartzite is a section that, when traced laterally southward, includes 
the entire Paleozoic-Mesozoic section deposited on the craton. This 
entire section may have extended westward to the present Ogden Canyon 
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a~ea , but the Willa~d th~ust fault ~emoved all units above the 
Mississippian Humbug Fo~mation the~e. The units east of The Valleys 
gene~ally dip eastwa~d. Fa~the~ south, near the uppe~ pa~t of Webe~ 
Canyon, the structure changes into a more complex fold pattern (see 
Regional St~uctu~al Synthesis; Ea~dley, 1944; Mullens and Laraway, 1964, 
! 9 73). 
A fault is present beneath the Tertia~y and Quaternary sediments in 
The Valleys. Based on repetition of the Camb~ian units, it appea~s to be 
a thrust fault, perhaps an extension of the Durst thrust fault, offset . by 
the Spring Branch tear fault . A no~mal fault geomet~y is difficult to 
fit here, due to two factors: (1) the dip of the beds on eithe~ side 
~auld requi~e several thousand mete~s of vertical displacement to 
reconnect them and (2) the Spring Branch fault must postdate any normal 
fault of large offset. 
Effects of Deformation 
The distinctive response of the ~ock units in the study a~ea 
to t he deformation associated with th~ust faulting deserves separate 
di scussion . Almost all the ~ock units beneath the Willa~d thrust fault 
di splay some structural fabric that indicates shortening occurred 
throughout the stratig~aphic section, not just the major decollement 
hor i zons. The fabrics within the rock units will be described, starting 
w:th the Farmington Canyon Complex and proceeding upsection to the 
M; ssissippian Humbug Formation. 
The Fa~mington Canyon Compl ex is a well foliated unit of gneisses 
and schists . In several places the Farmington Canyon Complex has 
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distinct horizons of green chlorite and epidote along detachment surfaces 
which truncate the foliation (see Bell, 1952) and which may be thrust 
fault s within the basement . Almost everywhere it is exposed , the 
Farmington Canyon Complex exhibits complex folds in the foliation. There 
is some uncertainty whether the folds formed during the Sevier orogeny or 
during an earlier orogenic event . Near thrust faults the Farmington 
Canyon Complex exhibits brittle fractures along many sets of fault 
planes; Bruhn and Beck (1981) proposed cataclastic deformation as the 
mechanism for the fracture patterns . In Weber Canyon , near Devils Gate, 
the Farmington Canyon Complex shows thick shear zones, mylonite horizons, 
and recumbent isoclinal folds indicative of penetrative deformation, 
perhaps due to thrusting (duplexing) within the unit. 
The Tintic Quartzite is an important structural unit; due to 
its competent nature , it served as the major ramp horizon in the 
footwalls of the Willard, Ogden, Weber, and Taylor thrust faults . It 
serves as a "datum " horizon which is pas sive ly folded during movement 
over ramps and onto decollements. 
The Willard thrust fault has many thrust slices (horses) of Tintic 
Quartzite scattered along the base of the thrust plane. This indicates 
that somewhere to the west the Willard thrust fault ramped through the 
Tintic Quartzite and plucked horses from the footwall of the ramp 
surface. 
The Ogden thrust fault lies near t he base of the Tintic Quartzite 
along most of its trace. The thrust fault carries the quartzite onto a 
decollement in the Ophir Formation or the ~axfield Limestone. This 
doubles the Cambrian section and indicates a ramp through the lower 
rintic Quartzite to the west. 
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There are many small-scale structures that affect the Tintic 
Quartzite that are probably also related to ramping. In most places 
tne quartzite has been thickened tectonically. Most of the structures 
have rather small displacements and include bedding-plane thrusts and 
forelimb thrusts. The Tintic Quartzite displays recumbent folding near 
t hrust faults, especially in Strongs Canyon and west of Lewis Peak. 
Throughout the study area the unit is fractured and jointed, with many 
eas t -west fractures resembling small-scale tear faults . Just north of 
Taylor Canyon , on the mountain front, the Tintic Quartzite displays 
torsion, with twisting of the unit along strike accommodated by a series 
oi high-angle tear faults. 
A signif icant contribution in the study area is that the fractures 
and joints in the Tintic Quartzite are folded by the large-scale frontal 
and lateral folds into fanlike structures. This relationship indicates 
tha t much of the fracturing occurred before , or at the initiation of, 
ramping and was then folded as the thrust sheet reached an upper 
decollement horizon. 
In Ogden Canyon an interesting relationship can be seen in the three 
sequences of Tintic Quartzite exposed along the north side of the river, 
bel ow the Willard thrust fault . The structurally higher sections of 
q~artzite are more fracture~ than the structurally lower ones. The upper 
sheet of Tintic Quartzite appears to have been successively fractured 
dLring piggyback motion on two underlying thrust faults, in addition to 
the original fracturing due to ramping . This greater density of 
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fracturing is well displayed by the change in geomorphic expression of 
the three sections in the canyon. The lowest structural sequence is 
below the Weber thrust fault, is fractured but very competent, and forms 
steep cliffs. This section is probably allochthonous and represents , 
perhaps, only one episode of thrust uplift over a ramp. The Tintic 
Quartzite exposed in the Weber thrust sheet east of Fairmont, in Ogden 
Canyon, is the middle structural level. It is more intensely fractured 
than the lower level and probably represents two .episodes of thrust 
uplift, the first during initial ramping and the second during piggyback 
mo tion on the underlying thrust sheet. The third, and structurally 
highast, level lies on the Ogden thrust fault and is the most fractured 
of the three units. Its outcrops are eroded, vegetated, and lack the 
clif:-forming nature of the lowest level . This upper Tintic Quartzite 
probably experienced three episodes of fracturing, an initial set due to 
ranp ing , a second formed during piggyback motion on the Weber thrust 
shee t , and a third set formed during piggyback motion of the lowest 
thrust sheet. 
The top of the Tintic Quartzite represents the highest competent 
th :ck unit in the stratigraphic sequence. Overlying the quartzite are 
the shal es and limestones of the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone. 
They are complexly and penetratively deformed, with large- and 
smEl l -scale disharmonic folds , tight to isoclinal recumbent folds, 
bocd inage, pencil cleavage, spaced cleavage, drag folds, kink folds, and 
imbr icate thrusts. The units exhibit considerable tectonic thickening 
anc thinning throughout the study area. 
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The Ophir and Maxfield units are the most deformed below the 
Willard thrust fault. They commonly contain major detachment surfaces 
(decollements) above the Tintic Quartzite. Armstrong (1968b, p. 442) 
concluded that the Middle Cambrian shales are important horizons for 
decollements elsewhere and that a number of the frontal thrusts go 
downdip into them (Muddy Mountain, Glenda l e, Blue Mountain, and Crawford 
thrust faults) . Royse and others (1975, p. 44) also cited evidence from 
wells, seismic sections, and exposures that shows common detachment with 
units of Cambrian shales and carbonates through most of the Utah-Wyoming 
overthrust belt. 
The structure of the Ophir and Maxfield units in the study area 
supports the conclusion that most or all of the sequence above the Tintic 
Quartzite commonly was detached along one or more bedding-plane thrusts. 
Throughout the area, the shales show little structure except 
cleavage and drag folds. The thicker limestones are generally folded 
into larger structures, with a spaced cleavage common. The best 
structures can be seen in thinly interbedded sequences of shale and 
limestone. An excellent example of the influence of bed thickness and 
lithology on deformation is present on the south side of Ogden Canyon 
above the lowest Tintic Quartzite in the canyon, where the Ophir 
Formation and the Maxfield Limestone are .exposed in road cuts. The 
thicker Ophir shales show a well developed cleavage folded into an 
isoclinal Z- fold. The axial planes of the fold are roughly parallel to 
bedding. In contrast, on the south side of the road, thin shales in the 
Maxfield Limestone show pencil cleavage (long axis parallel to "b" axis), 
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whereas the main limestones show boudinage structures (long axis parallel 
to "b" axis). 
The Bloomington Formation overlies the Maxfield Limestone, consists 
mostly of shale and limestones with intraformational conglomerate, and is 
absent in most. of the study area. The best exposures are south of Ogden 
Canyon, in the large S-fold on the mountain front. The loss of the 
Bloomington Formation in this area of ramping and tight folding is 
probab ly due to structural thinning. The unit is mostly shale and not 
very thick, where present. 
The distinct white color and laminated fabric of the Nounan Dolomite 
make it easy to identify above the med ium-gray units of the Maxfield 
Limestone. Near North Ogden Canyon and southward the dolomite for ms the 
core of the recumbent syncline beneath the Willard thrust. Along the 
mountain front, south of North Ogden Canyon, the Nounan Dolomite is 
inbricated with the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone in a complex 
decollement beneath the Ogden thrust fault, evidence that the Ogden 
thrust fault ramped upward, at least through the Nounan Dolomite , farther 
to the west. In Ogden Canyon the unit is exposed beneath the Weber 
thrust fault east of Fairmont. The Weber thrust fault ramps upsection 
eastward from the Tintic Quartzite to the Nounan Dolomite. 
The remaining units in the section, exposed in Ogden Canyon, 
are part of the recumbent syncline beneath the Willard thrust. The 
Beirdneau Sandstone , in the core of the syncline on the north wall of 
Ogden Canyon, consists of thin-bedded sandstones and shales that are 
complexly deformed into disharmonic, asymmetric, eastward-vergent fold s . 
Tte folds are exposed in a small quarry on the north side of the road in 
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the noctheast quartec of the southeast quactec of Sec. 17, T . 6 N. , R. 
E. The Gardison Limestone is folded into a large, eastward-vergent, 
recumbent anticline west of the filtration plant in Ogden Canyon. The 
Humbug Formation is folded into a large Z-fold above the filtration 
plant. The uppec axial plane of the Z-fold pcojects into the axial 
plane of the lacge, recumbent anticline in the Gardison Limestone, 
evidence that the Z-fold may continue downsection in the subsucface in 
units below the Humbug Formation . 
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES 
General Statement 
This analysis of stcuctures beneath the Willacd thcust, east 
of Ogden, Utah, is based upon a review of the theories on thrust 
faulting. Fundamental advances in undecstanding thcust faulting come 
from studies of the Appalachians (Rich , 1934; Gwinn, 1964; Harris, 1970; 
Hacc i s and Milici , 1977; Percy, 1978) and of the Canadian Rockies (Bally 
and others , 1966; Price and Mountjoy, 1970; Dahlstrom, 1977). These 
studies established structucal pcinciples and geometric constraints for 
intecpreting thrust structures with a thin-skinned model of thrusting. 
The authors assumed that the sedimentary pile is detached from the 
underlying basement rocks along a smooth basal decollement and that the 
basement is not involved in thrusting. 
Recent work in the Appalachians (Cook and others, 1979; Ando 
and others, 1983 ; St. Julien and others, 1983; Ando and others, 1984), in 
the Canadian Rockies (Duncan, 1983), in the Utah- Wyoming Overthrust belt 
(Royse and others, 1975; Blackstone, 1977), and in the Moine thrust belt 
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in northwestern Scotland (Elliott and Johnson, 1980; Rathbone and 
others, 1983) suggest that crystalline basement rocks may be involved in 
thin-skinned thrusting. 
This study applies the structural principles and analytical 
techniques outlined by these other authors to determine the subsurface 
geometry and sequential development of the structures beneath the Willard 
thrust fault. 
Structural Model 
Rules of Thrust Faults 
The basic theory used herein is that thrusts develop in a piggyback 
manner , in which the higher thrust sheets formed first and a portion then 
travelled passively during motion on lower thrust sheets that formed 
later (Dahlstrom, 1977; Elliott and Johnson, 1980). 
The geometry of thrust faults and their resulting structures 
appear to conform to a set of rules, some determined empirically, 
others inferred. These rules apply to thin-skinned thrusting in the 
Appalachian Mountains , Canadian Rockies, Utah-Wyoming-Idaho Overthrust 
belt, and the Moine thrust belt. These rules, illustrated schematically 
in Figures 5 and 6, are summarized from several authors (Rich, 1934; 
Gwinn, 1964; Harris, 1970; Royse and others, 1975; Dahlstrom, 1977; 
Chapple, 1978; Elliott and Johnson, 1980; Boyer and Elliott, 1982) and 
are listed below. 
(1) Thrust faults have a staircase trajectory with long, flat 
decollements in incompetent horizons and short ramps through competent 
units. 
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(2) Thrust faults cut upsection both in the direction of slip 
(frontal ramps) and along strike, norma l to the slip direction (lateral 
ramps). 
(3) Rootless, concentric folds overlying decollements develop due 
to frontal and lateral ramping. 
(4) Thrust faults propagate in the direction of slip due to 
progressive failure of the footwall ramp toward the foreland; this 
produces younger faults below older ones. 
(5) The geometry of the uplift is determined by the locations of 
frontal and lateral ramps. 
The fact that these rules have been applied successfully in several 
different thrust belts suggests a degree of uniformity in the sequential 
development of thrust faults. This uniformity allows the structural 
model to be used to infer subsurface geometries beyond direct 
observation. This is aided by careful analysis of surface structures and 
geometries and downstructure viewing of the geologic map (Mackin, 1950). 
Thrusting of Basement Rocks 
The major factor in this analysis is the involvement of Farmington 
Canyon Complex (basement rocks) in thrust faulting. The mechanics for 
basement-cored thrust faults will be discussed before the analysis of the 
structures. 
Thin overthrust sheets of crystalline basement rock have been 
recognized in many thrust belts (see Armstrong and Dick, 1974) and may be 
a common feature of orogenic zones (Cook and others, 1979). The 
Appalachians are a classic example of thin-skinned thrusting. There, 
crystalline basement rocks were thrust over unmetamorphosed Paleozoic 
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sedimentary rocks (Bryant and Reed, 1970; Cook and others, 1979; 
St. Julien and others, 1983 ; Ando and others, 1984). Several authors 
have suggested that crystalline basement rocks are involved in 
thin-skinned thrusting in the Utah-Wyoming Overthrust belt (Royse and 
others, 1975 ; Blackstone, 1977; Allmendinger and Jordan, 1981). 
The Moine thrust belt of northwestern Scotland (Elliott and Johnson , 
1980 ; Rathbone and others, 1983) is a classic example of basement 
thrusting . Elliott and Johnson (1980) applied the thin-skinned, 
piggyback thrusting model to the Moine thrust and found that the 
geometries of the horses of basement rocks conform to the model. 
Therefore, the structural principles and geometric constraints stated in 
this section probably can be applied to thrust sheets that inc lude 
basement rocks. 
The mechanism for thrusting of basement rocks is poorly understood, 
but one main structural principle must be satisfied. Because thrust 
faults cut upsection in the direction of slip, there must have been a 
deeper thrust level in the hinterland in order to incorporate the 
basement in thrusting . . 
The theory presented in this paper assumes the presence of a 
Precambrian rift margin in north-central Utah. Stewart (1972) suggested 
that the former western part of North American rifted away, about 850 
m.y. ago, to form a slightly sinuous new continental margin. Stokes 
(1976), in his discussion of the Wasatch Line, believed that this 
Precambrian rift margin trends north-south through Utah, near the site of 
the present Wasatch fault zone. 
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Studies of rift-related structures (Sheridan, 1974 ; Cohen , 1982 ; 
Withjack and Drickman-Pollock , 1984) ind icate that a rifted continental 
margin initially consists of normal faults bounding a linear graben, 
which produces a rather steep basement buttress at the new edge of the 
continent. Wiltschko and Eastman (1983) discussed the role of basement 
faults in localizing ramps of thrust faults. They believed that basement 
faults are likely to concentrate strong stresses so that trajectories of 
thrusts in the graben fill steepen toward the basement buttress and some 
may intersect the buttress . 
Stokes (1976) noted that during the Late Cretaceous Sevier orogeny 
several thrust faults ramped upward near the Wasatch Line (the old rift 
margin) as if something in the pre-existing stratigraphic and structural 
elements caused steepening and localization of thrusts. Tooker (1983) 
described the northern Utah highland as a basement buttress , against 
which movement of thrust sheets took place during the Sevier orogeny. 
This paper assumes that, under certain conditions, the steep 
ramp at the basement margin may fail under stress to form new thrusts in 
the footwall and produce basement-cored thrust sheets (Fig. 7). 
Several factors may facilitate failure of the basement buttress: 
(1) The footwall of the steep ramp receives high stress due to thrust 
mot ion (Elliott, 1976b; Wiltschko and Eastman, 1983); (2) increased fluid 
pressure in the footwall may weaken the rocks (Rubey and Hubbert , 1959); 
(3) thrust - thic kening of the overlying sedimentary rocks and the 
consequent rise in basement temperature may cause the buttress to weaken 
and the basement to become mobile (Armstrong, 1968b); and (4) an 
unusually high geothermal gradient, due to a volcanic arc or region of 
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upwelling mantle , may weaken the basement (Armstrong and Dick, 1974; 
Allmendinger and Jordan, 1981). 
Failure is enhanced if the basement is not an isotropic crystalline 
mass, but contains metamorphic layering which may serve as detachment 
horizons. In the Moine thrust belt, basement mylonites served as 
important decollement horizons (Elliott and Johnson, 1980). The 
Farmington Canyon Complex is well foliated throughout north-central Utah, 
with mylonite zones exposed near Devils Gate in Weber Canyon (see Eardley 
and Hatch, 1940a; Hedge and others, 1983). 
In summary, it is proposed that the Willard-Paris thrust fault 
propagated eastward at a deep structural level in Precambrian Z-age 
sedimentary rocks of the miogeosyncline, encountered a steep margin 
foreland of Precambrian basement, and was deflected upward on a steep 
ramp. Sometime during the late stages of thrusting, the footwall ramp at 
the rifted margin failed and blocks of basement rocks were carried 
upsection on thrust faults. These thrust faults had a sole thrust 
(decollement) in the foliated basement layers and ramped upsection to 
join decollements in the overlying sedimentary rocks to the east. 
Cambrian shales and limestones, Mississippian rocks, the Jurassic Twin 
Creek Limestone, the Preuss Redbeds (evaporites), and Cretaceous shales 
are probably the regional decollement horizons (Armstrong, 1968b; Royse 
and others, 1975). In the study area the Cambrian shales and limestones 
served as the major detachment horizon. 
Because basement rocks are involved with the thrusting of the 
sedimentary rocks, the thin-skinned model is appropriate to interpret the 
resulting geometries. 
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Duplexes 
The stairstep trajectory of a thrust fault (see Fig . 5), in which a 
short ramp connects lower and upper decollements, provides a geometry 
where a considerable amount of stress is concentrated on the more 
competent rocks present at the ramp surface. This is especially true at 
frontal ramps where transport is perpendicular to the strike of the ramp 
surface. 
Many workers have studied the deformation associated with ramping 
and the resulting geometries of ramp structures (see Rich , 1934; Hubbert 
and Rubey, 1959; Harris , 1970 ; Elliott, 1976a ; Dahlstrom, 1977; Morse, 
1977; Chapple, 1978; Wiltschko, 1979a; Berger and Johnson, 1980; Elliott 
and Johnson, 1980; Boyer and Elliott, 1982). It is generally found that 
the general effect of high stress at the ramp is the failure of the 
footwall beneath the ramp. Other factors, discussed in the previous 
section, that weaken the basement buttress in the footwall of a thrust 
may be effective here also . 
The failure of the ramp produces a number of horses , or parcels of 
the footwall rocks bounded on all sides by thrust faults (Elliott and 
Johnson, 1980; Boyer and Elliott, 1982). These horses can adhere to the 
overriding thrust sheet in various ways, ranging from solitary horses 
strung out laterally along the thrust plane to a highly complex imbricate 
geometry referred to as a duplex (Elliott and Johnson, 1980). 
It is important to look at the factors which control or affect ramp 
failure and the resulting geometries. First, an idealized model from 
Boyer and Elliott (1982, p. 1207), based upon observed duplexes, is used 
to illustrate the development of the ramp structures (see Fig. 5). 
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Before duplexing begins a major thrust fault. with considerable slip of 
"SO", climbs from a lower to an upper decollement along a rather steep 
ramp through a more competent unit that forms the footwall. A new fault 
propagates from the base of the ramp along the lower decollement in the 
direction of relative thrusting and then cuts upsection through the 
competent unit to rejoin the major thrust in the upper decollement. In 
this phase the new fault slips a distance, "S1", and that part of the 
overlying thrust sheet above the horse rides piggyback on the horse. 
However, behind and in front of the horse, the major thrust fault slips 
by "SO" plus "S1". The horse, the inactive portion of the major thrust 
fault, and the overlying thrust sheet are folded above the new footwall 
ramp. The leading edge of the horse dips rather steeply into the upper 
decollement. In effect, as slip is transferred to the new and lower 
fault, a portion of the ma jor thrust is deactivated and rides passively 
(Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
If this process continues in a progressive manner, in which 
successive failure of the footwall ramp produces two or more subsidiary 
thrust faults and horses , then a true duplex geometry is achieved. A 
duplex is defined by Boyer and Elliott (1982, p. 1199) as, ". .a thrust 
system with an imbricate family of subsidiary contraction faults 
asymptotically curving downward to a sole or floor thrust and upward to a 
roof thrust." 
Duplexes have three general geometries, shown in Figure 8: (1) 
hinterland-dipping duplex, (2) antiformal-stack, and (3) foreland-dipping 
duplex. The differences among these three types depend primarily on the 
amount of slip on the subsidiary thrusts wi thin the duplex . In a 
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hinterland-dipping duplex, the slip on the subsidiary fault s is less than 
the lengths of the horses and the effect of shortening is to move the 
branch lines somewhat closer together (Boyer and Elliott , 1982). This 
produces an imbricate, or shingle, pattern in which the subsidiary 
thrusts dip toward the hinterland. A branch line is the trailing edge of 
a horse, where the subsidiary thrust branches from the major thrust 
(Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
If the slip on the subsidiary faults is roughly equal to the 
lengths of the horses in the duplex, then adjacent branch lines will 
bunch up and the horses will lie on top of each other (Boyer and Elliott, 
1982, p. 1211). In this arrangement an antlformal stack of horses is 
developed , where each higher horse is folded over the lower ones. This 
geometry occurs in the upper part of the Mount Crandell duplex (see 
Dahlstrom, 1977, p. 418), in the Alberta foothills structures (see Jones, 
1971) and, most notably, in the Dundonnell structure in the Moine thrust 
belt (see Elliott and Johnson, 1980, pp. 90-93). 
The Dundonnell structure (see Fig. 9) is a classic antiformal-stack 
duplex beneath the Moine thrust in northwestern Scotland. Field 
geologists first worked out the piggyback (or forward) sequence of 
thrusting in 1907 (see Elliott and Johnson, 1980, p. 90). The fact that 
folding dies out downward and that higher horses are folded over the tops 
of lower horses was taken as unambiguous evidence for a piggyback 
sequence of development. 
If thrusting on subsidiary faults in the duplex develops further, so 
that each branch li ne passes over and beyond the underlying one, the dip 
of the subsidiary faults in the imbricate pattern is toward the foreland 
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(Fig. 8). This structure is termed a foreland-dipping duplex. The roof 
thrust contains the branch lines that started on the floor thrust (Boyer 
and Elliott, 1982, p. 1212) . 
Transfer of slip to new thrusts in the footwall and the creation of 
new horses causes vertical structural thickening and duplex growth by 
addition of material to the moving thrust complex (Boyer and Elliott, 
1982). The net effect of these processes is to produce a cul mina tion in 
the overlying roof thrust and uplift of the overlying thrust sheet. 
Factors that cause duplexes and culminations to form in one place 
and not another include: (1) proximity to a ramp and (2) a change from 
smooth slip to rough slip. When rough slip occurs , thrust slices form in 
the footwall and adhere to the overlying thrust sheet. 
Rough slip in sedi me ntary rocks may be caused by a facies change, 
such as a pinchout of shale, or change in carbonate type, such as a 
bioherm build-up, or by a change in cementation in sandstones. In 
metamorphic rocks a change in metamorphic grade or the presence of an 
igneous intrusion may in i tiate rough slip (Elliott and Johnson, 1980). 
Some final points about duplexes should be noted: (1) duplexing is 
a consequence of thrust processes and the deformation is restricted to 
rocks above a basal sole thrust . This geometry is shown on seismic 
sect i ons in other thrust belts, is indicated by balanced cross sections, 
and is exposed in the Moine thrust belt (Elliott and Johnson, 1980; Boyer 
and Elliot t. 1982) . (2) Lateral changes in the horses that make up a 
dupl ex, due to lateral and oblique ramping, cause complex along-strike 
variations in duplexes (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). (3) Inside the 
lateral inflection points in the horses within a duplex; the bedding 
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parallels subsidiary faults (Boyer and Elliot, 1982). (4) Lateral and 
frontal anticlines in a horse are due to transfer of the original angular 
ramp onto a planar decollement. The hanging-wall beds truncated by the 
ramp surface become folded down into the upper decollement (see Fig. 6). 
(5) Through long distances a particular stratigraphic unit may compose 
the hanging wall of the roof thrust or the footwall of the floor thrust 
(Boyer and Elliott, 1982). (6) Higher horses are folded over lower 
horses, indicating sequential propagation, or piggyback development, 
toward the foreland (Jones, 1971; Dahlstrom, 1977; Perry, 1978; Elliott 
and Johnson, 1980; Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
Boyer and Elliott (1982, p. 1221) described a generalized model of 
thrust belts with a dominant thrust sheet as, "A portion of an orogenic 
belt may have an overlying dominant thrust sheet whose displacement is 
much larger than any of the others and whose motion dominates the 
evolution of this region." 
The Willard thrust sheet satisfied the requirement of the model: 
(1) the Willard thrust sheet is a major thrust sheet which moved at 
least 64 km eastward. It contains a thick sequence of Precambrian 
sediments and me tasedi ments in the hanging wall near Ogden (Crittenden, 
1961, 1972b); (2) the rocks in front of and beneath the Willard thrust 
fault are a Paleozoic cratonic shelf sequence; and (3) these sediments 
nonconformably overlie Archean gneisses and schists, classified as 
foreland basement (Boyer and Elliott, 1982, p. 1221). 
Other thrust systems that satisfy the model include the Lewis thrust 
in Montana, the Blue Ridge thrust in the Appalachians, the Moine thrust 
in northwestern Scotland, the Semail Ophiolite in Oman, and the 
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Austro-Alpine complex in the European Alps (Boyer and Elliott, 1982 , 
p . 1202). 
The dominant thrust-sheet model is depicted in Figure 10 (from Boyer 
and Elliott, 1982, Fig. 30, p. 1220). This cross section is generalized, 
is vertically exaggerated, and shows five different zones : (1) toward 
the foreland is a zone (Fig. 10, I) with sedimentary cover telescoped 
into an emergent imbricate fan overlying a basal sole thrust (Boyer and 
Elliott , 1982); (2) through a considerable distance in the footwall of 
the dominant sheet the sedimentary cover is shortened and thickened by 
duplexes overlying a deep basal sole thrust (Fig. 10, !I)--the foreland 
basement is not involved in this zone (Boyer and Elliott, 1982); and (3) 
eventually a zone is reached (Fig. 10, II I) beneath the dominant sheet 
where the foreland basement becomes involved with the sedimentary cover 
in duplex thrusting (Boyer and Elliott, 1982) . The location of this zone 
apparently is controlled by metamorphic temperature in the basement, 
probably around 300' C (Boyer and Elliott, 1982, p . 1221). The duplex 
beneath the Willard thrust fault east of Ogden is interpreted as being in 
this zone of the model. (4) At a very deep level a zone is reached 
(Fig. 10, IV) in which the dominant thrust sheet overlies duplexes of 
foreland basement, with the intervening sedimentary cover rocks stripped 
off (Boyer and Elliott, 1982); and (5) the dominant thrust sheet is 
composed of a number of thrust sheets which moved piggyback. None of 
the thrusts has as much total slip as the dominant thrust fault (Fig. 10, 
V, Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
The Willard thrust fault near Ogden is a dominant thrust sheet and 
closely fits the model . The model is enhanced by the addition of 
structural details in a new area . 
Sequence of Thrusting 
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Exhaustive arguments concerning whether thrust faults develop from 
the foreland to the hinterland or from the hinterland to the foreland are 
discussed by Jones (1971), Dahlstrom (1977), Elliott and Johnson (1980), 
and Boyer and Elliott (1982). Most workers have concluded that a forward 
progress ion of thrust fault development took place from the hinterland 
toward the foreland in most instances. A forward progression of 
thrusting has been determined for the Canadian Rockies (Bally and others, 
1966 ; Jones, 1971; Dahlstrom , 1977) ; for the Appalachians (Harris, 1970; 
Perry , 1978); for the Moine thrust belt (Elliott and Johnson, 1980); for 
the Alps (Boyer and Elliott, 1982); and for t he Utah- Wyoming Idaho 
Overthrust belt (Armstrong and Oriel, 1965) . 
Although an overall forward progression is recognized for these 
thrust belts, there are local examples in the Canadian Rockies (Jones, 
1971 ; Dahlstrom, 1977) and the Utah- Wyoming- Idaho Overthrust belt (Jone s, 
1984) where a reverse order of thrusts is just as likely. 
Another point which should be discussed is the problem of fault 
truncation versus piggyback development of subsidiary thrusts . The 
theory of f au l t truncation assumes t hat the lower thrusts and folds 
for med first and were then overridden or truncated by the overlying 
thrusts. This sequence is opposite to the sequential development of 
thrus ts and folds due to piggyback th rusting. 
The stairstep trajectory of thrust faul ts produces an original 
geometry where the rocks in the footwall of the ramp are steepl y 
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truncated. If this original steep truncation is carried upsection as the 
trailing edge of a later horse, then the original geometry could be 
steepened (e.g., foreland-dipping duplex) and could mimic a later 
truncation by a thrust fault . 
The critical evidence is the geometry of folded thrusts. By 
definition . a folded thrust demonstrates that some thrusting preceded 
fold i ng (Dahlstrom, 1977, p. 416) . Dahlstrom (1977) considered it 
unlikely that a thrust fault will move a considerable distance over a 
folded surface, especially if it requires downdip motion toward the 
foreland. This has been recognized by many workers , with a general 
consensus that folded thrusts are due to the development of new thrusts 
beneath them which suggests a forward development. This geometry and 
time sequence is shown by Harris (1970) for the Bales thrust fault 
beneath the Pine Mountain thrust fault in the southern Appalachians, by 
Jones (1971) for several structures in the Alberta foothills. by Perry 
(1978) for structures in the central Appalachians, by Dahlstrom (1977) 
for several structures (including the Mount Crandell duplex) in the 
Canadian Rocks, and by Elliott and Johnson (1980) for several structures 
(including the Dundonnell structure) in the Moine th rust belt. 
Elliott and Johnson (1980) are very convincing in their argument 
that a piggyback development is responsible for the Dundonnell structure 
and other culminations over which the Moine thrust is folded. The 
folding is restricted to the rocks above a planar sole thrust and the 
degree of folding of the roof thrust (the Moine thrust) is related to 
changes in thicknesses of horses and duplexes along strike and updip 
(Elliott and Johnson, 1980, p. 93). 
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Boyer and Elliott (1982) illustrated the piggyback sequence of 
thrus t ing with both graphic experiments and field examples. They 
suggested that most thrust systems can be reconstructed with a forward 
sequence or piggyback development. Their paper gives a thorough 
treatment of the controversy. However, the problem is not fully 
resolved; each field exposure of thrust structures must be looked at 
carefully for direct evidence of truncation or of piggyback development. 
In the Ogden duplex, resolution of the problem has been aided by the 
work of Bruhn and Beck (1981) in their study of the deformation in the 
hanging wall rocks of the Ogden thrust fault (the Weber thrust in this 
study). In two areas, one near Malans Peak and the other east of Hidden 
Val l ey, they found that the earlier cataclastic thrust fabric was 
deformed by a later fabric, shortening in the vertical direction, and 
extension in the horizontal direction, all of which they interpreted as 
due to a late-stage buckling of the thrust sheet from below. This fabric 
is "indicative of piggyback motion where differential movement of horses 
on ramps below the Ogden thrust fault (Weber thrust fault) caused the 
laterally varying strain field. 
Cross Sections 
General Statement 
Six structural cross sections (A, B, C, D, E, and F on Plate 
3) were constructed during this study and two cross sections (G and H on 
Pla t e 3) were reinterpreted from other workers. These eight cross 
sec t ions show the inferred subsurface geometry of the duplex . 
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Cross sections A, B, C, D, E, G, and H traverse the Wasatch Range 
east of Ogden, Utah. Cross section F is a traverse along the north side 
of Cottonwood Creek north of Durst Mounta i n. Cross section G is 
reinterpreted from Eardley (1944, Plate 2) and Cross section H is 
reinterpreted from Sorensen and Crittenden (1972, Cross section B-B' ). 
The datum for each section is present sea level. 
The orientation of the cross sections was selected by plotting the 
normals to bedding of rocks in the duplex on an equal-area net. The 
planes of the cross sections (except G) are parallel to the mean great 
circle through the bedding normals (Elliott and Johnson, 1980, p. 72). 
Beneath the Willard thrust fault the mean great circle through bedding 
normals is oriented approximately N. 75• E (Figure 4-D). 
In some instances structural and stratigriphic information fro m a 
kiloneter or so along strike is incorporated in the cross sections, but 
it is explained in each case with the respective cross section . 
The cross sections are drawn to conform to the rules for thrust 
faul t s and duplex geometries discussed previously. Two assump tions were 
made in constructing the cross sections: (1) duplex structures overlie 
a relatively planar decol lement, or floor thrust . This geometry is 
documented and discussed by Elliott and Johnson (1980) and Boyer and 
Elliott (1982). (2) The present location of the Wasatch fault is 
contro ll ed by the position of the footwall ramp in the floor thrust of 
the Ogden duplex. The stratigraphic po s it i on of the floor thrust is 
infe r red near the base of the Cambrian St. Charles Formation- Nounan 
Dolomite map unit. The evidence beneath t he Weber thrust fault on the 
north side of Ogden Canyon shows the Nounan Dolomite in the f oo twall of 
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the thrust. Nounan Dolomite is also imbricated in the footwall of the 
Ogden thrust fault north and south of North Ogden Canyon. The Cambrian 
shales and limestones beneath the Nounan Dolomite (the Maxfield Limestone 
and Ophir Formation) probably served as major decollement horizons also. 
These units show compl ex and penetrative tectonite fabrics characteristic 
of decollements. The close association of the Willard thrust fault north 
of North Ogden Canyon, the Ogden thrust fault along all its trace, the 
Weber thrust fault north and south of Ogden Canyon, and the Taylor thrust 
fault in Taylor Canyon with the Cambrian dolomites .. limestones, and 
shale is strong evidence that the floor thrust is in these units also. 
The depth to the floor thrust is determined by the geometries 
observed in Ogden Canyon and the inferred stratigraphic position of the 
floor thrust. West of the Hermitage, in Ogden Canyon, is the duplex 
geometry of stacked thrust sheets of Tintic Quartzite. The depth to the 
floor thrust beneath the duplex is determined in the first method by 
projection of concentric lateral and frontal folds into the subsurface. 
The second method for determining the depth to the floor thrust is 
to project the stratigraphic thickness of the units beneath the Willard 
thrust fault east of the Hermitage to the stratigraphic level of the 
Cambrian St. Charles Formation-Noonan Dolomite decollement. East of the 
duplex the floor thrust is inferred as a bedding-plane detachment in the 
Cambrian section. East of the Hermitage, i n Ogden Canyon, the geometry 
changes from the steep east dips in the duplex to very gentle east-west 
dips in the Paleozoic section beneath the Willard thrust. The depth to 
the floor thrust, determined by the strat i graphic thickness of the units, 
is approximately the same as that determined by the projection of 
concentric folds in the duplex to the west . 
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A third method, which supports the placement of the floor thrust at 
the level shown on the cross sections, is to balance the cross sections. 
This is shown in Plate 4 and discussed in the following section. 
The overall geometry of the duplex provides evidence for a rather 
planar floor thrust, even though the basal decollement is nowhere 
exposed. The long, thin nature of the duplex along strike, the planar 
attitudes of the central parts of the horses, and the similar elevations 
of inflection points in lateral and frontal folds in the horses suggest 
that the structures overlie a rather horizontal subsidiary thrust fault 
(see Elliott and Johnson, 1980; Boyer and Elliott, 1982) . 
Although the floor thrust is shown simplified on the cross sections 
as a planar surface overlying a normal stratigraphic sequence, the 
footwall rocks may have complex folds and thrust-fault structures similar 
to those beneath the Willard, Ogden, Weber , and Taylor thrust faults. 
The floor thrust is drawn with a gentle eastward dip based on probable 
eastward tilting related to movement on the Wasatch fault . The original 
dip probably was gently westward, as shown on the balanced cross sections 
on Plate 4. This tilting, due to movement on the Wasatch fault , does not 
alter t he angular relationships of the duplex structures. 
The geometry discussed so far, of a floor (or sole) thrust into 
which overlying beds and thrust faults dip, is documented by Rich (1934), 
Harris (1970), Royse and others (1975), Harris and Milici (1977), 
Dahlstrom (1977), Elliott and Johnson (1980), and Boyer and Elliott 
(1982). 
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The second assumption used in the construction of the cross sections 
is that the present location of the Wasatch fault is controlled by the 
position of the footwall ramp in the floor thrust of the duplex. The 
Hoback and Grand Valley faults in the Utah-Wyoming-Idaho Overthrust belt 
(Royse and others, 1975, p. 46) and the Brevard fault in the Appalachians 
(Boyer and Elliott, 1982, p. 1219) are good examples of this geometry. 
Bruhn, Picard, and Beck (1983) also suggested this for the Wasatch fault 
zone in the Mt. Nebo area. If correct, the geometry would explain sharp 
changes in orientation of the Wasatch fault zone along distinct segments 
in the study area. The segments appear to coincide with the edges of 
basement-cored horses and may follow frontal and lateral ramps in the 
floor thrust. Downfaulting of the western portion of the duplex along 
the Wasatch fault zone has left only the east-dipping portion of the 
hanging wall, east of the original subsurface ramp, on the upthrown 
block. 
Rock units in the hanging wall are structurally thickened by 
thrusting, folding, and flowage and, thus, are thicker than the same 
undeformed units in the footwall of the floor thrust of the duplex. This 
may produce fundamental errors in determining the percent of shortening 
in the duplex. Because of the rapid and complex structural changes along 
strike within the duplex due to lateral and oblique ramping, horses pinch 
in and out between cross sections. This rapid lateral variation is 
typical of duplexes in general (Boyer and Elliott. 1982) . Because some 
of the cross sections are located near the central parts of horses, the 
lateral changes in structure are not represented well in the cross 
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sections, but they are illustrated in the hanging-wall-sequence diagrams 
in Plate 5. 
In descriptions of the cross sections (Plate 3), sites numbered on 
the cross sections refer to specific conclusions and explanations in the 
text. Five of the cross sections (A, B, C, H, and E) are reduced 60 
percent, restored westward, and balanced in Plate 4. 
Cross Section A-A' 
(1) The placement of the floor thrust and (2) the position of the 
footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed in the preceding section as 
assumptions one and two. 
(3) The splay of the Wasatch fault, through Utah Hot Springs west 
of the Pleasant View salient, is interpreted as located at the footwall 
ramp of the Willard thrust. The splay to the east along the base of the 
mountains (site 2) is interpreted as located at the footwall ramp of the 
duplex. 
(4) The Pleasant View salient has basal rocks of the Willard thrust 
shee t (Formation of Facer Creek) exposed in a clay pit at the crest. 
Here the Willard thrust fault overlies a thin tectonite of Maxfield 
Limestone. Beneath the tectonite is a thin horse of Tintic Quartzite , 
mostly cross laminated (upper part of the unit) and highly fractured. 
This horse overlies a complex tectonite of Maxfield Limestone which 
overlies another exposure of Tintic Quartzite. This lowest (westernmost) 
outcrop is basal conglomerate. The broad fold of the lowest Tintic 
Quartzite suggests that it probably is a horse folded over a deeper 
ramp. The loss of the Ophir Formation in the decollement zone suggests 
some flowage occurred during thrusting of the Tintic Quartzite . 
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Therefore, the Pleasant View salient probably is a downfaulted 
block, the upper part of which was at one time connected with the present 
Willard thrust fault near Willard Peak and Ben Lomond Peak. If correct, 
this correlation allows calculation of the depth to the full section of 
Tintic Quartzite overlying the basement beneath the salient by use of the 
thickness of the units above the quartzite beneath t he Willard thrust 
fault near Willard Peak. The basement rock beneath the salient is part 
of the basement horse described below. 
(5) The basement-cored section just west of Ben Lomond Peak 
is part of the long basement block which extends from Willard Canyon to 
beneath Ben Lomond Peak. The overlying Tintic Quartzite, folded over the 
basement, outlines the geometry of the block. The overall eastward dip 
in the quartzite flattens westward. The lateral fo lds at the northern 
and southern edges of the block and the nearly horizontal trace of the 
quartzite along strike between the lateral folds strongly suggest the 
block is a basement-cored horse overlying a subsurface thrust. 
Projection of the concentric lateral and frontal folds suggests the floor 
thrust lies near an altitude of 850 m. There are complex structures in 
the leading edge of this block which separate it from a basement-cored 
block to the east, discussed for site 7. These structures are best 
exposed in Barrett Canyon south of Ben Lomond Peak (see site 6). 
(6) Beneath Ben Lomond Peak, in Barrett Canyon, is an odd set of 
structures which exhibit complex displacement. The western block {site 
5) is thrugt over a small slice of Tintic Quartzite, but appears to be 
faulted down to the west relative to the eastern block (site 7). 
However, this apparent normal fault does not offset the overlying 
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structures, in part because the Ophir Formation shales have flowed into 
the offset zone. For this reason, the apparent normal fault must have 
formed during thrusting. This zone is interpreted as an uncoupling zone 
between two horses, the western block to the northwest (site 5) and the 
eastern block to the southeast (site 7). This uncoupling may have 
resulted from a change in thrust-fault trajectory fro m a deeper level 
beneath the western block to a shallower level beneath the eastern block 
(see Balanced cross section A-A', Plate 4). The small slice of Tintic 
Quartzite in Barrett Canyon was caught in the zone between the t wo 
blocks. Movement of the whole complex over two successive and adjacent 
lateral ramps could account for the odd displacement in the area. 
(7) The eastern basement-cored horse is exposed along the Wasatch 
Front toward the south. The southern edge of this horse i s shown in 
Cross section B-B'. The exposures on the south face of Ben Lomond Peak 
show an east dip, increasing toward the east. Another normal fault 
exposed here may also be related to the uncoupling described for site 6. 
Cross section G-G' shows the gentle northward dip of the Tintic Quartzite 
beds over the basement core at the north margin of this horse. The 
eastern edge of the horse is shown dipping into the floor thrust. 
(8) Directly beneath Ben Lomond Peak is a complex decollement zone 
consisting of th in imbricate slices of Maxfield Limestone, Ophir 
Formation, and Tintic Quartzite. The Willard thrust sheet is eroded from 
the top of Ben Lomond Peak, but exposed on Willard Peak about .6 
km to the north. It is possible that the thin horses of Tintic Quartzite 
exposed here are eastward components of the imbricate thrusting in the 
Tintic Quartzite on the Pleasant View salient. 
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(9) Down the easte rn face of Ben Lomond Peak is a di p s lope 
whi ch is very close to the origi na l base of the now-eroded Will ard thrust 
sheet . Th e Willard thrust sheet is present downdip from Cutler Creek 
eastward, where it overlies thin horses of Tintic Quartzite a long a 
complex decollement nea r the top of the Maxfi eld Limestone. At this 
point the Ogden thrust fault splays off from the Wil lard thrust fault and 
starts to cut downsection southward in the Ti ntic Quartzite . Impressive 
slickensides in t he Tintic Quartzite in thi s area right below t he 
Willard thrust s how a slip direction of N. 65' E. 
( 10) Projection of the eastern edge of the basement-cored horse 
beneath this site (see site 7 ), combined wi t h the gentle east dip of the 
Willard thrust fault, suggests a greatly th i ckened sequence of Maxfield 
Li mestone. This can be satisfied if the footwall beneath the Willard 
thrust is recumbently folded here, similar to the exposures to the south 
(see c ross sections B-B ' , c-c' . and H- H') . 
C: oss Section B- B' 
(1) The placement of the floor thrust and (2) t he position of the 
footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed as assumpt ions one and two in 
t he General Stat ement portion of this section. 
(3) This basement-cored horse is projected here from 1.5 km 
to t he south, from the window beneath the Ogden t hrust fault near Rice 
Creek Spring. Lateral projection suggests that t he basemen t rocks at 
s : te 4 l ie on a decol lement zone in the Maxfield Li mestone and Nounan 
_Dolom i te. This slice of Nounan Dolomite. Maxf leld Limes tone, and Tin tic 
· ··Quartzi te is the lowest exposed hor se ; it probabl y thins rapidly 
----~---------·~--
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nocthwacd and pinches out between the flooc thcust and the oveclying 
thcust. 
(4) This basement-cored horse thickens northwacd, but thins capidly 
southwacd to its southecn lateral edge . The concentcic latecal-fold 
geometry is not well developed here, possibly due to uplift at the 
southecn edge above the lowest hocse (site 3) . The Tintic Quac tz ite in 
this basement-cored horse is not a full section along the mountain fcont, 
but is tcuncated by the Ogden thrust fault in a camp geometry. The 
ramp, which cuts upsection eastward , probably joins the decollement 
eastward in the Cambrian shales, limestones, and dolomites . 
(5) The Ogden thrust fault, located near the base of the Tintic 
Quartzite, is camping eastward. The section above the Ogden thrust fault 
contains two and perhaps more slices of quartzite, stacked laterally, 
with the thrusts cutting down southward in a sidelap-shingle geometcy. 
These lateral thrust relations are difficult to show in cross section, 
but two majoc slices can be distinguished. The lowec sequence of Tintic 
Quartzite, ciding on the Ogden thrust fault, is a full section which has 
been thickened by imbrication and folding. Oveclying it, in thrust 
contact, is a thinner sequence of Tintic Quartzite which may be repeated 
along internal imbricate faults (site 7). 
(6) About 0.4 km south of the line of section the Willard thrust 
sheet is exposed as a small klippe on the cldge crest. Projected to the 
line of section. the trace of the Willard thrust fault would lie just 
above the Maxfield Limestone exposed on the ridge, but it has been 
removed by erosion. Both east and west of the ridge crest the Ophir 
Formation, above the highest slice of the Tintic Quartzite, has an 
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intense cleavage. The overlying Maxfield Limestone is thinned and has a 
well developed tectonite fabric. 
(7) This site shows a repetition of small slices of Tintic Quartzite 
in the upper thrust horse , as discussed in site 5. The displacement 
appears to be minimal, which suggests an imbricate geometry between the 
two slices. This is a minor feature, but it suggests shortening and 
thickening within individual horses of Tintic Quartzite. 
(8) In the eastern part of the cross section the Willard thrust 
fault has an east dip and overlies Ophir Formation, but probably is 
ramping upsection to the east through the lower Paleozoic rocks. The 
recumbent syncline is projected under the Willard thrust fault from 0.8 
km south where it is mapped above Chicken Creek. This recumbent folding 
probably is the explanation for the thickened sequence of Ophir Formation 
and Maxfield Limestone between the Willard thrust fault and the leading 
edge of the Ogden thrust fault. 
(9) The inferred basal detachment at the base of the Cambrian 
St. Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite map unit is shown here. The full 
sequence of this unit is shown, with no thickening of the unit and with 
only slidi ng of the upper part past the lower part. This is a 
bedding-plane decollement. 
Cross Section C-C' 
(1) The placement of the floor thrust and (2) the position of the 
footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed as assumptions one and two in 
the General Statement portion of this section. 
(3) This basement-cored slice is a horse with a lateral thrust 
(Weber thrust) at the southern end. The overlying Tintic Quartzite in 
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the central part is nearly horizontal along strike. The ·leading edge 
dips eastward into the fault plane and is shown ramping into the base of 
the Tintic Quartzite, a geometry shown in the hanging wall of the Weber 
thrust fault along the north wall of Ogden Canyon above Fairmont. 
(4) The fault inferred here occurs at the change in trajectory of 
the thrust as it splays into the base of the Tintic Quartzite . This 
fault crops out above Fairmont in Ogden Canyon (southwest quarter of 
Sec. 13, T. 6 N., R. 1 W.). The fault may have been reactivated during 
piggyback uplift on the underlying horse exposed at the mouth of Ogden 
Canyon. 
(5) The Ogden thrust sheet contains a considerably thickened 
horse of Tintic Quartzite . Thrust faults and recumbent folds in this 
sheet exposed along the traverse probably resulted in this thickening. 
The Ogden thrust fault lies near the base of the Tintic and overlies a 
complex decollement consisting of recumbently folded and imbricated 
Cambrian shale, limestones, and dolostones . 
The short ramp inferred in the middle of the sheet is projected from 
Johnson Draw north of Ogden Canyon where the Tintic Quartzite in the 
Ogden thrust sheet is imbricated. The eastern portion of the Ogden 
thrust sheet is projected northward from the Hermitage in Ogden Canyon 
and is inferred as splaying into the floor thrust. 
The Ogden thrust sheet and overlying rocks are gently folded 
over the underlying horse (site 3), evidence of piggyback motion . At the 
mountain front the Maxfield Limestone appears to be reverse faulted 
westward over the Tintic Quartzite . This may be flexural-slip folding 
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due to piggyback motion. Such flexural-slip deformation consistently is 
confined to the decollement zones which localized the original thrusting. 
(6) The western part of t he recumbent syncli ne beneath the Willard 
thrust fault is projected from the south wall of North Ogden Canyon wh e r e 
it is isoclinal and the Cambrian St. Charles Formation- Nounan Dolomite 
sequence is repeated in the core. Eastward the syncline climbs in t he 
section , as seen in the north wa ll of Ogden Canyon to the south (see 
Cross section H-H ' ). The recumbent syncline in t he upper part of the 
Ogden thrust sheet is gently folded into an antiform above the lowest 
horse, evidence of piggyback motion. 
(7) The Willard thrust fault is gently folded and has a l ow eastward 
dip. A thin horse of Tintic Quartzite li es just below the fault at the 
west end of t he section. Here t he Willard thrust fault is a thin 
erosional re mn ant of the originally very t hick thrust sheet ( see 
Crittenden, 1961; 1972b) . The gentl e fol ding and east dip of the Willard 
thrust fault is inte rpreted as the result of dup lex ing and piggyback 
motion. Just 3.2 km northwest. on Lewis Peak (2,447 m), the Willard 
thrust fault dips gently westward to an altitude near 1 ,950 m. This 
change shows the lateral folding a l ong strike. 
(8) The genera lized bedding-plane detachment in the Cambrian 
St. Charl es Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence is shown here. The 
recumbent geometry of the Pal eozoic section is projected north from the 
Ogden canyo n area. 
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Cross Section D-0 1 
tl) The placement of the floor thrust of the duplex and (2) the 
posit .on of the footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed as assumptions 
one a•d two in the General Statement portion of this section. 
3) This is the lowest structural element exposed at the mouth of 
Ogden Canyon. At the west end is a tear fault along the south side of 
the c1nyon which exposes the Tintic Quartzite of the next horse to the 
south. Above the basement core of this horse, the quartzite dips 
progrossively steeper eastward, as can be seen in the cliffs along the 
north wall of the canyon. These quartzite beds exhibit a large drag fold 
consistent with right-lateral motion just north of · the tear fault and 
just south of the line of section. The Cambrian sequence overlying this 
lower quartzite sequence has drag folds. isoclinal Z-folds, tectonite 
fabr Jcs, and dips eastward (see site 4). 
(4) This sequence of Cambrian shale. limestones. and dolostones, 
with a decollement near the base of the Ophir Formation underlies the 
Webe : thrust fault. A normal fault, down to the east, offsets the units 
and :he Weber thrust fault slightly. This decollement is interpreted as 
simi lar to the basal decollement in the subsurface and may be the same as 
in t1e footwall beneath the lowest horses in cross sections c-c• and H-H' 
to toe north. 
(5) The Weber thrust fault is interpreted as carried piggyback on 
the lower horse to the west (site 3). The Tintic Quartzite above the 
Webu thrust fault is the eastward leading edge of the horse riding on 
the Weber thrust fault along the north wall of Ogden Canyon. 
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(6) The Ogden thrust sheet lies on a complex and thin decollement in 
the Ophi r Formation. The Tintic Quartzite on the Ogden thrust fault is 
the same thrust sheet shown in cross sections C-C' and H-H'. The deeper 
structural level of Ogden Canyon provides good control for subsurface 
interpretations for the two cross sections to the north. The Ogden 
thrust fault probably ramps through the Cambrian St. Charles 
Fornation-Nounan Dolomite sequence in the subsurface to join the floor 
thrust. 
(7) Above the Tintic Quartzite in the Ogden thrust sheet is a 
complex bedding-plane detachment in the Cambrian Ophir Formation. 
Large-scale recumbent folds in the shale suggest considerable shortening 
within the detachment . High-angle reverse faults in the St . Charles 
Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence near Wildwood may be faults at the 
leading edge of the Tintic Quartzite of the Ogden thrust sheet. 
(8) A persistent recumbent anticline exposed along Ogden Canyon, 
f r om the Cambrian Ophir Formation east of the Hermitage to the 
Mississippian Gardison Limestone near the filtration plant, appears to be 
t he westward extension of the upper limb of the Z-fold in the 
~issis sippian Humbug Formation exposed above the filtration plant 
(Eardley, 1969a). Therefore it is likely that the Z-fold exists in the 
Paleozoic section between the Tirit'ic Quartzite and the Willard thrust 
fault in Ogden Canyon east of the Hermitage. This Z-fold is shown in the 
cross section restricted to rocks above the floor thrust. The Z-fold is 
a so projected north into Cross section H-H'. 
(9) The Willard thrust fault is exposed near the east end of 
~':"""- --~------------ ---- -
the cross section. The geometry of this thrust fault is shown in 
Cross section H-H' to the north. 
(10) The floor thrust is shown as a bedding-plane detachment 
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in the Cambrian St. Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence. West of 
the Hermitage the planar floor thrust underlies the hanging-wall units of 
the duplex stack of Tintic Quartzite. 
Cross Section E-E' 
(1) The position of the floor thrust of the duplex and (2) the 
placement of the footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed as assumptions 
one and two in the General Statement portion of this section. 
(3) This basement-cored element is interpreted as a horse beneath 
the Weber thrust fault. The Tintic Quartzite overlying the basement core 
displays overturned synclines beneath the Weber thrust fault in Strongs 
Canyon. These synclines indicate a direction of transport of about 
N. 75• E. on the Weber thrust. The Tintic in this lower horse is 
considerably thickened by folding, some intraformational imbricate 
thrusting, and is highly fractured. 
(4) This small exposure of basement rock is important geometrically 
because it shows the footwall truncation of the Tintic Quartzite and the 
westward flattening of the Weber thrust fault along this former ramp 
surface. This footwall ramp, now nearly horizontal, was originally a 
west-dipping structure which was carried piggyback on the lower horse . 
(5) The basement-cored Weber thrust sheet is the northern lateral 
edge of an extensive thrust sheet exposed between here and Bountiful, 
Utah, at Durst Mountain, and at Antelope Island (see Regional Structural 
Synthesis section of this report.) 
:";------------·--~·------
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The Weber thrust fault cuts downsection southward in both the 
hanging wall and footwall and probably splays into the floor thrust to 
the east. 
(6) Overlying the basement in the Weber thrust sheet the Tintic 
Quartzite, Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone dip steeply to the east 
and probably dip into the planar floor thr ust (site 8). The basement 
_rapidly thins tectonically northward until it and the quartzite are 
truncated by the Weber thrust fault along strike to the north-northwest . 
The Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone, overlying the Tintic 
Quartzite, are thickened and complexly deformed and are probably 
bedding-plane detachments of the Ogden thrust fault. 
(7) The Cambrian St. Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence is 
tectonically thickened by folding, perhaps due to thrusting. Two thrust 
faults are exposed about 0.5 km north of the east end of the section. 
Projected into the cross section, they appear as imbricate thrusts of 
Ophir Formation and St. Charles Formation- Nounan Dolomite. 
The Willard thrust fault, projected from the north, probably 
would lie at an altitude of 2,134 m at the east end of the cross section . 
(8) The Tintic Quartzite, Ophir Formation and the Maxfield Limestone 
dip into the floor thrust. The floor thrust is projected eastward within 
the Cambrian St. Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence. 
Cross Section F-F' 
(1) Basement rocks and Tintic Quartzite beneath (west of) the Durst 
thrust fault are complexly faulted and folded. They probably represent a 
horse beneath the Durst thrust similar to t he geometry beneath the Ogden 
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thrust in Cross section E-E ' . Eastward-vergent , overturned folds beneath 
the Du r st thrust fault indicate eastward transport on the thrust. 
The Cambrian Maxfield Limestone beneath the Durst thrust fault is 
projec t ed into the section from about 0 . 8 km south , near Stoddard Canyon. 
( 2} The Durst thrust sheet is interpreted here as the eastern 
extens i on of an extensive basement-cored thrust sheet exposed between 
Ogden and Bountiful, Utah, and Antelope Island (see Regional Structural 
Synthesis section of this report} . The Durs t t hrust fault, exposed along 
the north side of Cottonwood Creek, has a gent l e eastward dip . 
(3} The Tintic Quartzite in the Durst thrust sheet overlies the 
basement and has a steep to overturned eastward dip . This overturning 
may represent drag during eastward transport on the Durst thrust fault. 
The Tintic Quartzite here may connect laterally to the west-northwest 
with the quartzite in the Weber thrust sheet in the Wasatch Front (Cross 
section E-E'} . 
(4 ) The rock units above the Tintic Quartzite also dip into the 
Durst thrust fault but at a deeper level due to the east dip of the 
thrust fault ; therefore, the units do not show drag at the surface where 
a highe r structural level is exposed. 
(5) About 6.5 km to the north of the line of section Triassic and 
Jurassic rocks are exposed in a small window beneath the Willard and 
Durst thrust sheets (see Regional Structural Synthesis section of this 
report} . He re the Durst thrust fault s plays into the Willard thrust 
fault, perhaps as a transfer zone (see Dahlstro~ . 1977; House and Gray, 
1982} . 
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The Triassic and Jurassic rocks are projected southward below . the 
Durst thrust sheet and the underlying horse . The lower basement- cored 
horse probably adhered to the Durst thrust sheet during its updip journey 
to its present structural position. 
Northward, the trace of the Durst thrust fault probably bends to the 
east where it is covered by Tertiary rocks . The east dip of the Durst 
thrust fault is probably due to uplift within a duplex or above a horse. 
Cross Section G-G' 
(1) In this longitudinal section the floor thrust is shown as a 
planar decollement in the Cambrian St. Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite 
map unit (see the General Statement, assumption one, portion of this 
section). Movement of this thrust is into the cross section. 
(2) This basement-cored segment is part of the basement-cored horse 
shown on Cross section B-B' (site 4) to the south . The Tintic Quartzite 
overly i ng the basement core dips gently northward , perhaps as a lateral 
fo ld a t the north end of this megahorse . 
(3) Overlying the Tintic Quartzite is a thick , complex decollement 
zone beneath the Willard thrust fault . The Ophir Formation and Maxfield 
Linestone are imbricated in this decollement with several thin Tintic 
Quartzite horses that ~elp to identify thrust hor~zon~ . Both the Ophir 
Formation and the Maxfield Limestone are tectonically thinned and 
thickened throughout this decollement zone . 
(4) At the crest of Ben Lomond Peak a remnant of Tintic Quartzite is 
conplexly fractured and folded. The close similarity here with the 
exposures on Willard Peak suggests that the Willard thrust sheet is 
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·eroded f rom the ridge, but was probably located just above the present 
peak . 
Cross Section H-H' 
(1) The placement of the floor thrust of the duplex and (2) the 
posi t ion of the footwall ramp of the duplex are discussed as assumptions 
one and two in the General Statement portion of this section. 
(3) This basement-cored segment is the same as the lowest megahorse 
in Cross section C-C'. The geometry of the hanging wall is exposed 0 . 8 
km south of the line of section along the Weber thrust fault on the north 
side of Ogden Canyon . The basement core is thinning southward toward the 
Weber thrust . 
(4) The fault inferred here is the same as in Cross section 
C-C' . This fault is exposed above Fairmont in Ogden Canyon (southwest 
quarter of Sec . 13, T . 6 N. , R. 1 W.) . This fault, where exposed in the 
fi e l d, may have been reactivated during piggyback motion on the horse 
exposed at the mouth of Ogden Canyon below the Weber thrust . 
(5) The Ogden thrust fault is l ocated near the base of the Tinti c 
Quartz ite in the Ogden thrust sheet. Beneath the Ogden thrust fault is a 
complex decollement zone in Cambrian shale , limestones , and dolostones, 
as shown in Cross section C-C'. The imbrication in the Tintic Quartzite 
above the Ogden thrust fault is projected here from Johnson Draw, about 
0.8 k~ south of the line of sec tion . The eastern portion of Tintic 
Qua r tzite above the Ogden thrust fault is projected here from Ogden 
Canyon . Cros s section D-D'. 
The Ogden and Willard thrust faults are folded over the lower 
megahorse in a piggyback geometry . 
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(6) The recumbent syncline, shown in this cross section, is 
an eastward-vergent, tight fold . The syncline also cuts upsection more 
rapidly into the overlying units here than it does to the north . The 
recumbent syncline is gently folded over the Ogden thrust sheet, 
indicating a piggyback geometry. 
Two normal faults offset both the syncline and the Willard thrust 
sheet on the cross section. Because the faults do not offset the Ogden 
thrust , they are probably due to uplift of the underlying rocks in the 
megahorse exposed at the mouth of Ogden Canyon . 
This piggyback uplift may also have caused the reverse motion, up to 
the west , in rocks in the decollement zone above the Tintic Quartzite in 
the Ogden thrust sheet . This motion may be flexural-slip deformation 
near the crest of the antiform. 
(7) Overlying the Ogden thrust sheet, broken by faults, is a 
thin erosional remnant of the Willard thrust sheet . To the east a thin 
slice of Tintic Quartzite is exposed along the fault plane, probably 
plucked off the ramp to the west. The Willard thrust is gently folded 
along with the underlying recumbent syncline, which suggests piggyback 
moti on and folding during uplift of the deeper thrust sheets. 
The Willard thrust fault ramps upsection eastward, along the 
north wall of Ogden Canyon, from the Cambrian St. Charles 
Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence in the west to the Mississippian 
Humbug Formation in the east. It is probab le that the recumbent syncline 
in the footwall of the thrust is due to drag during eastward 
overthrusting of the Willard thrust sheet. 
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(8) East of Goodale Creek the Willard thrust fault has reached the 
Mississippian units. Here the recumbent syncline is not well developed. 
The Willard thrust fault dips gently eastward. It appears to flatten 
eastward as it extends beyond the area of duplexing and piggyback uplift 
to the west . 
(9) The Z-fold in the Paleozoic section is projected from Cross 
section D-D' in Ogden Canyon. This folding is interpreted as being 
restricted to the rock above the floor thrust. 
(10) The floor thrust is shown to be a bedding-plane detachment 
within the Cambrian St . Charles Formation-Nounan Dolomite sequence. West 
of the leading edge of the Tintic Quartzite in the Ogden thrust sheet, 
the rock units and thrust faults dip into this floor thrust. This 
geometry may explain the change in dip eastward in Ogden Canyon . 
Balanced Cross Sections 
General Statement 
The cross sections produced in this study are geometrically sound, 
in the sense that they are balanced cross sections. They can be pulled 
backward , opposite the direction of transport , to reproduce the original , 
undeformed stratigraphic sequence (Dahlstrom, 1969) . The balanced 
section can also be used to determine the original thrust trajectories 
(Dahlstrom, 1969) . 
In this analysis, five of the original cross sections (A-A', 
8-B', C-C', E-E', and H-H') were reduced 60 percent, restored both 
vertical ly and westward to pre-erosional, pre-Wasatch fault geometry, and 
balanced (Plate 4). These cross sections were chosen because they 
depict the along- strike changes in the duplex quite well. 
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The first discussion on balanced cross sections comes from Dahlstrom 
(1969), although Bally and others (1966) used the technique earlier in 
thetr structural analysis of the Alberta foothills. The rules set forth 
by Dahlstrom (1969) for balancing cross sections assume that the 
structures developed in a concentric regime with no significant change in 
rock volume and that thicknesses of stratigraphic units remain constant. 
Dahlstrom (1969) recognized that every thrust system may not have 
the same structural controls as the Alberta foothills and suggested the 
technique should be adapted to other thrusted terranes. 
In the Ogden duplex beneath the Willard thrust fault there is some 
thickening and thinning in hanging-wall units above each thrust fault. 
However, the major folds displayed by the Tintic Quartzite (see 
structural datum used in this analysis) are generally concentric. The 
consequence of the thickening and thinning of the hanging-wall units is 
that it produces some inherent error in determining the shortening within 
the duplex, but the technique can still be applied. 
Because the area of successive units in an undeformed stratigraphic 
sequence is constant, two rules for balanced cross sections are 
necessary: (1) lengths of units in individual cross sections should be 
consistent and (2) adjacent cross sections should have similar amounts of 
shortening (Dahlstrom , 1969). Dahlstrom (1969) recognized that 
inconsistencies within and between cross sections can develop near 
discontinuities such as sole thrusts, decollements , tear faults, and 
lateral ramps. Other inconsistencies are due to conceptual, 
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observational, or drafting errors which might be undetected if there 
were no tests for geometric validity (Dahlstrom, 1969. p. 756) . 
Balanced c ro ss sections have been used in the Canadian Rocki es 
(Bally nnd others, 1966; Dahlstrom, 1977; Bally , 1984) , in the Moine 
thrust belt (Elliott and Johnson, 1980), and in both the Appalachians and 
the Alps (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
Th~ limitations , as well as the value, of balanced cross sections 
nre summarized by Dahlstrom (1969 , p . 757): 
I t s hould be emphasiz ed that a cross section which 
passes the geometric tests is not necessarily correct, be-
cause completely ridiculous cross sections can be drawn 
which abide by the law of conservation of volume. However, 
if a cross section passes the geometric tests, it could be 
correct, and if it has been drnwn with due r~eard for the 
'l oca l ground rules' it probably is correct. On the other 
hand , a cross section that does not pass the geometric 
te sts coul d not po ssib ly be correct. 
The technique of balancing cross sections is best illustrated with a 
s implified diagram (see Fig. 11). The upper section shows the geometries 
associated with the piggyback, thin-skinned thrusting model. The 
structure is a n ant i formal-stack duplex, si milar to the Dundonnell 
structure (see Elliott and Johnson. 1980). The higher, older thrusts are 
folded by you~ger, deeper thrusts. These duplex structures overlie a 
relatively horizontal floor, or sole, t hr ust overlying e~sentially 
undeformed stratigraphic units. This diagram is oriented west to east 
(left to right, respectively). Transport was fro m left to right. The 
lower diagram shows thrust sheets in the upper structure pulled back to 
t he l eft, to reproduce the original undeformed strntigraphl c sequence: 
The original fault trajectories are s hown before movement took place. 
Length of the structural datum in ench thrust sheet of the duplex is 
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measured in the deformed section and then transposed to the undeformed 
stratigraphic section. 
Block diagrams are useful to illustrate the three-dimensional 
geometries of a thrust fault and the overlying thrust sheet before and 
after movement over a ramp surface. In Figure 6, diagram A shows a 
normal stratigraphic sequence cut by a lateral ramp on the left and a 
frontal ramp on the right. Both the hanging-wall and footwall units are 
truncated at the ramp surface . Transport of the thrust sheet is from 
lower left to upper right, over the frontal ramp onto the upper 
decollement surface on the right. 
Diagram C in Figure 6 illustrates the resulting hanging- wall 
geonetry of the thrust sheet after forward movement . A lateral fold, on 
the left, and the frontal fold, on the right, in the thrust slice form 
due to rotation of the original trajectories of the two ramps onto the 
planar decollement. These folds in the thrust sheet are rootless and , 
generally, concentric folds overlying the floor thrust. Any rocks 
overlying the thrust sheet in diagram C have the same lateral and frontal 
folds after thrusting. 
Diagrams A and C in Figure 6 also illustrate the required 
orientation of the balanced cross sections. The bat~ced cross sections 
should be oriented parallel to the direction of transport along the right 
face on each diagram. The right face of diagram C represents the 
deformed section after thrusting; the right face of diagram A r epresents 
the balanced geometry restored to the undeformed state. 
A number of principles and conditions guided the construction of the 
balanced cross sections in the analysis: 
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(1) The westward reconstruction of the duplex, prior to offset on 
the Wasatch fault and subsequent erosion, represents a minimum distance 
based upon present exposures along the west half of Cross section A-A' 
(site 4). There, on the Pleasant View salient (site 4), the Willard 
thrust fault overlies s mal l, thin, stacked horses of Tintic Quartzite . 
The normal faul t through Utah Hot Springs (site 3, Cross section A-A') 
may follow the footwall ramp of the Willard thrust. If so, this locates 
the westward position of the Willard thrust ramp. 
Calculations of simple strain for Cross section A-A' also provide 
evidence for the original length of the rocks in the duplex. The 
cross-sectional area (A') of a duplex is measured and the original 
thickness of the rocks involved (tO) is noted. Then, if plane strain 
occurred, the original length (lO) of the rocks in the duplex is: lO 
A' /tO (Elliott and Johnson, 1980, p. 73). There is a considerable amount 
of error possible in these calculations. For Cross section A-A', the 
area (A') is about 31 square km. The original thickness of the rocks 
(tO ) is about 2.4 km, and the calculated original length of the duplex 
(10) is about 13 km. 
(2) The left sides of the unrestored cross sections are arranged 
relative to an imaginary line trending N. 15" W. (perpendicular to 
transport). This reconstructs the actual orientation of the cross 
sections in the field. This orientation is necessary for balancing. If 
the shortening is the same in each section, this reconstruction gives the 
presumed position of the Willard thrust ramp on each cross section, 
proj ected south from Balanced cross section A-A'. 
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(3) Transport was eastward on the Willard , Ogden, Weber, and Taylor 
thrust faults . Therefore , the deformed sections were pulled back to the 
wes t to produce the original, undeformed stratigraphic sequence beneath 
the Willard thrust fault. 
(4) The restored and bal anced cross sections represent the simplest 
balanceable geometry that is consistent wi th field exposures and the 
structural model . Any inferred geometries in the analysis should be 
exp lained and supported by work in other thrust belts. 
(5) Lateral changes between cross sections are due to lateral ramps 
and rejoining splays. These changes are best visualized in the 
hanging-wall - sequence diagrams (Plate 5). 
(6) The duplex appears to be an antiformal-stack, foreland-dipping 
hybrid duplex (see Fig. 8; Boyer and Elliott, 1982). In cross sections 
C-C ' and H- H', the westward projection of the eastward-dipping Willard 
thrust fault appears to truncate the steeply east- dipping Ogden thrust 
sheet . This geometry suggests a foreland-dipping duplex. However, if 
the Ogden thrust sheet extends farther west beneath the Willard thrust 
fault, then the geometry could be more like an antiformal stack. 
(7) The Farmington Canyon Complex in the hanging wall of the 
Weber-Taylor thrust fault system may be thickened by i mbr icate thrusts in 
the basement rocks in the Wasatch Range to the south (Bell, 1952). 
It should be noted that a balanced cross section is not unique 
because several solutions may be balanceable. 
The numbers on the upper, restored , deformed-state sections and also 
shown on t he lower , balanced cross sections are to be used as reference 
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points in the discussion . These numbers do not refer to a time sequence 
of events. That is discussed later in this report . 
Topographic profiles along the lines of section are shown as 
dotted lines in the deformed-state sections on Plate 5. 
Balanced Cross Section A-A' 
In the upper diagram the Pleasant View Salient is restored to its 
geometry prior to the Wasatch fault and subsequent erosion . The 
structures at site 4 are connected with the structures to the east at 
site 8. 
The lower diagram shows the restored, balanced cross section . Note 
the imbricate slices of Tintic Quartzite in the footwall of the Willard 
thrust fault at site 3, the originally planar Willard thrust decollement 
between sites 4 a nd 9, and the complex imbricate slices of the Ophir 
Formation and Maxfield Limestone at site 8 . After eastward movement on 
the deeper block , these planar structures were folded at sites 5, 6 , and 
7 . The Willard thrust fault probably ramps upsection near site 10, based 
on the geometry exposed to the south, as shown in Balanced cross section 
B-B' . The basement-cored blocks at sites 5 , 6, and 7 moved later than 
the Willard thrust sheet. The change in fault trajectory between sites 5 
and 7 may be responsible for the uncoupling seen at site 6. 
The ramps and planar decollements conform to the structural model. 
The folding of the Willard thrust fault probably resulted from passive 
fo lding during piggyback motion as transport was transferred to the 
thrusts in the footwall. The large basement- cored horses may be the 
result of failure of a steep Precambrian cratonic margin (see Struc tural 
Model , Basement Thrusting section of this report). 
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Balanced Cross Section B-B' 
This cross section differs from Balanced cross section A- A'. First, 
the large, basement-cored horse exposed between Willard Canyon and Ben 
Lomond Peak (site 5 on Balanced cross section A-A') has pinched out north 
of this section. The eastern part of the basement-cored horse at site 7 
is exposed on this cross section at site 4. The thrust sheet of Tintic 
Quar t zite and younger Cambrian units at site 5 , beneath site 6, 
represents a southward change in structural style. This additional 
sequence of Tintic Quartzite represents lateral ramping downsection 
southward by the Ogden thrust fault. 
Restoration of the geometry prior to the Wasatch fault and 
subsequent erosion is shown in the upper section. The westward 
projection of the units and thrust faults is guided by the shortening 
inferred in Balanced cross section A-A' . It was important in this 
instance to construct the deformed-state and balanced cross sections 
simultaneously. This reconstruction suggests the restored units extended 
about 1 .6 km west of the present erosional surface, where the Willard 
thrust fault probably bends back down to the west along a ramp surface 
that truncates the footwall units. 
The shortening in this section is accommodated by thrust stacking of 
the Tintic Quartzite followed by failure of the basement. 
The lower diagram shows the restored, balanced cross section . The 
original ramp trajectories and decollements conform to the structural 
model . The footwall of the Willard thrust fault at site 8 becomes a 
recumbent syncline in the deformed section . The Ogden thrust fault 
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invol ves a repetition of Tintic Quartzite, with the overlying structures 
folded and inactivated. The basement-cored horse at site 4 is due to 
failure of the basement rocks . Perhaps there are imbricate thrusts 
within the basement rocks (not shown). The small horse at site 3 was 
then plucked off the ramp during eastward movement of the block at site 
4. 
The initially planar decollements and ramps in the balanced cross 
section are folded in the deformed section. This suggests piggyback 
mot i on wherein higher thrust sheets are deformed by movement of lower 
thrusts . 
Balanced Cross section C-C' 
Several structural changes take place between Balanced cross 
section B-B' and this one. The recumbent syncline beneath the Willard 
thrust fault is well developed at site 6 . The Ogden thrust sheet is 
offset westward from its position north of the North Ogden divide. The 
basement- cored horse at site 4 in Balanced cross section B- B' has pinched 
out north of this cross section and another basement-cored horse has 
developed at site 3. The lateral folds at the margins of these 
basement - cored horses are shown in the hanging-wall-sequence diagrams 
(Plate 5) . 
The upper diagram shows the geometry of the deformed section 
prior to the Wasatch fault and subsequent erosion . The westward 
extension of the structures was guided by two factors: (1) the low dip 
of t he Willard thrust fault, when projected westward, appears to truncate 
the steeply dipping units below it a short distance to the west and (2) 
simultaneous construction of restored and deformed - state cross sections , 
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with the same shortening inferred in the previous cross sectlons · to the 
north, indicates the footwall units of the Wi llard thrust fault probably 
were truncated about 1.6 km west of the present erosional surface . 
The lower diagram shows the restored, balanced cross section with 
the original fault ramps and decollements . The Willard thrust fault, 
ramping eastward through the Cambrian units at a low trajectory , produced 
the isoclinal, eastward-vergent recumbent syncline at site 6. The 
doubled sequence of Tintic Quartzite in the Ogden thrust sheet probably 
was pl ucked from the ramp. The overlying syncline and Willard thrust 
fault are folded over the doubled sequence of Tintic Quartzite. Movement 
of the basement-cored horse at site 3 folded the overlying structures 
(see hanging-wall - sequence diagrams, Plate 5, for the lateral 
relat i onships between balanced cross sections C-C' and B-B'). The change 
in fault trajectory at site 4 is exposed in the hanging wall of the Weber 
thrust fault on the north side of Ogden Canyon . This change folded the 
recumbent syncline and Willard thrust fault over the leading edge of the 
horse (sites 6 and 7 in the deformed- state cross section) . 
The position of the ramp of the Willard thrust fault through 
the units above the Tintic Quartzite is successively farther west in 
balanced cross sections A-A', B-B', and C- C'. This may indicate lateral 
ramping in which the Willard thrust fault in the south cuts upsection 
farther west. 
Balanced Cross Section E-E' 
This balanced cross section traverses the southern part of the Ogden 
duplex and has a similar geometry to Balanced cross section A-A '. The 
difference is that in that section, the large basement horse at site 5 
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followed the s mall er basement horse at site 7 up the ramp, but did not 
override it . The two became uncoupled, perhaps due to the change in 
thrust-fault trajectory. In this section, the large basement horse at 
sites 4 and 5 overrode the smaller basement horse at site 3 and was later 
carried piggyback. 
The upper diagram shows the geometry prior to the Wasatch fault and 
subsequent erosion of the duplex. The Weber thrust sheet is thicker here 
than to the north and is deeply eroded. The westward extension of the 
structures was based upon an inferred shortening in this cross section 
that is consistent with the other sections. The restored and 
deformed-state cross sections were constructed simultaneously. The 
Willard thrust sheet is shown eroded from above the line of section. It 
i s exposed near the ridge line at Sardine Peak, just north of the 
east end of the cross section. 
The lower diagram shows the restored, balanced cross section 
with the original ramp trajectories and decollements. The units at site 
6 are at the leading edge of the Ogden thrust sheet and dip eastward into 
the floor thrust. The Ogden thrust fault at sites 4 and 5 has an 
increasingly steep eastward dip due to piggyback motion on the horse at 
site 3. This sequence of motion in the Ogden thrust sheet is supported 
by the work of Bruhn and Beck (1981), although they do not· attribute it 
t o piggyback motion . The thrust faults at site 7 in the deformed-state 
section are shown in the restored section as a footwall horse plucked off 
-he base of the Willard thrust ramp. 
The ramps and decollements shown in the restored section are 
: onformable to the structural model and show the original orientation of 
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the deformed-state structures before transport. The 
hanging- wall-sequence diagrams of the Taylor Canyon area in Figure 12 
show the development of the structures in this cross s ection in the 
longitudinal direction. 
Balanced Cross Section H-H' 
This cross section is a reinterpretation of Cross section B-B' of 
Sorensen and Crittenden (1972) which is not balanceable. It should be 
noted that only minor changes in their cross section were required in 
order to balance it. Construction of this cross section is aided by 
northward projection of structures exposed deep in the section along 
Ogden Canyon and by simultaneous construction of restored and 
deformed-state cross sections. 
Balanced cross section H-H' is similar to Balanced cross section 
C-C' in that they both traverse the same structures. The major 
difference is that the Willard thrus t fault ramps more steeply in 
Balanced cross section H-H', indicated by the change in shape of the 
recumbent syncline at site 6. 
The upper diagram shows the geometry prior to the Wasatch fault and 
subsequent erosion. The westward extension of the units and structures 
is vJrtually the same as in Balanced cross section C-C' and conforms to 
the shortening in the other restored sections . This geometry resembles a 
fore :and- dipping duplex (see Fig.~) . Projection of the branch line of 
the Ogden thrust fault farther west, beneath the Willard thrust fault, 
would produce an antiformal-stack geometry. 
The lower diagram shows the restored, balanced cross section. The 
original ramp trajectories and decollements conform to the structural 
--- ---- ------ -- -
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model . Because the sequentia l development and reference numbers are the 
same as in Balanced cross section C-C ' , the reader is referred to that 
section for the explanation of the restored diagram . 
Jt should be noted that south of this line of section three small 
horse s developed in the footwall of the. floor thrust at the change in 
fault trajectory beneath sites 3 and 4 (see the geometry at sites 3, 4, 
and 5 of Balanced cross section E-E' and the hanging-wall-sequence 
diagrams in Plate 5). These horses show right-lateral displacement among 
them , due either to sequential movement or, perhaps , to movement over a 
ramp s l i ghtly oblique to transport direction . 
Summary 
The five cross sections on Plate 4 (A-A' , B-B' , C-C ', E-E', and 
H- H') are balanced and restored westward to reproduce original ramp 
trajectories and planar decollement horizons. The restored geometries 
conform to the rules stated in the section, Structural Model, in this 
repor t . Lateral changes among the cross sections are accommodated mostly 
by lateral ramping, a relationship best shown i n the 
hanging-wall-sequence diagrams (Plate 5) and di s cussed in the next 
section of t hi s report . 
The sections show the Willard thrust ramps upsection both toward the 
east and the south, but that ramping is steeper toward the east. The 
Ogden thrust , restricted to the base of the Tintic Quartzite, is a 
compl ex thrust sheet with imbricates of Tintic Quartzite and later-phase 
broad warps , probably due to piggyback uplift on the deeper 
basement-cored Weber and Taylor thrust faults . 
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The Weber -Tay lor thrust fault system is a series of basement-co red 
horses which failed progressively along strike i n a staggered manner (see 
hanging-wall -sequence diagrams, Plate 5), but which together account for 
shortening all along the Wasatch Front . Thrusting of basement rocks may 
tie more extensive than shown here . This possibility is discussed in the 
section on Regional Structural Synthesis elsewhere in this report . 
Hanging-wall -sequence Diagrams 
General Statement 
The complex lateral, or along-strike, variations in the duplex and 
the sequential development of the structures are easier to understand 
with a hanging-wall -sequence diagram (Plate 5 and Fig. 12). Such a 
diagram gives a sequence of longitudinal sections showing how a thrust 
system formed, step by step, as it moved forward over various footwall 
ramps on its updip journey (Elliott and Johnson, 1980, p. 80, Fig. 14). 
First used by Harris (1970) to show the longitudinal development at 
the northeastern margin of the Pine Mountain thrust plate, the technique 
was later refined by Elliott and Johnson (1980) to illustrate the complex 
field relations at the northern end of the Glencoul thrust sheet in the 
Moine thrust belt . 
In this paper the technique used by Elliott and Johnson (1980) was 
expanded to include the entire strike length of the exposed duplex, 
rather than just particular edge relationships . By means of 
later a l-overlap geometries and a top-to-bottom sequence of thrusting, 
characteristic of piggyback thrusting, a probable sequential developmen t 
of the duplex can be determined. This technique produces a logi ca l and 
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reproduceable development of the folded thrusts and basement-cored horses 
tha t characterize the complex structures beneath the Willard thrust. 
Prior to the explanation of the hanging-wall-sequence diagrams in 
Pla t e 5 and Figure 12, the method of constructing the diagrams will be 
explained briefly. 
The three-dimensional orientation of the hanging- wall-sequence 
diagrams is illustrated by block diagrams A and C in Figure 6. 
Hanging-wall - sequence diagrams are longitudinal sections oriented 
perpendicular to transport direction, represented by the left face of 
block diagrams A and C (Fig. 6). Block diagram A represents the 
before-thrusting geometry and block diagram C represents the resulting 
hanging-wall geometry after thrusting. The lateral fold in block diagram 
C is due to the lateral ramp in block diagram A. 
The geologic map (Plate 1) facilitates the construction of the 
hang ing-wall-sequence diagrams. Because the diagrams are oriented 
longitudinal to transport, along the strike of the structures, the 
Wasatch fault zone has conveniently cu t a strike section through the 
duplex. The eastward dip of the exposed duplex structures east of the 
Wasatch fault zone facilitates the use of the downstructure method of 
viewing geologic maps (Mackin, 1950). When viewed toward the 
east-northeast, the geologic map (Plate 1) essentially serves as a 
lor.gitudinal cross section of the final duplex geometry. 
The piggyback thrusting model states that the time sequence of 
thrust-fault formation was from top to bottoR. The field exposures shown 
on the geologic map (Plate 1) are, from top to bottom (oldest to 
yocngest), the Willard thrust, the Ogden thrust, the Weber thrust, and 
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the Taylor thrust . The hanging-wall units of exposed thrust faults 
identify the original lowest stratigraphic ho rizon before ramping . The 
footwall units identify the stratigraphic level reached after ramping . 
The hanging-wall-sequence diagrams in Plate 5 are a series of 
longitudinal cross sections that start approximately 13 km to the west . 
Successive cross sections are at intervals of approximately 2 km to the 
east with the last diagram located along the present Wasatch fault zone . 
The diagrams are oriented roughly north-northwest/ south-southeast, 
perpendicular to transport and movement took place into the plane of the 
paper. 
Overall Duplex Development 
Plate 5 consists of seven diagrams (labeled 1 through 7) that show 
the development of the entire exposed duplex beneath the Willard thrust 
fault east of Ogden, Utah . Lowercase letters (a tow) on each section 
correspond to reference points and areas discussed in the text. The 
le t ters are also shown on Plate 2 for geographic reference. They do not 
signify a ti me sequence . That topic is discussed in the following 
section . 
The position of the sole, or floor, thrust is inferred from two 
factors: (1) geometric modeling and the close association of higher 
thrusts with the Cambrian shale-limestone-dolostone decollement (see 
Cross Sections, General Statement, assumption one , section of this 
report) . 
The hanging- wall-sequence diagrams in Plate 5 are at the same 
reduced scale as the balanced cross sections in Plate 4. Plates 4 and 5 
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can be used together to visualize the three-dimensiona l development of 
the duplex . 
Diagram 1 of Plate 5 shows how, at an early stage, the Willard 
thrust fault moved eastward with a hanging wall of Precambrian 
sedimentary rocks on a decollement which varied laterally. Southward 
from Willard Canyon the Willard thrust fault glided on Maxfield 
Limestone . At site 1-a the Maxfield decollement has a penetrative 
tectonite fabric (spaced cleavage, tension cracks, kink folds, and 
recumbent folds). At site 1-c the Willard thrust fault began to ramp 
upsection laterally into the Cambrian St . Charles Formation-Nounan 
Dolomite sequence . At site 1-d the isoclinal recumbent syncline beneath 
the Willard thrust fault became especially well developed farther east. 
Laterally, at site 1-e, the Willard thrust ramped higher into the 
Paleozoic section (best viewed near the head of Goodale Creek). 
Between sites 1-a and 1-e there are thin horses of Tintic Quartzite 
along t he base of the Willard thrust fault , resulting from truncation of 
the quartzite at the ramp to the west and the plucking of quartzite 
horses from the footwall by the Willard thrust sheet. 
The penetrative cleavage and recumbent folding in the footwall rocks 
along the trace of the Willard thrust fault suggest that considerable 
transport took place on this surface . 
The next phase in thrusting began with the Ogden thrust fault 
(dashed on the diagram) splaying off southward from the Willard thrust 
fault (site 1-b) to the base of the Tintic Quartzite . The thrust 
remained at the base of the quartzite to site 1-f where it became a 
bedding-plane detachment to the south in the Ophir Formation-Maxfield 
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Limestone sequence . Overlying the Tintic Quartzite, between sites 1-c 
and 1-f, the Ophir Formation and Maxfield Limestone are penetratively 
deformed, evidence that the entire section above the Tintic Quartzite has 
moved along a bedding-plane detachment. Another small thrust fault at 
site 1-c formed a small horse of quartzite plucked from the ramp and 
stacked on the north side of North Ogden Canyon as the highest quartzite 
horse in Cross section B-B' (see Plates 3 and 4) . 
Diagram 2 of Plate 5 shows the Ogden thrust sheet after it moved 
over the ramp, onto the decollement in the Cambrian shales, limestones, 
and dolostones. The Willard thrust sheet, from site 2-b southward , was 
gently folded and became inactivated as movement was transferred locally 
to the Ogden thrust fault. Stacking of Tintic Quartzite thrust slices at 
site 2-c, north of North Ogden Canyon, is a generalized geometry and is 
probably more complex than can be shown here . From sites 2-f to 2-g the 
Ogden thrust fault has a complex decollement in the footwall. Some of 
this deformation may be inherited from earlier bedding-plane thrusting 
before initiation of the Ogden thrust fault. From site 2-b north to 
Willard Canyon the Willard thrust fault was still active and moved on a 
decollement near the base of the Maxfield Limestone. 
The next phase in thrusting began as a basement-cored horse at site 
2-h, with lateral ramps at the southern and northern margins. This horse 
may mark the onset of the Weber-Taylor thrust system. 
The remaining diagrams in the sequence are interpreted as occurring 
in rather rapid progression as the foreland basement margin failed, 
producing basement-cored horses of the Weber-Taylor thrust system. The 
order of thrusting of the basement-cored horses was determined by the 
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down s tructure method. The farther east a horse is, the earlier movement 
s tar t ed and , therefore, the greater transport achieved. The sequence was 
estimated by measuring the distance to the leading edge of the basement 
horses from a common line to the west. Other time relationships were 
determined by field exposures of overlaps of thrust sheets in the Ogden 
Canyon and Taylor Canyon areas. 
Diagram 3 of Plate 5 shows the basement-cored horse at site 3-h part 
way up the footwall ramp. Lateral folds at site 3-i and 3-j began to 
develop and the overlying Willard and Ogden thrust faults folded in a 
piggyback manner . Thrust motion was transferred to the deeper thrust and 
the Willard and Ogden thrust faults were inactivated locally above the 
horse . 
The next phase began with a small horse beneath site 3-j and 
ma j or horse (site 3-k) splaying south from the Ogden thrust fault in 
Ogden Canyon , along the Weber thrust fault . 
Diagram 4 of Plate 5 shows the basement-cored horse at site 4-h had 
cleared the ramp and had completed lateral folding of · the overlying 
IO!llard and Ogden thrust sheets. A lateral fold at site 4-i (shown in 
Cros s section G-G', Plate 3) was fully developed, but the southern 
lateral fold at site 4-j was uplifted and flattened by the small hors e 
now exposed in the window near Rice Creek Spring. North of the lateral 
fold at site 4-i the Willard thrust fault was still active and was riding 
on the decollement near the base of the Maxfield Limestone. South of 
the horse at site 4-j, the Ogden thrust fault was still active to 
the no r thern margin of the large, basement- cored Weber thrust sheet at 
s ite 4- k . 
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Eastward movement of the Weber thrust sheet at site 4-k folded the 
southern end of the Ogden thrust sheet at site 4-f. Motion continued on 
the Ogden thrust fault north of site 4-e , but was transferred to the 
Weber thrust fault southward. Movement on the Weber thrust fault renewed 
piggyback uplift of the Willard thrust sheet. Spectacular exposures of 
the lateral and frontal ramps of the Weber thrust fault beneath site 4_k 
are exposed in Strongs Canyon, on Malans Peak , and north of Taylor Canyon 
(see Plates 1 and 6). 
A more detailed development of the structures near Taylor Canyon is 
shown in the hanging-wall-sequence diagrams in diagram 5 and Figure 12. 
For the regional implications of the structures near Taylor Canyon (see 
the Regional Structural Synthesis section and Plate 7 of this report). 
The next phase of thrusting began with a long fracture that isolated 
the basement-cored block at site 4-m, with lateral ramps at sites 4-n and 
4-o . 
Diagram 5 of Plate 5 shows the basement-cored horse (Willard 
: anyon-Ben Lomond Peak block) at site 5-m, half-way up the ramp, with 
~artially developed lateral folds at sites 5-n and 5-o. The Willard 
thrust fault was folded over the top of this large horse and motion was 
:ransferred to the new floor thrust. At this point the Willard thrust 
~ault was inactive through the entire length of the duplex. The southern 
nargin of this horse , site 5-o, does not fold the northern part of the 
structures at site 5-h (see geometry in Barrett Canyon , site 6 on Cross 
section A-A ' . Plate 3). It appears that the block at site 5-h cleared 
the ramp and reached the decollement before the block at site 5-m 
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formed, so that the block at site 5-m literally followed the block at 
site 5- h up the ramp and onto the decollement. 
To the south the large thrust sheet at site 5-k gradually continued 
to ramp higher in the Cambrian section (the whole structure may be the 
major lateral ramp of a rather large basement thrust sheet whi ch extends 
south to Bountiful, Uttlh) and continued to uplift the overlying Ogden and 
Wi llard thrust sheets. 
The next phase began with an incipient basement fracture that 
splayed from the Ogden thrust fault, with lateral ramps at sites 5-q and 
5-r , outlined the block at site 5-p. 
Diagram 6 of Plate 5 shows the continued progressive development of 
the duplex. The basement-cored horse at site 6-p had begun its movement 
up the ramp with lateral folds starting to form at sites 6-q and 6- r. 
The Ogden thrust fault was folded and inactivated above this new horse 
and motion was transferred to the deeper thrust fault . 
To the south, the block at site 6-k gradually ramped higher in the 
Cambrian section laterally, which caused continued uplift of the 
overlying Willard thrust sheet. The overlying Tintic Quartzite continued 
to form a large lateral fold at the northern margin of this large 
basement thrust sheet beneath site 6-f. 
To the north the large basement horse at site 6-m had reached the 
upper decollement. The lateral folds at sites 6-n and 6-o were well 
developed at the edges of this horse. The Willard thrust sheet and the 
decol l ement in the Maxfield Limestone are folded over the top of the 
Wil lard Canyon-Ben Lomond Peak block. 
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The interpretation of the decollement in the Cambrian shale, 
limestones, and dolostones beneath the basement-cored thrust sheet at 
sites 6-m and 6-h is inferred from the exposed geometries near Taylor 
Canyon where the basement overlies the Cambrian decollement horizon (see 
Plates and 6). 
The final stage in the exposed sequence of thrusting was between 
sites 6-k and 6-r. This area broke into three small horses, separated by 
right-lateral offsets. The overall block is outlined by the fractures at 
sites 6-s, 6-t, and 6-u. A more detailed development of the structures 
in the Taylor Canyon area is shown in Figure 12. 
Diagram 7 of Plate 5 shows the present hanging-wall geometry 
of the Ogden duplex exposed along the Wasatch Front. The basement-cored 
horse at site 7-p has cleared the footwall ramp. The lateral fold at 
site 7-q is well developed and the overlying Ogden and Willard thrust 
sheets are folded above the basement-cored horse . At site 7-r the 
lateral fold, at the southern end of the basement horse at site 7-p, is 
uplifted by the northern margin of the horse at site 7-s. This 
lateral-ramp geometry is exposed at the Weber thrust fault along the 
north wall of Ogden Canyon. 
The three blocks at sites 7-s, 7-t, and 7-u are small basement-cored 
horses which also cleared the ramp. Horses 7-s and 7-t are separated by 
a tear fault exposed along the south side of Ogden Canyon. This tear 
fault does not break the Ogden thrust fault and is inferred not to break 
the floor thrust fault. Horses 7-t and 7-u arc separated by the Taylor 
thrust fault in Taylor Canyon. The development of blocks 7-k , 7-t, and 
7- u are depicted in Figure 12 and discussed in the next section. 
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A large east-trending, north-vergent S-fold at site 7-v may be due 
to northward movement along the lateral ramp beneath block 7-k. The 
folded section at site 7-v may have butted against the tear fault between 
horses 7-s and 7-t and increased the effects of northward lateral 
movement. 
The movement of horses 7-s, 7-t, and 7- u caused uplift and piggyback 
motion of the overlying Ogden and Willard thrust sheets. 
At this final stage, all motion had been transferred to the floor, 
or sole . t hrust fault inferred in the Cambrian decollement zone. 
Eastward motion must have ceased at this point to preserve the present 
structure just east of the Wasatch fault zone. The geometry of complexly 
deformed structures overlying an undisturbed sequence is documented in 
other areas by Harris (1970), Dahlstrom (1977), Elliott and Johnson 
(1980), and Boyer and Elliott (1982) . 
Before a comparison is made of the geometry of the 
hanging-wall-sequence diagrams with the actual geometries observed in the 
field, details of the development of the structures around Taylor Canyon 
will be described. 
Development of Taylor Canyon Area 
The area exposed around Taylor Canyon (Plates 1 and 6, Fig. 12) 
provides an opportunity to look at lateral ramp and piggyback geometries 
in more detail. A hanging-wall-sequence diagram (Fig. 12) is used to 
make the complex field relations around Taylor Canyon easier to 
understand: 
The hanging- wall-sequence diagrams in Figure 12 are numbered 1 
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through 4. Lowercase letters (a to h) serve as reference points for 
areas discussed in the text. 
Diagram 1 of Figure 12 shows the Weber thrust fault cutting 
downsection in the hanging wall from the base of the Tintic Quartzite at 
site a, southward to site b, and beyond. This represents the northern 
laterttl edge of a large basement thrust sheet, discussed in the Regional 
Structural Synthesis section of this report . 
Diagram 2 of Figure 12 shows the resulting footwall geometry 
exposed along the Weber thrust fault. The Weber thrust sheet has 
a core of basement rocks that thicken rapidly southward. The overlying 
Tin tic Quartzite forms a large lateral fold above this lateral ramp. 
This basement-cored thrust sheet is the same as at site k on Plate 5. 
The Weber thrust fault is ramping both laterally northward and frontally 
eastward through the footwall Cambrian units (at sites b , c, and d) . A 
small horse of Tintic Quartzite , at site c, was plucked from the footwall 
to the west and carried upsection . 
The next phase in thrusting began with a fracture along the Taylor 
thrust fault which splayed from the Weber thrust fault, northward from 
site b in the Ophir Formation to site e in the basement rocks. 
Diagram 3 of Figure 12 shows the resulting geometry when the 
basement-cored horse, riding on the Taylor thrust fault, reached a 
decollement in the Maxfield Limestone. This geometry is exposed along 
the bottom of Taylor Canyon where basement on the north side overlies a 
complex Maxfield Limestone tectonite on the south side. This horse is 
the same as site 5 on Plate 5. Movement of this horse upsection caused 
uplift and folding of the overlying Weber thrust sheet. The Tintic 
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Quartzite at the southern margin of this horse formed a lateral fold due 
to the steep original slope of the lateral ramp. 
The final phase in thrusting began with an incipient fracture which 
splayed off the Taylor thrust fault near site 3 and cut downsection 
laterally southward to site f. South of site 
rejoined the Weber thrust fault . 
this fault probably 
Diagram 4 of Figure 12 shows the final geometry of the Taylor Canyon 
area. The horse which overlies site f is the same as site u on Plate 5. 
The footwall of the floor thrust beneath this horse is not exposed, but 
is inferred in the Maxfield Limestone. 
This horse displays a dramatic transition from a lateral fold to a 
frontal fold beneath Malans Peak at site g. The axis of the lateral fold 
in the Tintic Quartzite is interpreted as overlying the original 
inflection point in the lateral ramp. The northern margin of this horse 
(site b) has uplifted and folded the southern margin of the horse at site 
h. This overprinted a second fracture set on the original lateral fold 
at site h. 
The horse at site u has also uplifted and folded the overlying 
Weber thrust sheet between sites band d. The multiple stages of 
fracturing in the Tintic Quartzite at site h may have weakened the rocks 
enough to localize the position of Taylor Canyon along the folded Taylor 
thrust fault. 
The piggyback model of . thrust formation , used in this report to show 
the development of the Taylor Canyon area, is strongly supported by 
de t ailed strain analyses in the basement rocks of the upper plate of the 
Weber thrust fault (see Bruhn and Beck, 1981). Two domains, near sites a 
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and bon Diagram 4 , Figure 12 , studied by Bruhn and Beck (1981) showed 
that the earlier cataclastic deformation, attributed to thrusting on the 
Weber thrust fault, was deformed by a later fabric which resulted from 
a late-phase buckling of the Weber thrust sheet due to uplift from 
bel ow. The laterally varying strain field theorized by Bruhn and Beck 
(1981) may be the result of differential and staggered uplift on separate 
and distinct horses in the footwall of the Weber thrust fault. 
In the Maxfield Limestone, along the south wall of Taylor Canyon, a 
penetrative axial-plane cleavage trends east-west, parallel to the trace 
of the Taylor thrust fault along the base of the canyon. This east-west 
cleavage cuts the earlier eastward-vergent structures, evidence of a late 
episode of north- south compression along the Taylor thrust fault. This 
compression may be a local phenomenon due to the lateral overlap of the 
horses. 
The hanging- wall-sequence diagram provides a logical and restorable 
solution to the complex structures exposed around Taylor Canyon . The 
sequence of development also accounts for the odd stress history recorded 
in the rocks of the Weber thrust sheet in this area (Bruhn and Beck, 
1981). 
Lateral Geometry of the Duplex 
The final hanging-wall-sequence diagram of the duplex (diagram 7, 
Plate 5) can be used as a theoretical longitudinal cross section, 
produced by a logical sequence of thrusting. It can be compared to the 
present geometry along the Wasatch fault on the geologic map , Plate 1 , 
which serves as a longitudinal cross section by means of the 
downstructure method of viewing geologic maps (Mackin, 1950). Geographic 
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na~es shown at the top of diagram 7 on Plate 5 help to locate the 
structures with features in the geologic map (Plate 1) and in the 
topographic base (Plate 6) which shows the geographic locations more 
clearly. Comparison of the theoretically developed structures with the 
actual structures should provide a final test of the technique . The 
desc ription ~nd comparison of the geometry will proceed from north to 
south. 
The basement-cored horse at site min diagram 7, Plate 5, is exposed 
along the Wasatch Front between Willard Canyon and Ben Lomond Peak. The 
lateral folds at sites n and o are well exposed in the field at Willard 
Canyon and southwest of Ben Lomond Peak. The parallelism of the roof 
and floor thrust faults near the central part of this horse is indicated 
by the long, relatively thin nature of the horse and its flat-topped 
geometry. The Willard thrust fault and its footwall decollement are 
folded over the top of the horse, which suggests a piggyback mod e of 
deformation. 
The next block to the south, between Ben Lomond Peak and North Ogden 
Canyon, shows the basement-cored horse at site h and the Willard and 
Ogden thrust sheets folded over it . The horse at site j uplif ts the 
sou t hern edge of the horse at site h . 
Between North Ogden Canyon and Lewis Peak, a distinct offset 
is present in the basement-cored horses. This may be due to offset 
lateral ramps or to an earlier motion of the northern block (slte h) 
relative to the southern block (site p). This offset produced warping 
and folding of the Willard and Ogden thrust sheets at sites g and d. The 
recumbent syncline beneath the Willard thrust fault, between sites d and 
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e, i s a lso gently folded over the horse. The lateral fold in the 
basement horse at site q pinpoints the northern lateral edge of the 
horse . The close correlation of the overlying folded thrust sheets with 
the northern edge of the horse indicates a genetic relationship related 
to piggyback motion of higher thrust faults on deeper ones. 
The remaining structures exposed south of Lewis Peak include 
the folded Weber thrust fault on the north wall of Ogden Canyon (site 4), 
the folded Weber thrust fault beneath site k. and the three small 
basement -cored horses at sites s , t, and u . These structures correspond 
well with the geometries shown in the field , on the geologic map (Plate 
1) , and on the structure map (Plate 2) . 
It should be noted that basement ridges or saddles, identified from 
gravity data beneath the valley deposits west of the Wasatch fault, line 
up with the northern margin of the duplex north of Willard Canyon 
and with North Ogden, Utah (Zoback, 1983b). Both of these areas 
represent places where basement apparently was not involved in thrusting 
according to the development shown in the hanging-wall-sequence diagrams 
on Plate 5 . These linear areas to the west May be remnant interhorse 
basement highs . 
The theoretical geometry of the Ogden duplex, developed in a 
logical and restorable manner in the hanging- wall-sequence diagrams on 
Plate 5, closely matches the present exposed structures of the duplex . 
Except for the inferred floor thrust fault on diagram 7, Plate 5, whi ch 
is not exposed, the remaining structures above it are identical to the 
present geometry along the Wasatch fault zone . 
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Locations of the five balanced cross sections in Plate 4 are 
shown in hanging-wall-sequence diagram 7 of Plate 5. These balanced 
cross sections show the three-dimensional geometry of the duplex and show 
how t he structures and units can be balanced westward to the undeformed 
state prior to thrusting . 
Although this analysis may not be the only possible interpretation, 
it provi des new insight into this classic structure and presents a new 
step forward in understanding the development of north-central Utah. 
Sequen tia l Development of the Duplex 
Evidence for a piggyback sequence of thrusting, in which higher 
thrusts form first and are folded by later, deeper, thrusts is found in 
several places in the duplex. The folded nature of the Willard and Ogden 
thrust faults is illustrated in hanging-wall-sequence diagram 7, Plate 5, 
and Plate 4, Balanced Cross Sections. The east dip of the thrust faults 
is probably evidence of later rotation of the original updip thrust-fault 
trajectories. Detailed strain analysis by Bruhn and Beck (1981) provides 
evidence that the Weber thrust was buckled during a late phase of 
thrusting, suggestive of piggyback motion on deeper thrusts . 
Due to this structural evidence for a piggyback development of the 
dupl ex, the sequence of thrusting is interpreted from top to bottom. 
That is, the Willard thrust fault moved firs t , the Ogden thrust fault 
moved second, the Weber thrust fault moved third, and the Taylor thrust 
fault moved fourth. This time sequence is d iscussed in more detail, as 
follows. 
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(1) The Willard thrust fault extends eastward 48.2 km past the 
Ogden duplex . It covered the Ogden area before movement commenced on the 
Ogden, Weber , and Taylor thrust faults. The Willard thrust fault ramped 
upsection both to the east and south, plucked thin Tintic Quartzite 
horses off the footwall ramp , and formed large-scale recumbent folds and 
beddine-p lane detachments in the Paleozoic section above the Tintic 
Quartzite. 
Just west of the present Wasatch fault zone , the Willard thrust 
fault may have ramped through the older Precambrian rift margin which 
formed a steep cratonic buttress of foreland basement rocks . 
The extensive and penetrative deformational fabrics in the footwall 
rocks of the Willard thrust fault, such as tectonite fabrics and 
isoclinal recumbent folds, suggest a considerable amount of transport 
took place on this surface. Sometime later, probably after most of the 
movement on the Willard thrust fault, the footwall beneath the Willard 
thrust sheet failed sequentially eastward to form the Ogden duplex. 
(2) The second stage in thrusting began when the footwall ramp 
failed and the Ogden thrust fault formed in the footwall, at the base of 
the Tintic Quartzite. 
The Ogden thrust sheet, depicted in this study as a long thin thrust 
slice, is complexly deformed by imbricate thrusts and recumbent folds. 
The leading edge of the Ogden thrust fault ramped upsection through 
the Tintic Quartzite to the bedding-plane detachment in the Cambrian 
decoll ement zone. The northern margin of the Ogden thrust fault splayed 
laterally into the Willard thrust fault on the ridge east of Ben Lomond 
Peak. The southern margin of the Ogden thrust formed a lateral fold 
where the thrust s played latera lly into the Cambrian bedding-plane 
detachment in Cold Water Canyon, south of Ogden Canyon (site f on 
hang ing-wall-sequence diagram 7, Plate 5) . 
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This mostly Tintic Quartzite- cored thrust sheet lies on the Ogden 
thrust fault. The historical correlation of the Ogden thrust fault with 
the basement-cored thrust fault which crosses Taylor Canyon and Malans 
Peak is probably incorrect. This thrust is renamed the Weber thrust. 
It is important to note that the Ogden thrust fault, which cuts 
across Ogden Canyon at Cold Water Canyon, actually truncates the two 
basement-cored thrusts below it (see Description of Structures section 
of this report for a discussion of the field relationships) . The 
geometry is one in which two basement- cored thrusts, previously called 
the Taylor thrust fault north of Ogden Canyon and the Ogden thrust fault 
south of Ogden Canyon, splay into the overlying Ogden ·thrust fault at the 
base of the Tintic Quartzite, additional evidence of a higher-to-lower 
sequence of thrusting. 
Movement on the Ogden thrust sheet over the ramp to the decollement 
zone ended when large, basement-cored thrust sheets formed along strike 
south of Willard, Utah. 
(3) The third and fourth phase of thrusting began with the 
formation of basement-cored horses riding on splays of the Weber and 
Taylor thrust faults. These horses had distinct lateral edges, which 
were probably originally lateral ramps, but were turned into lateral 
folds during movement over the footwall ramp. These lateral folds at the 
edge of the horses are readily identified in the field and are closely 
related to the folding of the overlying Ogden and Willard thrust sheets. 
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The Weber thrust sheet, exposed above Taylor Canyon and Malans Peak, 
thickens southward and appears to be the northern lateral margin of a 
major basement-cored thrust sheet which extends southward to Bountiful, 
Utah (see Regional Structural Synthesis section of this report). 
The formation and movement of the basement-cored horses of the 
Web e r-Taylor thrust system may be the result of failure of the foreland 
basement rift margin beneath the advancing Willard thrust sheet. 
The basement-cored horses of the Weber and Taylor thrust system have 
localized the folding of the overlying structures. The close rel~tion of 
the basement-cored horses and folding of the Willard , Ogden, and Weber 
thrust sheets is strong evidence for a piggyback sequence of thrusting. 
The failure of the foreland basement rocks took place as a 
progressive series of horses which varied along strike and interacted 
along their lateral margins. The basement horses are inferred to have 
just cleared the footwall ramp 2 km or so before eastward thrust moti on 
halted in the duplex . It is probable that some thrust-fault propagation 
continued deeper in the footwall and that the Ogden duplex represents 
failure of a primary ramp beneath the Willard thrust fault, with the 
whole system later uplifted to its present high structural position by 
piggyback motion on deeper subsurface thrust faults (see Regional 
Structural Synthesis section of this report). 
The well foliated nature of the foreland basement rock and the 
thjckness of the exposures suggest that some imbricate thrusting and 
duplexing may have occurred within the Farmington Canyon Complex . Bell 
(1952) based a similar conclusion upon his interpretation of structures 
in the basement rocks south of the study area. 
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Later Normal Faulting 
After compression and thrusting ceased in the early Tertiary, the 
present area of northern Utah experienced a tensional stress field 
exactly opposed to the earlier compressional stress field, causing 
slippage back down previous thrust faults (Zoback, 1983b). 
The Wasatch fault zone has a sinuous trace along the strike of the 
Ogden duplex (see Plate 1) . Bruhn, Picard , and Griffey (1983) suggested 
that the Wasatch fault zone may be influenced by older basement 
structures. In this study the location of the Wasatch fault zone is 
assumed to occur at footwall ramps where the floor t hrust fault cuts 
through the Tintic Quartzite. The location of later normal faults along 
older, subsurface footwall ramps is documented by Royse and others (1975) 
and Bally (1984). 
The changes in orientation of the trace of the Wasatch fault 
zone through the Ogden duplex correspond closely with margins of the 
basement-cored horses of the Weber -Taylor thrust system. The changes in 
direction lie at the lateral edges of the basement-cored horses and may 
be controlled by the location of lateral and frontal ramps in the floor 
thrust fault. 
The downfaulting of the western block along the Wasatch fault zone 
has dropped the western limb of the duplex antiform, isolating the 
eastward-dipping limb on the upthrown block . Continued uplift and 
erosion of the Wasatch Mountains in the upthrown block eventually 
produced the present window, exposing the duplex beneath the Willard 
thrust fault . 
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REGIONAL STRUCTURAL SY~THESIS 
General Statement 
The purpose of this section is to apply the structural model, used 
in this and other thrust b~lts, to det~rmin~ th~ subsurface geometry in 
the northern Utah highland. Mapping of the northern Utah highland and 
surrounding structures east of the N;,satch fault zone, and well data 
from the Henefer-Coalville area form the basis for this interpretation. 
The northern Utah highland (Eardley, 1939) is a large uplift 
of Precambrian Farmington Canyon Complex i n north-central Utah (Eardley 
and Hatch , 1940b). It occupies ~n enigmatic structural position between 
the Willard thrust fault to the north. the Overthrust belt to the east, 
and the Uinta uplift to the south (Fig. 1). The origin and geometry of 
these uplifted basement rocks has been the subject of considerable 
discussion and speculation, however, none of the previous stucii es 
focused on the northern Utah highland as a separate structural unit. 
This section describes the regional structures and then discusses 
the structural evolution of the northern Utah highland. A geologic map 
and three cross sections (Plate 7, modified from E~rdley, 19~~. Plate 1) 
show the structural features and inferred subsurface geometry of the 
highland east of the Nasatch f~ult zone. 
This section attempts to more accurately define the subsurface 
geometry using a thin-skinned thrusting mod e l. This Is not a definitive 
study of the northern Utah highla nd . 
Cross sections are drawn to satisfy the rules set forth by D~h1strom 
(1969) and by Elliott and Johnson (1980) for balancing deformed sections 
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to reproduce the original stratigraphic sequence. This analysis employs 
the simplest and most logical alternatives to produce cross sections that 
best satisfy the geometry of surface exposures, the available well data, 
and the constraints of the structural model. 
Structural Geometry of North-central Utah 
The Farmington Canyon Complex , of Archean and Proterozoic ages 
(Hedge and others , 1983), crops out in the Wasatch Range between Ogden 
and Bountiful, Utah . Additional exposures are present at Durst Mountain 
and Antelope Island. These outcrops form the northern Utah highland, a 
roughly circular uplift of basement rocks about 50 km in diameter 
(Fig . 1) , cut by north-trending normal faults. Eardley and Hatch (1940a) 
and Bell (1952) estimated this basement uplift is approximately 3.3 km 
thick. The northern Utah highland appears to be a long and wide , 
but relatively thin, thrust sheet of Farmington Canyon Complex . 
The northern part of the highland consists of the Ogden duplex 
beneath the Willard thrust fault discussed earlier. Farmington Canyon 
Complex forms the core of the lower thrust slices within the duplex . 
South of Ogden Canyon, a distinct change occurs in the geometry of the 
thrust faults: (1) the trace of the Willard thrust fault swings east 
along the present southern margin of the Willard thrust sheet. The 
thrust fault cuts upsection southward here, probably along a lateral 
ramp. (2) The duplex beneath the Willard thrust fault appears to die 
out southward and (3) the basement-cored thrusts change from horses 
in t he duplex to the north to a very large thrust sheet to the south. 
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This section deals specifically with the basement exposures between 
Ogden and Bountiful, Utah, and the exposures near Durst Mountain. These 
areas roughly represent the eastern half of the northern Utah highland . 
Discussion of the basement uplift deals with : (1) the complex 
geometries observed at the northern and eastern margins, (2) the 
structures exposed at the surface and encountered in wells in the 
Henefer -Coalville area, (3) three cross sections (X-X'. , Y-Y' and Z-Z', 
Plate 7) that illustrate the inferred subsurface geometries, and (4) 
reinterpretation of the East Canyon fault as a low angle, west-dipping 
thrust fault. 
The reader is referred to Eardley (1944), Coody (1957), Mullens and 
Laraway (1964), Crittenden (1972a), Sorensen and Crittenden (1972), 
Bryant (1979), and Plate 1 for more detailed geologic maps within the 
area. This section represents a new look at the comprehensive 
stratigraphic and structural study of the area by Eardley (1944) in light 
of recent theories of thrusting . 
Surface exposures of basement-cored thrusts are present in the 
Taylor Canyon area east of Ogden, Utah (site A on geologic map, Plate 7), 
and the Durst Mountain area (site B on geologic map , Plate 7) east of 
Morgan Valley. Near Taylor Canyon (site A) many workers have observed 
the basement rocks in the hanging wall s of both the Weber and Taylor 
thrust faults over the Cambrian Tintic Quartzite , Ophir Formation, and 
Maxfield Limestone (see Blackwelder, 1910; Eardley, 1944; Bryant , 1979; 
Bruhn and Beck, 1981; Schirmer , 1984). The structural relationships 
indicate that the Weber thrust sheet was carried piggyback on the Taylor 
thrust fault (see Structural Analysis Section and Fig. 12 of this 
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repor t ) . The combined displacement, when balanced westward, indicates a 
minimum of 13 km of shortening of the basement (see Plate 4, Balanced 
Cross Sections). The Weber thrust fault ramps downsection southward in 
the hanging wall at a rather low angle. This northward lateral ramp is 
similar to geometries exposed at the northern margin of the Glencoul 
thrust sheet , a basement-cored thrust sheet in the Moine thrust belt 
(Elliott and Johnson , 1980). 
The other surface exposure of thrusted basement rocks, near Durst 
Mountain (site B), represents the eastern exposed margin of the 
basement-cored thrusts . Here, the Durst thrust fault carries Farmington 
Canyon Complex over Tintic Quartzite and a thin slice of Cambrian 
limestone. Beneath the Durst thrust fault is a complexly deformed zone, 
probably a duplex of basement rocks , Tintic Quartzite, and Cambrian 
limestones. The Durst thrust fault dips gently eastward and recumbent 
folds in the footwall indicate eastward transport . Therefore, this 
thrust fault probably was folded by piggyback motion on subsurface thrust 
faults. The hanging-wall units of the Durst thrust fault, cored by 
basement rocks, form an asymmetric , eastward- vergent monocline, 
essentially a frontal fold or ramp anticline. 
The similar structures of the Taylor Canyon and Durst Mountain areas 
were first mentioned by Eardley (1944), but his assumption of westward 
transport did not allow for direct correlation of the structures . 
Sch i rmer (1984) correlated the Weber and Durst thrust faults as part of 
the same thrust system. He estimated that 20 km of eastward transport of 
basement rocks and the overlying Paleozoic-Mesozoic sequence, between 
Morgan and Croyden , Utah, is indicated . Correlation of the Weber and 
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Durst thrust faults Is critical to this Interpretation of the regional 
structural geometry for two reasons: (1) it defines the northern and 
eastern margins of a large thrust sheet of basement rocks and (2) it 
shows basement rocks were overthrust to a high structural level relative 
to the top of the basement to the east. The northern margin of this 
basement-cored thrust sheet is very thin near Cross section X-X' (Plate 
7). Therefore, cross sections drawn through this northern area (see 
Royse and others, 1975; Bally, 1984) essentially miss this large, 
high-level, basement-cored thrust sheet. 
The southern margin of the basement uplift , east of Bountiful, Utah 
(site C, Plate 7), is not as well exposed as the northern and eastern 
margins, but the overall surface geometry allows interpretation of the 
probable subsurface g~ometry. Most significant is the change in dip of 
the Paleozoic units around the south end of the basement. Moving 
southwestward, the beds change from a southeast to a southward dip. This 
geometry may be due to a lateral ramp that dips northward in the 
subsurface . If so, the southern margin would be a lateral fold over a 
blind lateral ramp . This proposed thrust surface, rooted in basement 
rocks, may correlate with the Weber thrust fault to the north (site A, 
Plate 7) and may climb upsection southward to connect with the faults 
south of the study area, in Emigration Canyon or Mill Creek Canyon, east 
of Salt Lake City, Utah. This proposed lateral thrust fault may 
correlate with the East Canyon fault to the northeast , near Henefer, 
Utah. Overall, the southern margin of the basement block near Bountiful, 
Utah , may exhibit similar features to the Taylor Canyon area (site A, 
Plate 7), but at a slightly lower structural level not yet exposed by 
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erosion. Possibly, the basement-cored horses beneath the Weber thrust 
fault raised the s tructural level of the northern margin relative 
to the southern margin. 
The evidence suggests a large thrust sheet of Farmington Canyon 
Co mpl ex at a present-day, near-surface structural level that rode on the 
Weber - Durst thrust fault system and that exhibits about 20 km of relative 
eastward transport . Only 17 km east of the Ogden Valley-Durst Mountain 
area, calculations based on aerial-magnetic surveys suggest that the top 
of crystalline basement is about 12 km below the surface and slopes 
gently westward (Royse and others, 1975). The abrupt rise in basement, 
near the east margin of the highland , indicates that deeper thrusts 
should exist beneath the Weber-Durst thrust system . The uplift would be 
the result of stacking of thrust sheets due to piggyback motion on at 
least one subsurface basement-cored thrust sheet , probably similar in 
dimensions to the upper sheet . 
Several structures around the eastern margin of the highland 
suggest the subsurface geometry beneath the Weber - Durst thrust sheet . 
East of Huntsville , Utah, near the mouth of the South Fork of the Ogden 
River , outcrops that include the Jurassic Nugget Sandstone form a window 
between the traces of the Willard and Durs t thrust faults (site D, Plate 
7). These beds have a steep, generally eastward dip, and are contorted, 
which suggests a duplicated Paleozoic-Mesozoic section due to deeper 
subsurfac e thrusts. Crittenden (1972a) inferred Triassic and Jurass ic 
rocks structurally below the Willard thrust fault south of the mouth of 
the South Fork of the Ogden River. At the mouth of the South Fork of the 
Ogden River (site E, Plate 7) , Crittenden (1972a) mapped a thin slice of 
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Maxfield Limestone between the Willard th rust fault and an underlying 
fault. The limestone was probably carried upsection from the Wasatch 
Front near Ogden . 
The Triassic and Jurassic rocks in the window at site D are critical 
because they show that the Willard and Durst thrust faults reached this 
stratigraphic level. In Ogden Canyon the Willard thrust fault ramps 
upsection eastward about 200 m from the top of the Cambrian into 
Mississippian rocks (see Sorensen and Crittenden, 1972; Crittenden, 
1972b; Schirmer, 1982). From Ogden Canyon to the east side of Ogden 
Valley, approximately 10 km, the Willard thrust fault ramps upsection 
from Mississippian to Jurassic rocks. The Weber - Durst thrust system 
ramps eastward from Cambrian rocks near Taylor Canyon to Jurassic rocks 
east of Ogden Valley. This suggests that eastward offset on the Willard 
thrust fault was progressively transferred southward to the Weber 
and Durst thrust faults. Lateral transfer of motion from one thrust 
fault to another is a common relationship in other thrust belts (see 
Dahlstrom, 1977; House and Gray, 1982). 
The contorted basement rocks and Tintic Quartzite beneath the Durst 
thrust fault (site B) are probably thrust slices carried upsection from 
near the Wasatch Front, similar to the slice of Maxfield Limestone 
beneath the Willard thrust fault to the north (site E). 
Another area of interest is the Paleozoic-Mesozoic sequence of upper 
Weber Canyon. between Morgan and Croyden, Utah (site F, Plate 7). This 
sequence can be traced laterally northward to the Durst Mountain area 
where it is cored by Farmington Canyon Complex on the Durst thrust fault 
(site B, Plate 7; Blackwelder, 1910; Eardley, 1944). The structures 
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within the sequence show geometries which indicate they may be a 
hanging-wall sequence above a thrust fault. These structures are: (1) 
an anticline which occurs in Mississippian rocks just east of Morgan, 
Utah, perhaps the result of a subsurface ramp through the units in the 
footwall to the west. The rocks on the eas t limb of the anticline, up to 
the Morgan Formation (or Sandstone), dip eastward, probably into the 
thrust fault, a common geometry beneath ramp anticlines (see Harris , 
1970) . (2) The horizontal beds of Weber Sandstone, east of Round 
Valley, are probably due to a flat segment in the thrust-fault trajectory 
near the base of the unit and (3) east of Taggarts the exposed section, 
up to the Jurassic Twin Creek Limestone, dips steeply eastward, evidence 
for a steep ramp through the units in the footwall to the west. Slight 
overturning of these units near Croyden, Utah, may be due to drag on the 
underlying thrust fault. The present geometry (described above) of these 
hanging-wall units in upper Weber Canyon indicates that they have been 
thrust past the ramp to an upper decollement at the present high 
structural level. 
The East Canyon fault presents a problem (site G, Plate 7) . 
Is it primarily a steep normal fault down to the southeast (Mullens and 
Laraway, 1964) or is it a thrust fault that dips west - northwest at a 
rather low angle? 
Eardley (1952) recognized the East Canyon fault as the site of 
sign ificant displacement. Near Croyden, Utah, he believed that the older 
Henefer Formation was downfaulted against the younger Echo Canyon 
Conglomerate . From this inference he concluded that the East Canyon 
fault is a normal fault with a nearly vertical dip, based on its 
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apparently linear trace. The evidence against the East Canyon fault 
being a normal fault, down to the southeast, can be summarized in four 
points: 1) the geometry of the beds just to the west , in upper Weber 
Canyon (site F), indicate a subsurface thrust fairly close to the 
surface, here correlated with the Durst thrust fault; (2) the Echo Canyon 
Conglomerate near Croyden, Utah, appears to have been deposited 
unconformably over the Twin Creek Limestone and the Henefer Formation and 
has not been faulted to its present position ; (3) compressional 
structures in the Henefer-Coalville area, both at the surface and in 
wells, suggest deep subsurface thrusts moving toward the east-southeast ' 
(Plate 7, Cross section Z-Z') , structurally beneath the East Canyon 
fault; and (4) normal faulting would require about 5,000 m of offset 
across the structural grain of the bedding and subsurface thrusts, along 
the northwest limb of the Henefer anticline, during a period of 
compression rather than extension . 
There may be subsequent, minor normal faulting along the East Canyon 
fault due to salt tectonics beneath the Henefer anticline; a section of 
salt approximately 2,100 m thick was encountered by the Amoco-Gulf 
Franklin Canyon#! well (site Wl, Plate 7, southwest quarter of the 
southwest quarter of Sec . 20, T. 3 N., R. 4 E.) at a depth of 1,654 m. 
The major displacement that places Twin Creek Limestone aga1nst 
Henefer Formation is probably due to eastward thrusting on the East 
Canyon fault. The East Canyon fault is correlated with the Durst thrust 
fault and the resulting geometry is a shallow, low-angle thrust fault 
carrying rocks of Paleozoic to Jurassic ages over Late Cretaceous rocks . 
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The East Canyon fault can be traced laterally southwest from 
Croyden, Utah, and may connect with thrusts in Emigration Canyon or die 
out in the lateral -fold complex in Parleys Canyon. 
The area southeast of the East Canyon fault, between Henefer 
and Coalville, Utah, consists of Cretaceous rocks folded into an 
anticline, syncline, and anticline arrangement which trends parallel to 
the East Canyon fault (see Eardley , 1944) . 
Southeast from the East Canyon fault three folds are encountered: 
(1) the Henefer anticline (site H, Plate 7) is an asymmetric fold that 
plunges northeast and exhibits southeast vergence. The Amoco-Gulf 
Franklin Canyon #1 well (site (Wl), near total depth, drilled a repeated 
sec t ion of Twin Creek Limestone . The foldi ng is continuous through the 
sec t ion so that movement on the deep thrust must po stdate deposition of 
the Henefer Formation (Santonian; see Hintze , 1973) .. The southeast 
vergence of the Henefer anticline and the parallelism of its fold 
axis wi th the East Canyon fault s uggest a genetic relationship between 
the two structures . Approximately 3 . 2 km southeas·t of the Amoco-Gulf 
Franklin Canyon #1 well, a deeper well was drilled on the southeast limb 
of the Henefer anticline (Amoco-Champlin 555 B-1; site W2, Plate 7; 
southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of Sec. 33, T. 3 N., R. 4 
E.). This well encountered multiple repetitions of Jurassic Twin Creek 
Limestone and Nugget Sandstone beneath a pas sive ly folded, thick 
Cretaceous section. The detachment horizon may be near the Triassic 
Preuss Redbeds-Jurassic Twin Creek Limestone contact . Significantly, no 
salt was encountered in this well, compared to a thickness of 2,134 m in 
the Frank lin Canyon #1 well. The thrust faults drilled by the 
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Amoco-Champlin 555 B-1 well are structurally below the Henefer anticline 
and indicate that several thrust faults must dip westward to a sole 
thrust fault that underlies the basement to the west. (2) The Stevenson 
Canyon syncline (site I, Plate 7) is the next fold to the southeast. 
This is an open, gently folded syncline in the Henefer Formation and Echo 
Canyon Conglomerate. It plunges northeast (see Eardley , 1944). A rather 
shallow well was drilled near the axis of the syncline, the 
Amoco-Champlin 447 A-1 (site W3, Plate 7· Sec. 19 , T. 3 N. , R. 5 E.), and 
bottomed in Cretaceous rocks. Data from this well show that the gentle 
dip of the northwest limb of the syncline is consistent through the 
section. The thrust faults beneath the Henefer anticline do not ramp 
upward into this section, but probably flatten into a decollement near 
the Preuss Redbeds-Twin Creek Limestrine contact. (3) The next structure 
encountered toward the southeast is the Coalville anticline (site J, 
Plate 7). This is a complex , northeast-plunging asymmetric anticline 
with southeast vergence. In contrast with the Henefer anticline and 
Stevenson Canyon syncline, the Cretaceous rocks in the Coalville 
anticline are not passively folded, but are thrust-faulted on the 
southeast limb of the fold. The Michigan-Wi sconsin Weber Coal #13- 3 well 
(site W4, Plate 7, northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Sec. 3, 
T. 2 N., R. 5 E.), drilled on the northwestern flank of the anticline, 
showed that the Cretaceous sequence is detached from the underlying units 
along the Coalville thrust fault located near the Preuss Redbeds. The 
Paleozoic section is folded into a large ramp anticline at the core of 
the Coalville anticline along the Clark Canyon thrust fault. This thrust 
fault truncates Cretaceous rocks in the footwall and ramps to the 
surface just past the end of the cross section. 
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The folds and thrust faults in the Henefer -Coalville area are 
significant for three main reasons: (1) they conform to the thin-skinned 
thrusting model and project beneath the Wasatch Range to the west; (2) 
they trend parallel to the southeastern margin of the northern Utah 
highland, suggesting a common genesis; and (3) they trend parallel to the 
East Canyon fault, also suggesting a common genesis. 
The overall structure and the stratigraphic relationships of 
the Henefer-Coalville area is similar to the piggyback basins in northern 
Italy and northern Spain. Ori and Friend (1984) described the Po and 
Ebro basins as sedimentary basins that formed in front of active thrust 
sheets. Both basins were filled with sediments shed from uplifted 
thrust sheets. When the thrust faults became inactive, a new thrust 
formed lower in the subsurface in front of the old ramp and carried the 
whole system piggyback (Dahlstrom, 1977; Ori and Friend, 1984) . 
The structural geometry of the northern Utah highland and its 
eastern flank, east of the Wasatch fault, can be summarized in six main 
points: (1) the Weber and Durs t thrust faults outline the northern a nd 
eastern margins, respectively, of a large thrust sheet with a core of 
Farmington Canyon Complex. The folded nature and high structural 
position of these thrusts suggest piggyback uplift on deeper subsurface 
thrusts. 
(2) The southern margin of the northern Utah highland, east 
of Bountiful, Utah, may be a l ateral fold overlying a blind late ral 
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thrus t at the southern margin of the basement thrust sheet. If so, the 
thrust probably is corre lative with the Weber and Durst thrust faults . 
(3) The East Canyon fault is interpreted as a thrust fault, 
correlated with the Weber and Durst thrust faults. This is significant 
because it s hows that a basement-cored thrust fault cuts upsection 
eastward and, thereby, allows dating of the thrusting as post-Henefer 
Formation and pre-Echo Canyon Conglomerate. The Paleozoic-Mesozoic shelf 
sequence between Morgan and Croyden, Utah , dips steeply eastward into 
this thrust. 
(4) A window of Triassic and Jurassic rocks, beneath the Willard 
and Durst thrust faults east of Huntsville, Utah, indicates that the 
thrusts have climbed to this stratigraphic position east of Ogden and 
Morgan valleys. 
(5) Deep thrust faults encountered in the wells in the Henefer 
anticline probably dip west-northwest beneath the Wasatch Mountains and , 
therefore , must lie structurally beneath the East Canyon thrust fault in 
a piggyback geometry . 
(6) The northern part of the northern Utah highland appears to be a 
transfer zone between the Willard thrust fault to the north and the 
basement - cored thrust faults to the south (see Dahlstrom, 1977; House and 
Gray, 1982) . The transfer of motion probably took place through the 
Ogden duplex beneath the Willard thrust fault between Willard and Ogden, 
Utah. East of Ogden , Utah, the Willard thrust-fault trace bends 
eastward . In the same area the large basement-cored thrust sheets 
deve lop to the south . 
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Three north-trending, Tertiary. normal faults cut the northern 
Jtah highland within the study area. The Wasatch fault zone has major 
offset , downthrown on the west (see Plate 7). This fault zone may be 
located along a former rifted continental margin (Stokes, 1976), however, 
part of the former cratonic margin may have been carried eastward 
piggyback on deeper thrust faults. 
Ogden Valley and Morgan Valley are two grabens filled with Tertiary 
and Quaternary sediments. The low valleys are separated by a low hill of 
Tertiary rocks. Hopkins and Bruhn (1983) suggested that these grabens 
overlie a major ramp step in the subsurface, a common relationship in 
many thrust belts (Bally, 1984). This relationship is recognized for 
the Hoback fault, the Grand Valley fault, and other normal faults in the 
Overthrust belt (see Royse and others, 1975) . The geometry is shown on 
the cross sections (see Plate 7) as extension that followed on older ramp 
surfaces and resulted in a downfaulted block . Zoback (1983b) described 
the northern Utah highland as an area of low se ismic activity. Her 
preliminary epicenter maps show earthquake activity concentrated around 
the eastern and southern margins of the uplift. Strain studies indicate 
that the northern Utah highland is presently undergoing westward 
compression , due to westward movement of a portion of the Wasatch Range 
along a low-angle detachment beneath the mountains east of the Wasatch 
fault zone (Zoback, 1983b) . The direction of this westward compression 
is approximately N. 75" E., opposite to the original slip direction of 
the thrust fault , strong evidence of slippage back down pre-existing 
fault planes. 
r,...,-...,..,._....,.,.....,,_..,..--::--=----,--~---- ----- - --- -
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The structural evolution of the northern Utah highland can be 
s ummarized in five stages: (1) the Willard thrust sheet covered the 
entire northern margin near Cross Section X-X ' (Plate 7) at the time that 
(2) the Ogden duplex and the Durst and East Canyon thrust faults formed; 
(3) folding and the high structural level of these thrust faults indicate 
that a subsurface thrust fault, probably wi th a basement core, carried 
the Weber-Durst - East Canyon thrust system piggyback; (4) this piggyback 
uplift produced a large antiform in the Willard thrust sheet in the Ogden 
area, illustrated by the westward re-entrant in the thrust trace west 
of Antelope Island (see Crittenden, 1972b); and (5) the antiform was cut 
by later north - trending normal faults that curve downward to the west on 
older ramp s urfaces . 
Cross Sections 
The cross sections (X-X', Y- Y', and Z- Z' on Plate 7) show the 
inferred subsurface geometry of the central and eastern parts of the 
northern Utah highland. The surface locat i ons of the cross sections 
follow the section lines of Eardley (1944, Plate 1). 
Cross section X-X' (Plate 7) is modified from Royse and others 
(1975) and Bally (1984). The large basement uplift, depicted for this 
area by Royse and others (1975), is given a more detailed geometry by 
adding a thrust fault (labeled IV on Cross section X-X') that ramps 
upsection through the Paleozoic and Mesozoic section and splays into the 
Willard thrust fault at the decollement in the Jurassic Twin Creek 
Limestone . This thrust fault defines a deeper, basement-cored thrust 
which carries the Weber and Durst t hrust faults piggyback and thickens 
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the Paleozoic-Mesozoic section beneath Ogden Valley by bringing Triassic 
and Jurassic rocks to the surface east of Huntsville , Utah (site D) . The 
normal fault on the east side of Ogden Valley is inferred to follow the 
ramp step in this thrust surface (see Bally, 1984). Site A on this cross 
section represents the Ogden duplex of stacked thrust sheets beneath the 
Willard thrust fault. This duplex includes the thin northern margin of 
the Weber-Durst basement-cored thrust sheet. Thrust fault III (Plate 7) 
represents a basal detachment in the sedimentary rocks carried piggyback 
on the lower basement-cored thrust sheet. Thrust fault V (Plate 7) 
represents the Absaroka thrust fault at the base of the sedimentary 
rocks. These thrusts are correlated by numerals with those on the cross 
sections to the south. 
Cross section Y-Y' combines a new interpretation of the subsurface 
geometry projected from Cross section X-X'. Correlation of the Weber and 
Durst thrust faults defines a basement - cored thrust sheet at a high 
structura l level that exhibits approximately 20 km of eastward transport 
(Schirmer, 1984) . This thrust sheet has climbed upsection to the 
_Triassic-Jurassic section in the footwall east of Morgan Valley. 
The Durst thrust fault dips eastward at a low angle at site B, but 
probably bends back up to the surface along the East Canyon thrust fault 
to the east. The deeper thrust fault (labeled IV on Plate 7) is 
projected south from Cross section X-X'. This thrust fault accounts for 
the high structural position of the overlying Durst thrust fault and for 
the normal fault in Morgan Valley at the ramp step in the thrust surface. 
Two cross sections (X-X' and Y-Y') illustrate the transfer zone, 
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which transferred movement from the Willard thrust fault on the north to 
the Weber and Durst thrust faults on the south. 
Cross section Z-Z' combines geometries from the other sections with 
well data in the Henefer-Coalville area. The Durst thrust fault is 
projected from the north into this cross section and is connected with 
the East Canyon thrust fault. The deeper basement-cored thrust fault 
(labeled IV on Plate 7) is shown flattening into a decollement in the 
Upper Jurassic section. The normal fault along the east side of Morgan 
Valley is interpreted to follow a ramp step in this thrust surface. The 
structures beneath the East Canyon thrust fault are probably much more 
complex than shown here. They may merge with the thrust faults that 
extend westward beneath the Henefer anticline. The high density of folds 
and thrust faults in the Henefer-Coalville area indicates a compressional 
stress field. Thus, the thrust faults in the Henefer-Coalville area 
probably extend under the East Canyon thrust fault and the Wasatch Range 
to the west and, thereby, tie the basement- cored thrust faults to the 
thin-skinned thrusting to the east. 
The structural implications of these cross sections can be stated in 
five points: (1) the generalized basement uplift depicted by Royse and 
others (1975) gains a more detailed , but still balanceable, geomet ry; (2) 
thrust faults east of the northern Utah highland project westward beneath 
surface outcrops of the basement; (3) the Paleozoic and Mesozoic units 
may extend farther west under the basement than previously thought : (4) 
shortening of the basement may be on the order of tens of kilometers, 
which has produced several kilometers of vertical thrust stacking of 
basement and sedimentary rocks - -this stacking of thrust sheets appears to 
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provide the mechanism for the apparent "uplift" of the northern Utah 
highland; and (5) thrust loading and deformation of Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic rocks beneath the basement-cored thrust sheets may have 
generated and trapped hydrocarbons in areas previously ignored by 
exploration efforts. 
Timing of Uplift 
Interpretation of the East Canyon fault as a thrust fault that dips 
gently west-northwest and correlates with the Weber and Durst thrust 
faults provides the timing of basement thrusting and "uplift" of the 
northern Utah highland . 
At Croyden, Utah , the East Canyon thrust fault places Middle 
to Upper Jurassic Twin Creek Limestone (the youngest unit in the hanging 
wall) over the Upper Cretaceous (Santonian) Henefer Formation . This 
dates the thrusting as post-Santonian (see Hintze, 1973). 
The Echo Canyon Conglomerate (Late Santonian to Maastrichian age, 
Hintze, 1973) unconformably overlies the thrust contact between the Twin 
Creek Limestone and Henefer Formation at Croyden, Utah. The inverted 
stratigraphy, indicated by the clasts and the transport direction to the 
southeast for the Echo Canyon Conglomerate, indicates that it is a 
syntectonic conglomerate shed from uplift to the west (Mullens, 1971). 
This may be due to thrust uplift of the East Canyon thrust sheet and the 
rest of the northern Utah highland. 
This evidence suggests a close time relationship between movement of 
the East Canyon thrust fault and deposition of the Echo Canyon 
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Conglomerate . If so, the "uplift" of the northern Utah highland is 
closely dated as late Santonian to middle Campanian . 
This age for "uplift" of the northern Utah highland is very similar 
to timing of movement on the Crawford thrust fault to the north (Oriel 
and Armstrong, 1966) and suggests that the East Canyon thrust fault may 
be a southward extension of the Crawford thrust fault. This may provide 
the correlation of thrust faults theorized by Royse and others (1975) in 
their discussion of the origin of the Echo Canyon conglomerate . This age 
for "uplift" of the highland also corresponds to the Late Cretaceous age 
for thrusting in the Sevier orogenic belt (Armstrong, 1968b) , but is more 
precise. 
Uplift and folding of the Weber, Durst , and East Canyon thrust 
faults and folding of the Echo Canyon Conglomerate probably occurred 
during piggyback motion on younger , deeper thrust faults that include the 
Coalville, Clark Canyon, and Absaroka thrust faults. This progressivly 
eastward, piggyback, uplift may have caused accelerated erosion that 
produced the surface on which the Evanston and Wasatch formations were 
deposited . 
Implications for Hydrocarbon Exploration 
Exploration activities within the study area have concentrated east 
of the East Canyon thrust fault . A number of wells have been drilled in 
:he Henefer, Coalville, and Echo Canyon areas, but all were dry holes . 
Jhe surface anticlines and subsurface ramp anticlines between Henefer and 
Coalville, Utah, appear to be good prospects . If the structural 
interpretation presented in this paper is correct, then the Jack of 
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surface rocks east of the East Canyon thrust fault. The Cretaceous 
section was passively folded over deeper thrusts and insufficient thermal 
maturation may have occurred. 
This paper presents the theory that the East Canyon fault is 
a west - dipping, low-angle thrust fault, probably no deeper than km from 
the level of the Weber River, that places the Jurassic rocks of upper 
Weber Canyon over Upper Cretaceous Henefer Formation . This geometry has 
significant implications for petroleum exploration; thrust loading of the 
hanging-wall block above the Cretaceous rocks may have produced 
sufficient heating to generate hydrocarbons (see Angevine and Turcotte, 
1983; Edman and Surdam, 1984; Furlong and Edman, 1984). The formation of 
duplexes beneath this thrust, similar to the Weber and Durst thrust 
faults, may have produced structures to trap generated hydrocarbons. To 
date , no drilling has taken place west of the fault trace and seismic 
data are sparse. This area has been virtually ignored by companies 
exploring in the adjacent structures to the southeast. 
This author believes that the petroleum potential beneath the 
hanging wall of the East Canyon thrust fault may be similar to that of 
the thin-skinned margins of the Paris-Willard thrust to the north, 
discussed by Chidsey (1984) . Such areas may be more important as future 
petroleum exploration in the Overthrust belt expands into regions 
adjacent to the major proven production. Activities in the Willard 
thrust sheet to the north and northeast may also be promisine sites for 
petroleum exploration. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Recent techniques of analysis of thrust faults, including bal anced 
cross sections and hanging-wall-sequence diagrams. had been applied to 
other thrust belts, but not to the duplex structures beneath the Willard 
thrust fault in the Wasatch Range east of Ogden, Utah (the Ogden 
duplex). When these methods were applied to this area a logical, 
reproducible structural development of the complex duplex emerged. 
The Wasatch fault zone has exposed a longitudinal section through 
the Ogden duplex. The eastward-dipping limb of the exposed antiform has 
facilitated the use of the downstructure method of interpretation of the 
geologic maps. The Ogden River has cut a deep cross section parallel to 
the direction of transport by thrusting. This combination of features 
provides good structural and geometric control for interpreting the area. 
Comprehensive analysis of the duplex beneath the Willard thrust 
fault is strengthened by comparisons with the Moine thrust belt where 
strikingly similar, basement-cored thrust faults are mapped (Elliott and 
Johnson, 1980). 
The following sequence of events in the development of the duplex 
are inferred, from first to last: the Willard thrust sheet covered the 
northern part of the area, then the Ogden thrust sheet moved, then the 
basement-cored horses of the Weber thrust fault moved and, finally, the 
Taylor thrust fault moved. The earlier, higher thrust sheets were 
carried piggyback on the later. deeper thrust sheets. Shortening in the 
Ogden duplex was at least 8 to 12 km; this ' represents a minimum value . 
Later normal faulting on the Wasatch fault zone and faults along the 
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side of Ogden and Morgan valleys probably are localized along footwall 
ramps in the subsurface. 
The high structural position of the basement-cored thrust sheets in 
t he study area may be due to piggyback uplift on even deeper s ubsurface 
thrust fa ults related t o t he Cr awford and Absaroka t hr us t s ys t ems. 
Thi s compr ehensive ana l ysis of t he du pl ex exposed benea th t he 
Willard thrust fault provides a new example of the mode l of a 
thin-skinned thrust system dominated by a major thrust sheet (Boyer and 
Elliott, 1~02). It should provide geologists, in the Utah-Wyoming-Idaho 
Overthrust belt and elsewhere, with further examples of basement 
thrust-fault structures. 
The northern Utah high land of Earrtley (1944) corresponds to thio 
culmination i n t he Willard t hr ust s heet near Ogden , Utah. Th ere may be 
duplexes east of the area studied that are similar to those jn the 
Wasatch Range above Ogden , Utah. If so, anticlinal traps should be 
present in rocks that have been thrust over ~esozoi c sOlirce rocks , thus, 
the area just east of Morgan and Ogden valleys may include petroleum 
reservoirs. 
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Figure 1 . Index map of north-central Utah showing the locations of 
Plates 1, 2, 6, and 7, relative to the northern Utah highland and 
surrounding regional structures . Barbs on thrust faults denote the 
hang i ng- wall side. Hatchures on normal faults denote downthrown 
side . 
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Figure 2. Relation of minor structures to overthrusting. (A) Tension 
cracks shown by open dashes ; slickensides shown by short lines on 
top of block: defor~ed pebbles shown in solid black: (B) Drag folds: 
(C) Spaced cleavage; (D) Boudinage. Symbol in center shows 
orientation of stress axes, a, b , and c. and transport direction 
(N . 75• E . ) relative to the structures (after Billings, 1972, 
Fig . 19-8) . 
Figure 3. Equal-area plots of four different structural relationships . 
(A) Three structural fabrics in the Maxfield Limestone tectonite on 
the Pleasant View Salient at four -different sites. Poles to spaced 
cleavage (s), axes of kink folds (k), and tension cracks (t) are 
plotted . Note the strong north-northwest/south-southeast 
orientation and the consistently nearly perpendicular relationship 
among poles to c-leavage, axes of kink folds, and tension cracks. 
(B) Two phases of deformation are shown . in this plot of fold 
axes and tension cracks in the Maxfield Limestone tectonite in the 
Rice Creek Spring window. Axes of eastward-vergent folds (e) and 
tension cracks (t) show a strong north-northwest/south-southeast 
orientation . These structures are folded by later northward-vergent 
folds (n) oriented approximately perpendicular to the earlier 
structures . (C) Slickensides beneath the Willard thrust fault 
record a direction of transport of approximately N. 75• E. (D) Fold 
axes in the Farmington Canyon Complex (larger dots) show a general 
north-south orientation, whereas poles to foliation (smaller dots) 
appear rando11. 
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Figure 4. Equal-area plots of several structural fabrics which show 
the orientation of the major stress direction "a" (parallel to 
transport) . (A) Orientation of tension cracks (t), boudinage (b) , 
and pencil cleavage (p) . The general N. 15• ·to 20• W. orientation 
indicates a stress direction of N. 70• to 75• E. (B) Fold axes in 
the Ophir Formation-Maxfield Limestone decollement zone are oriented 
r oughly N. ts• to 20• W. The stress !ield indicated by these fold 
axes is approximately N. 70• to 75• E. (C) Poles to spaced cleavage 
lie parallel to the stress field ; this plot shows the poles oriented 
generally N. 7o• E. (D) Poles to bedding in the Tintic Quartzite 
are aligned roughly parallel to the stress field and are used to 
determine the orientation of the cross sections. These poles show 
the stress field oriented approximately N. 75• E. Note that all of 
these fabrics indicate a transport direction of approximately N. 75• 
E. 
lU1 
(incompetent unit 
Incompetent unit 
Figure 5 . Generalized diagram illustrating the sequential development of 
thrust faults within the thin-skinned, piggyback thrusting model. 
Thrust faults have a stairstep trajectory with long, flat extents 
within incompetent units and short, steep ramps through competent 
units. Thrust faults cut upsection and propagate in the direction 
ot transport. Thrust faults can also cut upsection laterally (see 
Fig. 6). Older thrust sheets are carried piggyback on younger, 
deeper thrust sheets. Heavy dashed lines are incipient thrust 
faults. SO, 51, and 52 indicate the forward slip on successive 
thrusts (modified from Boyer and Elliott, 1982, Fig. 19) . 
-- ---_______ __. __ 
Fig!!re a. Gefiei'al i ~ed block d i. a~rams il .l us~:-ating the ~ecmet:-y of 
f:-ontal end l2.t.er-al remps anti resulting hanging-;r;all ~eo::H=tries. 
{A ) }"r-cntaJ ~·-.~1 : : 1.-.:: ·:e:-z..i raorp ~ cut ;:;r~ undefor!ned s~ ·:ti on . ~ote the 
truncation of >:~e sa~Cy ur.:t by the ra;:;ps. (B} Shape of thrust 
surface iu dia~r.a~ A. (C) R~sulting hanging-wall geometry of the 
thr:.!st slice in Gi~graL'l A at·ter- it hes :r..uv£d u~ the f:-cntal r-amp and 
ont::: the u~per Cecol.!e!tlent. t·iote tt_e later-n.l and frontal fo).ds in 
the sanciy unit at th.e edg-es of the thrust sheet due to the or.iginal 
trur..cation~ li'.t~ral and frorr':al r::!.m~s. A..!so note that the folds are 
rootles~ and die cut abruptly at the decolle~eat surface. (D) The 
gecrnetry of "the U"9l i!' t in t~e overl:t·ing reck:; . Note that the t:pli ft 
he.s an in~Jer1:ed sl":ape that c i rrors the original ramp gecmetr:_.. i:1 
diag!"aJil E. 
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Figure 7. Generalized diagram illustrating failure of the margin of a 
foreland basement rift in the footwall of a major thrust. (A) 
Before failure a steep ramp at the basement buttress deflects 
thrusts from a deep decollement in miogeosynclinal sediments to a 
decollement in the cratonic shelf sequence. Dashed faults are 
incipient thrusts through basement rocks In the footwall or ramp. 
(B) Resulting geometry after failure of the footwall ramp and 
piggyback thrusting of basement thrust sheets. Note distinct 
culmination (antiform) in overlying thrust sheet. 
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Figure 8. Classification of different systems of duplexes . Note the 
relationship of the subsidiary thrusts to the roof and floor thrusts 
(from Boyer and Elliott, 1982, Fig. 12). 
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Fieure 9. Geometry and development of Dundonnell nntiform illustrated by section A and partially 
restored section B. {A) Shows the Moine thrust fault sharply folded over four horses (sheets 
2, 3, 4, and 5) which, In turn, rest on a planar sole thrust . (B) Shows that sheets 3, 4, and 5 
developed by successive failure of ramps beneath the Moine tlarust (from Elliott and Johnson, 1980, Fig. 24) . 
Frontal thru1t 
_J 
thrutt fault eroalon aurfa~l --- - -- - .. ---~omS:~- ~.~t-•lth~ 
leading Imbricate fan y 
Figure 10. Idealized diagram of thrust belt with dominant thrust sheet shows five zones (denoted by 
Roman numerals I to V), each with characteristic thrust systems and degree of basement 
involvement . ~lajor thrust faults at boundaries of zone are bold. Section is vertically 
eKaggerated and not to scale. Romnn numerals do not signify a time sequence (from Doyer and 
Elliott, 1982, PJg. 30). 
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Figure 11. ~eneralized diagram illustrating the method of restoring a balanced cross section. (A) 
This deformed section, modeled after an antiformal-stack duplex, Is due to piggyback thrusting that 
proceeded from left to right in sequence from higher to lower. (B) This restored section Is 
constructed by pulling the deformed section back to the left to reproduce the undeformed 
stratigraphy and original fault trajectories . Numbers signify the time sequence of thrusting . 
Figure 12. Generalized hanging-wall-sequence diagram illustrating the 
development of the structures around Taylor Canyon. Time sequence 
indicated by numbers 1 to 4 . Lowercase letters identify areas 
referred to in the text. See the Anal ysis of Structures, Taylor 
Canyon Development section of this report for a detailed explanation 
of this diagram . 7he left margin of each illustration is located 
just south of Ogden Canyon; the right margin is located just south 
of Strongs Canyon . 
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A. OGDEN CANYON-DURST MOUNTAIN 
SHELF SEQUENCE AND FORELAND 
BASEMENT BENEATH THE WILLARD 
THRUST FAULT -· 
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B. HUNTSVILLE- BROW!IS HOLE-~AMES PEAK 
WIOGEOSYNCLINAL SEQUENCE OF 
THE WILLARD THRUST SHEET 
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Figure 13 . Strat1graphic charts showing tne Ogaen canyon_-Durst 1>1oum:a1n 
section beneath the Willard thrust faul·t (Chart A) and the 
Huntsville-Browns Hole-James Peak section of the Willard thrust 
sheet (Chart B). Charts are modified from Hintze (1973). Unit 
thicknesses are in fee t. Thickness values in Chart A are average 
thicknesses . Considerable tec tonic thickening and thinning has 
occurred in the whole section beneath the Willard thrust fault. 
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Plate 7 . - Generalized QeoloQiC mop and cross - section& of eastern port 
A thru J 
of 
are 
the Northern Utah HiC.Jhlond, in north - central Utah. 
areas discussed in the text . WI th ru W4 are wells LeQend is common to map and cross-sections . Letters 
r e ferred to in the text . 
